Ladies and Gentlemen:

College opened this fall on Tuesday, September 24, with the enrollment of new students for Freshman Orientation Week. The freshman class consists of 99 men and 124 women, or a total of 223 freshmen; plus 19 new transfer students enrolled in the upper classes, giving us a grand total of 242 new students. This class is the result of many hours of work throughout the year by our Committee on Admissions in sifting through the almost 1,000 applications. As I have indicated before, the Committee takes into consideration a multitude of factors in its attempt to select those students who are best qualified to pursue a higher education at Western Maryland.

For many years, one of the standard tests used for admission by colleges has been that prepared by the College Entrance Examination Board. We have strongly recommended that applicants for admission take the College Boards, but we had not made it mandatory until this year. Believing the Scholastic Aptitude Test of the College Entrance Examination Board to be one of the most valuable means of determining a student's academic preparation for college, we now require that this test be taken by all applicants; and at the same time, the College has applied for membership on the Board. We anticipate being accepted for membership at the annual meeting of the Board. We anticipate being accepted for membership on the Board. We have strongly recommended that applicants for admission take the College Entrance Examination Board, and we had not made it mandatory until this year. Believing the Scholastic Aptitude Test of the College Entrance Examination Board to be one of the most valuable means of determining a student's academic preparation for college, we now require that this test be taken by all applicants; and at the same time, the College has applied for membership on the Board. We anticipate being accepted for membership at the annual meeting of the Board.
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As the year begins, we are happy to report that the total student body of
747-350 men and 397 women. Of this number, 657 are boarding students and 90 are commuting students. With this number, every bed is filled, and the laboratories, classrooms and dining room are occupied to capacity.

At the end of last year, we lost eight faculty members—one by retirement and seven by resignation, either voluntary or involuntary. These eight vacancies have been filled with two new tenured professors—one in history and the other in psychology. A third in English should receive his doctorate at the end of this year. In addition to these replacements, we have added four full-time new instructors, one each in physical education, mathematics, physics and economics. All hold Master's degrees and one should receive his doctorate by the end of the year. This may be the appropriate time to point out to the Trustees that the securing of competent and well-qualified new faculty members is becoming increasingly difficult, particularly in certain fields. This is due to the fact that most other institutions are experiencing expanding enrollments, and we have been doing, with the result needing for additional teachers and in some areas, particularly the sciences and economics, we are competing against not only other educational institutions but businesses and government as well. This highlights, I believe, the extreme importance of continuing the upgrading of our faculty salary scale. The scale this year for the nine-month college year is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Salary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full Professor</td>
<td>$8,000-$11,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>7,000-8,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>6,000-7,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor</td>
<td>5,000-6,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our budget this year for faculty salaries increased by $44,117.00 from the 1961-62 total of $415,383.00 to $459,500.00. You will recall that by action of this Board, there has been no increase this year in our tuition fee of $900.00, but we feel confident that we will be able to meet not only the faculty salary increases but staff salary increases and other expenses as well, provided that our supplementary sources of income from the Endowment Fund, contributions from alumni, business and industry, the church and other friends of the College will continue to increase, as in each instance they have been doing in recent years.

There has been one major change in our administrative organization which should be brought to your attention. Last spring it became apparent that we would need this year additional teaching time in chemistry. In view of the shortage of qualified teachers in this field, it was impossible to secure someone at that late date. In order to fill this need, Dr. Schofield, who for many years has been dividing his time between administrative responsibilities and teaching in the chemistry department, consented to teach full time and relinquish his responsibilities as Dean of Administration. The vacancy created by this change has been filled by our Treasurer, Mr. Philip B. Schaefner, who now will be Treasurer and Business Manager of the College. Anyone who has not been in the position which I hold can never appreciate how devoted and valuable has been Dean Schofield's service to the College for more than forty years in a great many capacities. No man now living knows as much about Western Maryland in all of its aspects as does he. Let it be clearly understood that he is not retiring, but rather this year will be giving full time to the chemistry department both as Chairman of the Department and teacher.

There are two special academic programs of significance to which I would call your attention. First, the National Science Foundation Institute for Chemistry and Biology High School Teachers was held on our campus this summer for six weeks from July 2 to August 10. Although running concurrently with Summer School, it was completely separate and distinct. The enrollment consisted of forty high school teachers from all over the United States, even as far away as the West Coast. Dr. Harwell F. Sturdivant, Chairman of the Biology Department, served as Director of the Institute, and the faculty consisted of our own people plus a number of special lecturers brought in on specific subjects. The forty students were (Continued on Page 20)
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A year ago, when THE MAGAZINE's current series of articles on life in foreign countries began, we made this statement: "The world comes to Westminster through the College." As more and more alumni and friends write articles and letters to the Hill it becomes evident that like the tide, the exchange not only comes, but goes.

In this issue readers can visit France, Vietnam, India, Italy and Greece. February—well, we'll still be traveling. The world is pretty big to anyone but an astronaut and Western Maryland alumni seem to cover much of it.

Meanwhile, Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to all of you from the Alumni Office. Our cover package includes the traditional collection of articles from members of the faculty and a promise that this new volume will be as varied, and we hope enjoyable, as the last.
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THE MAGIC OF CHRISTMAS

by Reuben S. Holthaus

No festival observed in the Western World has so much of magic about it as the annual observance of the birth date of Jesus the Christ. Of prophets foretold, heralded by angels, announced to simple shepherds by heavenly hosts, and to the Magi by a star which they devotedly followed, the combination of legend and fact but enhance the aura of mystery and promise, of splendor and fulfillment which is the magic of Christmas.

In that day, as in ours, no one could predict the exact meaning of signs and events. Today one might ask, whose star or satellite is it we see passing overhead and what does it mean? Sometimes the most innocent and harmless appearances will disturb mankind with terror and apprehension for which there is only too often, no foundation whatsoever. At other times we gloss over life’s grim realities and the signs of darkness and war and strife are almost completely disregarded.

Legend has it that the Magi, representing a priestly caste or Order of Ancient Media or Persia in which good and evil, light and darkness are rival forces or ultimate deities and must both be worshipped, followed the gleams of His Star away from the palaces of comfort and ease over desert and mountain to a lowly stable bed and thus contributed to and captured something of the meaning and magic of that first Christmas.

To capture some of the magic of Christmas 1962, one might well begin by taking the advice of the poet Grace Noll Crowell:

I shall attend to my little errands of love
Early, this year,
So that the brief days before Christmas may be
Unhampered and clear
Of the fever of hurry. The breathless rushing
that I
Have known in the past
Shall not possess me.
I shall be calm in my soul
And ready at last
For Christmas: The Mass of the Christ.
I shall kneel and call out his name;
I shall take time to watch the beautiful light
Of a candle’s flame;
I shall have leisure—I shall go out alone
From my roof and my door;
I shall not miss the silver silence of stars

As I have before;
And, if, perhaps—If I stand there very still,
And very long—
I shall hear what the clamor of living has kept
from me:
The angel’s song.

Most of us resist a too early preparation for Christmas, Christmas cards in July, or the extreme commercialization of a holy season but at the same time we are caught in its entanglements, its hurry, its turmoil; we are obsessed by the necessity of exchanging gifts and greetings and party invitations, and the fear of forgetting someone who remembers us. And then Christmas is over and there was no time to experience its joys, to hear the angel’s song. I shall prepare for Christmas early this year.

Secondly, the magic of the season will be multiplied if we have a broader understanding of Christmas customs and symbols of the peoples of other nations and if we make some of these customs and symbols our own. Whether one thinks of merry olde England, the Scandinavian countries, the many countries of Eastern Europe or the American nations on this side of the Atlantic, some special customs or symbols should suggest themselves. In a partial listing, one might begin with growing things—the holly and the ivy, the fir tree and the mistletoe, the poinsettia and the rose; living animals would include those in the stable of Bethlehem and also the reindeer, the camel, and even the boar whose head is used for adornment; bells, carols, and harps—candles, oil lamps, stars and pinata, introduce and express the joy of the season and may suggest the significance of the light which Christ’s coming brought to the people who were in the darkness of sin. Any listing must also include brightly wrapped packages, Santa Claus, the creche, puppets, seals and food too numerous to mention.

Christmas is a colorful occasion and brings hope and joy to the individual heart and soul. These customs and symbols may do what is suggested in the lines of Alfred Grant Walton:

Bring the candles, light the tree,
There’s something Christmas does to me;
It weaves a charm, it casts a spell,
It sheds a warmth, I cannot tell.
It melts the years with magic art,
It makes men young again in heart;
I long to give where pity pleads,
I think of friends and human needs,
And thrill with joy as from afar
I hear a song and see a star,
Thank God!—Whatever else may be—
For all that Christmas does to me.

Finally the magic of Christmas is to be found in a discovery or rediscovery of its meaning. With all of the hundreds and hundreds of poems, stories, songs, musical and dramatic productions, sculptures and paintings, one would have expected that this source had been exhausted many many years ago. But every year there are new ones, new ways of telling, depicting, interpreting the real meanings of Christmas.

A story, a recent acquaintance, pictures a small child, a girl, looking forward to Christmas with eager anticipation because of the gift she is expecting to find in her stocking on Christmas morning. Her very poor and realistic parents wishing to avoid disappointing the child, tell her that there is no money for gifts this year. The child’s faith is unshakable, however, and so on Christmas Eve hangs up her stocking. Her faith is not unfulfilled for she finds near her stocking on Christmas morning, a bird that has been injured and has fallen down the chimney during the night. In the child’s eyes there could have been no better gift for here was something that had need of her ministering and loving care.

The star of Christ is still leading the way to persons and places of need, want, and despair in the hope that men will discover Him there. There is a magic in this discovery. Is there a better gift than the opportunity to be of service to those who need us, a needy person, a needy world?

There is a magic of Christmas.

Reuben S. Holthaus is professor of philosophy. A graduate of Morningside College with an A.M., S.T.B. and Ph.D. from Boston University, he joined the Western Maryland faculty in 1946.
The Art of the Epitaph

by Joseph W. Hendren

Nobody, generally speaking, writes or reads epitaphs nowadays. For years an inveterate prowler about old graveyards, I have seldom encountered another human being engaged in the same suspicious occupation. What is more disappointing, I have never seen a convincing ghost, nor laid eyes on a specter (I understand they are not quite the same thing), nor even caught sight of a will o' the wisp. This is a hard admission to make, for it's always open season on ghosts, and I realize how poor such a showing must seem. I have, to be sure, occasionally seen a thing sufficiently harrowing and spooklike: a forlorn figure of seemingly immense antiquity, mournful and bedraggled, seated on a sunken tombstone, head bowed in apparent meditation, his scythe lying idle in the grass. But instead of the Grim Reaper in person, or some weird sepulchral emanation, this figure has always turned out to be the caretaker. A properly aged caretaker in the act of taking care can be an impressive apparition, a shade too appropriate for plausibility. It is a serious question how many graveyard ghosts might have remained unseen through the centuries, had caretakers never been employed.

But usually no caretaker is about. Solitude reigns unchallenged. Birds may chirp, rabbits may hop, or a snake's small eyes peer dull and shy from the grass; but as far as living human company is concerned, the old graveyard is a sober, lonely place, where the interested spectator can moon by the hour without risk of discovery. The loneliness is sometimes tinctured with desolation, not in New England, where graveyards, though seldom visited, are shipshape; but sometimes elsewhere in bustling, forward-looking communities of the progressive American type, the modern business El Dorados, where optimistic eyes are turned resolutely toward the day when all checking accounts shall reach six figures, and the population double itself every six months. In communities enjoying such Elysian prospects new cemeteries are a matter of much solemnity and rhetoric; the old ones—those relics of the ludicrous horse-and-buggy age—are occasionally junked, or rather allowed to junk them-
selves, a civic obligation which an old graveyard can usually discharge within a surprisingly short time. Why fuss, indeed, about an old burial ground containing a few obsolete skeletons, when we have so many fine new ones, spacious and expensive, already occupied by thousands, and growing fast all the time?

But in spite of these appearances, to say that epitaphs are no longer of interest to living men would be an overstatement. Moribund the subject may be; yet it is not altogether defunct. A few anemic articles now and then, at rare intervals a book, some closeted discussions in historical societies and literary clubs—such sporadic activities have combined in recent decades to save the waver ing flame from utter extinction.

This interest, scholarly rather than popular, is somewhat diversified, some aspects being feeble than others. Different students of graveyard lore view the same material from separate vantage points, one investigator being concerned with genealogy, another with iconography, a third with light entertainment, and so forth. As you would expect, interest in the quaint and curious runs far ahead of all other competitors, and in this one phase of the subject, flavored as it usually is with the picturesque and comic, there exists even a noticeable degree of purely popular enthusiasm. Let us over the fence at this point and have a closer look.

My first exhibit is a group of inscriptions directly imported from England—not that this treatise pretends to internationality of scope, but because (paradoxical as it may seem) we cannot do without English examples in illustrating purely American interest in the quaint and curious. Collections by American editors are commonly stuffed with juicy British specimens; when a Yankee newspaper prints a comic epitaph, the chances are always highly in favor of an English original. Nor does this state of affairs elude comprehension if two facts are considered: (1) the British, by some freak of national genius, have always done this sort of thing better than anyone else; and (2) they have been doing it longer than we on this side of the Atlantic, and their older graveyards, for the purpose, enjoy a corresponding superiority. Roughly speaking (for I have no dependable dates), fanciful and humorous epitaphs grow commoner as we move backward through history. Our oldest monuments in New England, one might add, are notably poor in such curiosities, for the men who founded the Massachusetts Bay Colony were not much given to levity in matters relating to the fateful drama of human life and death.

Among inscriptions of this type no theme is commoner than that of vituperation, and here the tone may vary from one of reflective, cold-blooded indignation to that of cavalier, almost slapstick jesting. An example of the former: (The epitaph was allegedly written by a brother of the deceased woman.)

Her husband and child, whom she loved, seldom saw her countenance without a disgusting frown, whilst she received visitors whom she despised with an endearing smile. The talents in which she principally excelled were difference of opinion, and discovering flaws and imperfections. He had not, on the whole, enjoyed two years of matrimonial comfort.

And here are some illustrations of the lighter touch:

(1) Here lies my dear wife, a sad slattern and shrew;
   If I said I regretted her, I should lie too.

(2) Here lies Ned,
   I'm glad he's dead;
   If there must be another
   I wish 'twere his brother.

(3) Here lies Sir John Guise,
   No one laughs, no one cries;
   Where he's gone and how he fares
   No one knows, no one cares.

However, I am glad to report that epitaphs slinging or covertly splashing mud on the deceased are in a respectable minority within their own group. The majority are simply fanciful or grotesque, or perhaps ironical, and they frequently boast some appropriate occupational basis, as does this one: (on a cricket player buried near Salisbury)

I bowled, I struck, I caught, I stopped;
Sure life's a game of cricket;
I blocked with care, with caution popped,
Yet death has hit my wicket.

Another on the grave of a mother at Wolstanton:

Some have children, some have none;
Here lies the mother of twenty-one.

Whether the next atrocity is the work of an illiterate poetaster, or the invention of some malicious sophisticate with his eye on educated posterity and his tongue in his cheek, I honestly can't say: (at Belbroughton, Worcestershire)

Here lies Elizabeth
Betsy Ooden;
Her lives no longer
Cos her cooden.

Occasionally such verses are formulated by a rimester of no mean talent: (from a churchyard in Durham)

Beneath these stones
Repose the bones
Of Theodosius Grimm;
He took his beer
From year to year,
And then his bier took him.

(Continued on following page)
Probably not all epitaphs of this sort are humorous intentionally—and here we revert to the American scene. In the next example, either the Yankee composer achieved the comic unconsciously, or else he enjoyed a sense for irony bordering on genius:

To Lemuel S. Frame, who during his life shot 89 Indians, whom the Lord delivered into his hands, and who was looking forward to making up his hundred before the end of the year, when he fell asleep in Jesus at his house at Hawk's Ferry, March 27, 1843.

Such confidence in manifest destiny takes sense for irony bordering on genius: either the Yankee composer achieved the comic unconsciously, or else he enjoyed a humorous intention-and here we revert to the American scene. In the next example, Either the Yankee composer achieved the comic unconsciously, or else he enjoyed a humorous intention-

Squire is apparently not far off the track. For if this deadly solemnity is not at times a pretense, what is it? Other theories bog down in contradiction. Such solemnity looks like reticence: but people of today make a fetish of self-expression, of discussing forbidden subjects, of facing facts fearlessly. It looks like a refinement of manners: but we probably practice worse manners otherwise than any generation for at least two hundred years. It appears to mark an advance in dignity: but alongside the dignity of our great-grandfathers and great-great-grandfathers, what are we? I'll board ship with Mr. Squire; the quotation is doubtful right as far as it goes.

Quaintness, humor, genealogy, antiquarianism: the words together connote what graveyard inscriptions during the past century have usually meant to the articulate observer. Well and good. But there is another important side to the matter. There appeared in the Bookman a few years ago a short article by one Samuel Scoville, in which is quoted the following epitaph from Bethlehem, Connecticut, dated June 1, 1776:

Sweet soul we leave thee to thy rest Thy favour and thy God Till we from bonds of clay released Spring out and climb the shining road.

While the dear dust she leaves behind Sleeps on thy bosom, gentle tomb, Soft be her bed, her slumbers kind, And all her dreams of joy to come.

"As I read," says the contributor, "I felt the sorrow and the love and faith of that unknown writer shine up from the grass, undimmed by a hundred and fifty years."

Only a sensitive and candid observer trying to describe what happened to him. That epitaph, by the way, is the real thing—the characteristic thing. Its language is not the language of whimsy, or recession, or wit; it's the language of emotion, a tongue we have grown afraid of in our consciously fact-minded age. The majority of epitaphs resemble, in feeling and in manner, the one quoted by Mr. Scoville. We can call them sentimental if we are careful to define sentiment as the expression of genuine feeling, not otherwise. As you read the epitaphs to follow, you will find, I believe, that they seldom give the impression of falseness or mawkishness. A few do, to be sure. Epitaphs can be artistically poor enough on their lowest level. But on the whole they maintain, I think, a fairly consistent level of respectable taste, expressing emotion rather than emotional self-indulgence.

Not everybody believes that. Allow me a word of defense. As for the sophomoric, to whom everything old-fashioned is "just a scream"—they must die in their sin. But in recent decades it has been something of a custom among the fashionably tough-minded to manage a condescending smile toward all matters of sentiment, indiscriminately. Now, it seems clear as the sun to me that

(Continued on Page 21)
Sabbatical Leave—GREECE and ITALY

by William R. Ridington

A sabbatical leave is a serious study project, but when it is undertaken in Greece, Italy, and the borders of the Roman world it inevitably has overtones of general interest that are easier to describe in a brief article than are specific areas of study.

I remember spending two hours one day examining the building construction at the Propylaea, or entrance to the Acropolis at Athens. My photographs illustrating the methods of building construction will be helpful in my class teaching, but much harder to describe here than my experiences in any two hours I spent with the Greek people. Their helpful and friendly attitude was always one of the great joys of our stay abroad.

My sabbatical project included attempts to visit as many sites of Greek and Roman buildings as we could and to see the exhibits in the major museums housing classical art and antiquities. We also wanted to work into our trip visits to the less famous museums whenever we could. I was fortunate in having a wife who was an undergraduate major in Greek, holds an advanced degree in the field, and has taught Greek, Latin, and Ancient History. The family therefore moved with a unity of purpose throughout the whole project.

We accomplished all of our major academic purposes abroad. Both Mrs. Ridington and I had been enrolled in the American School of Classical Studies at Athens in the summer of 1937, and in a sense we took up from there on our own during the more than two months which we spent in Greece. We were also both enrolled for a six-week academic session of The Vergilian Society of America, covering two weeks in the area of Rome, two weeks in southern Italy and Sicily, and two weeks in the Naples area, famous for Pompeii, Herculaneum, and Vesuvius, which destroyed both cities.

We visited the most important museums in our area of study. Most important, perhaps, is the National Archaeological Museum at Athens, with its spectacular finds from the great excavations at Mycenae, conducted by Heinrich Schliemann, who first excavated Troy. Also very important is the museum at Naples, with wall paintings and bronzes from Pompeii and Herculaneum, as well as various marbles in its excellent collections. We saw various museums at Rome, and in a sense Rome itself is a museum for the classical scholar. Many of the smaller museums throughout our travels had beautiful objects on display, and were often the most important museum for a particular area of study. For example, the museum at Gela in Sicily has a collection of some 900 coins, the largest number found in one cache. The Paestum museum has one of the largest collections of archaic Greek art in the world. The Etruscan site of Tarquinia in Italy is in itself a sort of museum, with its tomb paintings still in situ and open to visitors, as is the nearby museum. These are top priority in interest in Etruscan art. We also visited the Louvre, with great numbers of Greek vases in its collection, and the British museum, containing the famous Elgin Marbles from the Parthenon at Athens, now housed in a very attractive setting in rooms built specifically for this purpose.

On the Greek Easter weekend (later than Easter in our calendar) we were in the town of Sparta, famous in antiquity and now having a very pleasant hotel and an attractive museum and surrounding formal garden. At dusk Friday night there was a procession through the town to the church, set on a hill. From the very young to the old the long line of worshippers, carrying tall lighted tapers, made a very impressive religious procession. It was also spectacular as a fireworks display. People on balconies who did not take part in the parade held sparklers and Roman candles and rockets with bursting stars were often discharged. Their aim was sometimes dangerously low and toward the crowd, but I saw no evidence of injuries as we followed the procession through town.

Saturday night we were at Pylos, famous as the city of Nestor of the Iliad. Neither Sparta nor Pylos were tourist centers that weekend, but if the Greeks themselves ever leave home, Easter weekend seems to be the time to do so. All hotel rooms were filled with Greeks, although we did meet one American who had been staying in Greece for over a year, and could hardly be called a tourist. I stopped a passerby and inquired about other accommodations in my halting modern Greek. Here as always the wonder of the Greek friendliness took place at once. I was immediately led to the booth of a street vendor who knew some English. He diagnosed our problem immediately and offered a solution. He could locate two private homes in which we could stay. Two of my daughters and I would stay in one home, and Mrs. Ridington and another daughter in a second home at the opposite side of town. A waiter from a small restaurant across the street was located who undertook to house me and my daughters at his home. He took us to his home, determined our time of arrival for the evening, and went back to his job. Similar arrangements were made for Mrs. Ridington.

The home was spotlessly neat, as all Greek homes and towns are. Outside my window was the small yard,
its dirt beaten hard by feet, and also swept as clean as a home floor. The chickens served as an alarm clock and the garden flowers gave beauty to the setting, including an orange tree just outside my window.

Easter in Greece has the traditional killing of a lamb, and our host had already carried out the preliminaries. In his kitchen I saw the lamb hanging down from the ceiling, skinned, and waiting for the Easter meal. Before we left town Sunday morning we passed one of the hotels in which we had been unable to find accommodations. On a vacant lot across the street a long bed of coals was burning, and perhaps a half dozen spits, each with a lamb attached, were cooking over the hot embers. As we drove on for the next few days we passed many buildings covered with lamb skins, drying in the sun.

Sunday night we spent in Tripolis, where we expected to have difficulty in getting accommodations. If there were any non-Greeks in town we saw no evidence of it at any time. We decided to try using a wonderful system the Greeks have. There are "tourist police" who are specially assigned to help and care for tourists. They may not speak English, but they are always most wonderfully and efficiently helpful. We went directly to the police office and asked for help, without even trying the hotels. The hotels were indeed full. The police got on the phone and at once located a private home which would accommodate us. A policeman then went with us to the home, and since he knew English showed us what we might need to know. For example, how to get into the house, where the bathroom was located, etc. He also argued heatedly with the lady of the house over how much we should pay, and over her most strenuous objections established a proper price for us. He told us exactly how much we should pay, told her that she could not charge more than this amount, and left all of us understanding exactly what sort of bargain we had entered into.

Like our houses in Pylos this one was a most modest home, but we were interested in the books on the bedstand by our beds. One room had a volume of Kant in modern Greek, and the other had a novel by Dostoevski, also in modern Greek. These were certainly books belonging to the house, and not just props for atmosphere. Here too we found living in the home of very modest people in another culture a very interesting experience.

We made no advance reservations during our six months abroad except for one reservation in London. Our theory was that we had tents and sleeping bags with us and in a real emergency could always tent, or could sleep right on the car seats. All five of us at one time or another did sleep right on the car seats, which are wide enough for even a tall person like me to sleep rather comfortably. All of us also at times slept in our tents.

For several years we had been helping a Greek family put one of their children through high school through contributions to the Save the Children Federation. While in Greece we visited the family home in a small village in the north of Greece. This too was an interesting experience, seeing and being seen by a great number of the villagers and having dinner with the family. As we left they gave us one dozen eggs, right from the nest. We boiled them and used them for our lunches, a picnic type meal which we always ate in or near our car while traveling.

Our whole trip really began when we landed in Rotterdam February 23 and picked up our Volkswagen. We drove through Holland and Belgium into France, but spent very little time in Paris except for visits to the Louvre, and I did not even see the Eiffel tower. We did stop to see Roman antiquities wherever within any reasonable driving distance of our route to get a car ferry to Greece from Brindisi, at the heel of Italy.

At times we found that the modern highway paving was just macadam laid on top of the original Roman road, and occasionally at curves the ancient paving could be seen continuing where the modern road changed the angle of the bend. In Italy the modern road names were often the ancient names, still used on the road maps.

In Athens we located an apartment near the university. This served as our center of operations while we made trips by our car to various ancient sites. We also took a boat trip which included a visit to Troy, Rhodes, Delos, Pergamum, Ephesus, and various other sites, all with their important place in Greek history and with interesting archaeological remains.

The school session in Italy included a complete circling of the island of Sicily by bus, visiting important Greek sites daily. Some of the most beautiful Greek temples are located in Sicily, and various excellent modern museums to house the classical antiquities were on our route. The museum at Paestum in southern Italy has the metopes from the temple placed in the museum at a second story level, corresponding to the position on the original temple, but there is a spectator gallery on this level directly opposite the metopes. Thus one can view them from the ten feet or so across the open space from the gallery, as well as from below.

Returning to Italy from Greece for our summer session we drove up through Yugoslavia, and after the summer session returned via London, visiting the British Museum, Bath, and various other Roman sites on the island. A pedometer I wore from morning to night registered over 1,200 miles of walking but I personally drove our car over 9,000 miles. I have brought back over 1,200 Kodachrome slides, most of them taken for use in my classroom teaching and dealing with technical aspects of archaeological remains. It was a rewarding
experience for us, but also very strenuous. We did not take a siesta as do the local people, and our days were full and usually included quite a bit of walking or hiking. I sometimes think that I will need a second sabbatical to incorporate my experiences into their proper place in my teaching program.

William R. Ridington is professor of classics and counselor of guidance and testing. A graduate of Princeton University where he received an A.B. and A.M., Dr. Ridington received his Ph.D. at the University of Pennsylvania and has an A.M. from Columbia University. During his sabbatical leave he studied and traveled in Europe.

THE CIVIL WAR CENTENNIAL

by Theodore M. Whitfield

As this is read the second year of the Civil War Centennial commemorative programs will be closing. Last year in Virginia one witnessed the re-enactment of the Battle of Bull Run. A few weeks ago crowds journeyed to Sharpsburg, Maryland, for the re-enactment of the battle along Antietam Creek. For two weeks in September a pageant in Hagerstown recounted something of the history of Maryland embracing more than two centuries. On September 9 on Hoffa Field perhaps two thousand persons gathered to witness the presentation of two plaques to the city of Westminster and to enjoy the attendant story told by narrator and dozens of participants. A week after Sharpsburg many attended in Washington activities in recognition of the Emancipation Proclamation of 1862.

Some persons tired of the whole affair or ignorant of the purpose and spirit behind the program question the usefulness and demand that the whole be dropped lest passions at last quiescent be aroused by the rattle of dead men's bones.

Permit me to say that nowhere among those sharing any part responsibility for the literature or pageants of our Maryland programs have I found the least desire to inflame passions, arouse divisive feelings, or assign blame. Desire of this kind so opposed to the expressed purposes of the program has happily been absent so far as I have been able to observe in all the efforts with which I have been associated. It may not be amiss to remark that the re-enactment at Sharpsburg and the affair on Hoffa Field were begun with the playing of The Star Spangled Banner.

To justify the recent displays one need seek no further than the manifest interest of millions of persons who have enjoyed the displays and the interest of still other millions who through the years journey to Gettysburg, Chancellorsville, Atlanta, Chattanooga, Vicksburg and Appomattox. For some there has been the thrill of "re-living" with the men and women of yester year their struggles in so critical a period of our history. For some there has been the special interest of following in imagination the weary marches of relatives we as children knew. Familiar scenes, buildings and names take on new meaning when identified with local struggles or figures from history. For me the Seven Mile House near Baltimore is no longer just a bar, for it calls to mind Gilmor's raid in 1864 and the escape of Major General William Franklin from weary Confederate captors. Rochester means more when one learns that it was long the home of Frederick Douglass and that in this home John Brown sought support for the attack at Harpers Ferry. Reading on a Rochester school the name of George Henry Thomas was almost like meeting an old friend.

Others may thrill to the spectacle of white and black men fighting for the liberation of the latter. Thrilling to the Emancipation Proclamation and Thirteenth Amendment, one should recall that both were cradled in war and won by sacrifice.

Watching a re-enactment one gets a new insight into the understanding of men's courage and devotion to causes that make men expendable. As one watches men by the hour shooting at one another from a few yards away, the meaning of sacrifice makes new demands on the sympathies of the spectator. Let it be recalled that in the battles before Gettysburg, the Union Army was made up of volunteers and that the United States Army lost more men in death in this war than in any other in which it has been engaged. If the Confederate deaths be added, the total for the Civil War exceeds the combined total of all other foreign wars in which we have fought.

In the light of this courage and sacrifice one is moved to the humble boast—these were ours.

The thoughtful may learn one thing else from this centennial commemoration. That is the fact that the ongoing of our country was bought with a price. Commemorating the sacrifices of the last century, one may be the better prepared to meet the demands of the years ahead.

Theodore M. Whitfield is professor of history. He received his A.B. at the University of Richmond and Ph.D. at Johns Hopkins University. Dr. Whitfield joined the faculty in 1929.
Members of the Peace Corps in India meet Ambassador Galbraith and his family in New Delhi. Taken in December, 1961, this picture is of a garden reception honoring the new arrivals. Bob is to the left of the Ambassador.

This is a street scene in Ludhiana, the Punjab town where Bob is stationed.

Bob Schroder, '61, is still with the Peace Corps in India. The pictures here show some of his activities. Bob finds it particularly helpful to have lived on a Baltimore County farm and to have received a liberal arts education. His work is covering many areas: he has scared locusts from the crops with a motorcycle; put together a sprayer—all the directions were in German; put back together a brand-new, but completely wrecked tractor; entertained Ambassador Galbraith's wife and the Indian Peace Corps representative with a dinner of his own devising; chatted with Mrs. Kennedy; prayed for rain to save the crops on his model farm. In other words, Bob has been very busy. He enjoys the work and the people and only his family seems to be worried about the war.

An Indian Experience

Bob Schroder, '61, is still with the Peace Corps in India. The pictures here show some of his activities. Bob finds it particularly helpful to have lived on a Baltimore County farm and to have received a liberal arts education. His work is covering many areas: he has scared locusts from the crops with a motorcycle; put together a sprayer—all the directions were in German; put back together a brand-new, but completely wrecked tractor; entertained Ambassador Galbraith's wife and the Indian Peace Corps representative with a dinner of his own devising; chatted with Mrs. Kennedy; prayed for rain to save the crops on his model farm. In other words, Bob has been very busy. He enjoys the work and the people and only his family seems to be worried about the war.

Mrs. Kennedy met with members of the Peace Corps at the Amber Palace in Jaipur during her visit in March.

This primitive sugar cane crusher is shown in use near Ludhiana in the Punjab.
Smooth Sailing in France

By Kathryn Chamberlin Flamanc, '56

When people ask me the usual question, after a few minutes of friendly chatter:
"Where do you live?"
The answer invariably draws a blank stare followed by the statement:
"A houseboat, of course. . . ."
At this point I cannot repress a chuckle as my husband and I are not precisely the houseboat type. As a matter of fact, we live on a tough sea-going 8-ton sailboat, a thirty-five foot bermondian sloop which may provide only cramped living quarters but also valiantly takes us to the wide open spaces we both love, whenever my husband obtains leave from his present duties as Public Relations Advisor to the U. S. Army in France.

It all started in the Army anyway. I had taken a position with Special Services in France and had been assigned to a small post whose name isn't to be found in general maps of the ancient gallic land, Camp Bussac. Jean was working in Headquarters and, very soon, the Special Services and Public Relations Divisions were joining heads in intra and extra curricular activities.

To cut a long story short, we were married on August 5, 1961, in a quaint Protestant church of the city of Morlaix, in Brittany, by an English minister, and amongst a crowd of colorful French and American people where French naval officers rubbed shoulders with U. S. Army field graders.

Placed under such auspices, our marriage was bound to be unusual. I had resigned from my job with the Army some two months before the wedding, and, when our honeymoon was over, I buckled down to housekeeping in a huge rented country home located ten miles from Camp Bussac and approximately twenty from my in-laws' vineyard.

A parenthesis here. My mother-in-law happens to be a South Carolinian who remains a staunch American citizen after living over forty years in France and my father-in-law is a retired naval officer and businessman who finds necessary action and adventure in the hazardous growing of an excellent brand of Bordeaux wine. Their house is an old typically south western French home nestled in two centuries old elms.

Our rented house, however, proved too large for one still childless couple, and a bit too chilly. Besides, Jean and I do not believe in mixing generations, even in a twenty-four room parental abode. Therefore, we decided to solve our housing problems and satisfy our love for the sea in one solution: Embellie.

Embellie literally means a clearing in the weather, or a hull in the wind, or a calm in the sea. She was designed by the well known British naval architect Alan Buchanan and built by the late Robert Bureau, a Frenchman who was recognized as a master in the craft. She is temperamental but sure and fast and we use the small Stuart Turner auxiliary engine only in case of complete calm or when negotiating tricky channels. Of course, we've tried to make our tiny accommodations as comfortable as possible, i.e., a main cabin with two sofa-berths, bookcases, lockers, a doghouse with galley on the port side and sofa to starboard, and a forecastle with one bunk, sail and clothes storage space, and water closet.

When Jean is working, that is to say eleven months a year, Embellie is docked at Mortagne-sur-Gironde, a small port situated at the mouth of the Gironde estuary. We sail from there on weekends and holidays.

Vacations, of course, are devoted to longer cruises. This summer, between August 14 and September 4, we sailed around the coast of Brittany, visiting small fishing ports and islands. Our two-week winter leave, weather
permitting, will be devoted to Portugal. Another pet project for the future is gallivanting around the British Isles, especially Jersey and Guernsey. . . . Everywhere we carry our home with us.

I find "boat-keeping" a lot of fun. Granted, it is hard work for both of us, somewhat tough on the hands . . . especially for a pianist. But although my hands are sun-burnt and sometimes scaly from handling lines and spars, I find I haven't lost too much when I practice on my mother-in-law's concert piano. Perhaps some day we will be able to afford a larger ship where we can have a small piano such as that of a Frenchman we know, Jean de l'Espee, who cruises around the world on a sailboat named La Clef de Sol. . . . But that would mean parting with Embellie and we couldn't even think of living without such a trustworthy member of the family. . . .

Our nautical way of life does not prevent us from traveling frequently by car. I find that France, besides her well known historical and architectural treasures, offers such contrasting scenery that a two hours' drive in any direction seems to take me to another country.

So far we have toured all of France, Belgium, Luxembourg, Holland, Italy, and Spain but we still find endless pleasure in exploring small villages, most of which possess lovely ancient churches and ivy-covered manor houses. Recently, as we were motoring along the Gironde River, we suddenly came upon an old stone windmill perched on a hill, near a hamlet named Conac. This medieval mill was in operation, its long slender wings slowly revolving to the western evening breeze against the vivid background of a crimson sunset. Through the narrow opening of a door, in the vague light of an acetylene lantern, we caught a glimpse of the miller stacking sacks of fresh flour. . . . The sight was breathtaking as, unlike the Netherlands, France does not make use of the wind any longer to crush grain. We agreed that this was probably the only windmill still working in this country and decided to return there shortly to take pictures and unearth the reason behind its survival.

Happily, our thirst for good music is easily quenched at the Opera of Bordeaux, a provincial establishment where world-famous artists and orchestras come periodically. Main event of the year, the "Musical May" of Bordeaux, is a thirty-day rendezvous for music lovers throughout Europe. . . .

Our social life? The answer to this question is contained in my husband's profession. A public relations man and journalist—I forgot to mention that Jean's basic trade is journalism—cannot neglect this aspect and a day seldom slips by without our attending some kind of function. I feel justly proud in saying that I received the kindest welcome from the French, on every social plane. This stimulated me to perfect my conversational knowledge of the language.

On the other hand, there are many Americans in the area we live in: military personnel and their families, members of the consular corps, business people and engineers connected with local oil refineries. There are also some U. S. citizens who are permanent residents here. This amounts to say that I have frequent contacts with compatriots and all of them appear, as I probably do, very happy to be residing in Europe, in spite of the different way of life, the difficulty in finding adequate housing and the surprises of local plumbing.

These little clouds in the otherwise blue skies of south western France do not concern us in the least because, as I've said before, we live in a boat. . . .
Letter From Vietnam

Hue, Vietnam
October 8, 1962

Dear Friends,

Within a relatively short time after our arrival in Vietnam we became aware of the different kinds of civilizations which have been assimilated into the culture of these very old people whose recorded history goes back over more than 2,000 years. In spite of two periods of colonialism the Vietnamese have nevertheless maintained their national identity.

Even though Vietnam regained its independence from China in A.D. 939, after having been a part of the Chinese Empire for over 1,000 years, the influence of the classical Chinese civilization is still very evident—even to newcomers like the Royers. The importance of the family, the traditional rites honoring ancestors replete with family shrines as a focal point in the household, the mixture of Taoism and Buddhism in the religion, the profound respect accorded learning and old age, the forms of the arts, the use of the lunar calendar, the holidays that are observed, the wet rice culture as the basis of the economy, the literature and the Vietnamese language—are all Chinese in character. We have also found that even the physical features and many of the important names such as Chou, Ho, and Ming are Chinese.

The French veneer is a very thin layer on top of the Chinese and Vietnamese core and is reflected in such diverse things as the educational system, the architecture, the presence of an electrical company which maintains a dependable service, the number of French foods eaten by the upper classes, the use of French as a social language, and the number of French trained cooks and servants that are available. Although we are constantly aware that the French influence is somewhat superficial, the French period from 1859 to 1954 marked the beginning of the social and industrial revolution which is still under way. Today the communications and transportation systems have many modern aspects but there is a profound lack of technicians and mechanical know-how. Modern machinery seldom gets the proper routine service and a foreign mechanic has to do the repairing that follows the inevitable breakdown. However, there are many Vietnamese who claim to be electricians, plumbers, and mechanics of all sorts. We learned the hard way to beware of them.

Hue is a very picturesque city located on one of the most beautiful rivers in the world, a much traveled river full of interesting sampans. The number of elaborate tombs nearby of former Emperors is proof of the part this old imperial city played in the history of the country. You all know how I like to visit relics of the past. We have visited several of these and have been impressed by their oriental splendor. These tombs remind the Westerner of the important role the concept of the hereafter has played in the minds of these people. Often the energies and thoughts of an Emperor were directed more to insuring he had a suitable resting place when he went to join his ancestors than insuring decent living conditions for his subjects.

In this city of 100,000 people we are often conscious of how far removed we are from the familiar. There are not many Americans in this part of the world, no modern grocery or department stores—just small shops and the local street markets, no modern appliances available locally, no banks, no taxicabs—just cyclos (rickshas propelled by a bicycle), very few automobiles, and no industrialization. The natives consider us quite strange and unusual.

We are aware that we are living in a country at war. Several Vietnamese army posts are nearby, many army truck cavalcades rush past our apartment building daily, U. S. military planes and helicopters are frequently overhead, and the streets are deserted at night. We often go to the headquarters of the American Army Advisory Group (MAAC) and talk to the men. They have a tough time of it in this isolated area so far from their families, and frequently see the grimness of battle. We are always made welcome at MAAC whether we go there to get mail, to eat in the mess, or to attend the Sunday evening church service, the only English Protestant church service in Hue.

We are also conscious we are living in a country at war when we want to leave the city to visit the tombs or the countryside. One can only travel in the daytime and always ask what roads are safe. To go outside the Province we need a Vietnamese Government permit. Even then we must pass through roadblocks and checking stations at frequent intervals.

It is certainly gratifying to teach in a country where learning and the professor are regarded with such profound respect. The students are very earnest and industrious. Almost everyone wants to learn English—
from our cook to the Chief of the Province. We are teaching English to diverse groups. Mr. Royer is working with our cook. He also has a class for beginners at the Vietnamese-American Association and an intermediate class for nurses at the hospital. I teach English to the Chief of the Province and all his officials, to the son of the Security Officer of the Province, and also to several graduate students in addition to the course in Plant Physiology which is my officially scheduled class at the University. Although my university students "know" English, it is necessary to have an interpreter. I also mimeograph my notes and, believe it or not, I talk slowly.

It slows me down a little to have to write the textbook as we go along and to devise laboratory exercises. The laboratories here have always been the microscope, prepared slide, chart, and student drawing type. There have never been any experimental laboratories and to set up the first one with no supplies is a real job. I am assembling a series of basic experiments to demonstrate as many of the fundamental techniques and principles as possible. This probably also explains why I have been assigned only 3 lectures, one discussion period, and one afternoon laboratory a week.

Our experience here promises to be a rich one and certainly is different from a comfortable routine year in Westminster. However, we look forward to our return to Westminster, to Western Maryland College, and to our many friends.

Best wishes to all of you.

Sincerely,
Isabel I. Royer

Isabel Isanogle Royer is professor of biology and is teaching at Hue under a Smith-Mundt fellowship. Hers is the first Smith-Mundt fellowship to be held by a member of the Western Maryland faculty. Dr. Royer's husband is with her in Vietnam.

This is a gate of the imperial city of Hue, Vietnam.
On The Hill

Alumnus in Recital

On Friday evening, January 11, F. Eugene Belt, '42, will give an organ recital at 8:15 in Baker Memorial Chapel. Mr. Belt is organist at Brown Memorial Presbyterian Church in Baltimore. Following the recital the Carroll County Chapter of the Alumni Association will hold a reception for Mr. Belt in McDaniel Lounge.

Receives Grant

Mrs. Margaret Gause Shuman, assistant librarian, has received an international grant from the Wemyss Foundation of Wilmington, Delaware. Mrs. Shuman will do research in France, mainly Paris. Some of her results will be used by the Western Maryland language department.

Publishes Article

Mrs. William R. Ridington, special instructor in English and Classics, has had an article published in the October edition of The Classical World. This is another in a series of articles by Mrs. Ridington on recent classical historical literature. The magazine is published by The Classical Association of the Atlantic States.

Serves on Board

Dr. Arleen Heggemeier, associate professor of music, has been elected to the Board of Directors of the Maryland Music Teachers Association. Dr. Heggemeier, who teaches applied piano and piano methods, is chairman of the nominating committee for the Association.

Grand Finale Luncheon

At Homecoming, 103 alumnae of the home economics department, which will close at the end of the school year, met at luncheon in Carroll Hall to honor Miss Daisy Smith and Miss Helen Gray.

Special Western Maryland chairs were presented to the two teachers and a gift to the College in their name will be made. Miss Martha Manahan, '23, one of the first home economics graduates, was present at the luncheon and made the presentations. Honored guests included Mrs. Samuel B. Schofield, Miss Rowena Holdren, Miss Stella Mather and Mrs. Milson Raver, all former members of the department.

Mrs. Schofield, who started home economics on the Hill in 1921, gave a brief history of the department. In addition to Miss Manahan the first graduating class included Mrs. Louise Nuttle Cooley. On the corner of the Old Main porch was the first cooking lab and the sewing lab was next door. There was not much equipment to start with, Mrs. Schofield remembered. There were no electric lights in the sewing lab and she had a terrible time getting an electric iron. The first management house was in the basement of McDaniel Hall. The girls lived upstairs but cooked in the kitchen and had their meals in a dining room there. They entered the "house" from Robinson Garden.

Members of the committee sent letters to 310 alumnae of the department and received replies from about 145.

The two honored ladies pose with former members of the department, Mrs. Samuel B. Schofield and Miss Rowena Holdren, far right. Members of the committee for the luncheon included: Mrs. Jacqueline Brown Hering, '51, and Mrs. Helen Twining Otto, '59, co-chairmen; Mrs. Marjorie Little Spangler, '46; Mrs. Lalia Scott Riley, '40; Mrs. Mary Jane Collard Shauck, '47; Mrs. Audra Speicher Hahn, '49; Mrs. Janet Perkins Zimmerman, '57; Mrs. Jean Wantz Lawyer, '56; Mrs. Kathleen Moore Raver, '33; and Miss Martha Manahan, '23.
Alumni Association

Members of the Baltimore Alumni Chapter had this bell tower constructed on the campus to hold the Old Main bell. Cornerstones from the original building were incorporated into the structure. The bell and its tower were presented to the President at Homecoming.

A display from the Baltimore Museum of Art was exhibited in the Davis Room of The Library. Included were objects owned by friends of the College.

In Baker Memorial Chapel articles from the Indian Embassy were displayed.

These are members of the morning panel discussion. Left to right: Dr. K. V. Varki, assistant cultural attache, the Indian Embassy; Philip E. Uhrig, moderator and alumni secretary; Dr. Ralph B. Price, chairman of the economics department; Swami Premananda, The Golden Lotus Temple. More than 100 alumni and friends attended the day-long program—despite pouring rain which turned to snow at lunchtime.
selected from several hundred applications, and the purpose was to strengthen the teaching of biology and chemistry in high schools. The program was tremendously successful in every way and we have made application for a similar institute next summer.

The second program of great significance, academically, is the Asian Studies Program, in which we are cooperating with five neighboring colleges. The purpose of the program is to give in-service training to a group of faculty members at each of the six colleges who, in turn, will be in a position to enrich the curriculum in these six colleges with courses in the Asiatic field. Traditionally, little attention has been given to non-Western studies in most of our colleges for two reasons: first, our ties for the most part have been with the Western world; and second, qualified professors have not been available for non-Western studies even if we had desired to include them in our curriculum. In view of the day in which we live, however, the importance of an educated person knowing something about the history, the culture, the literature and the economics of the non-Western world goes without question. The matter of qualified instructors in this field, however, is still an insurmountable problem. The six colleges together approached the Ford Foundation with a specific program covering a two-year period with the emphasis on China for the first year and India the second year. The request for funds was granted in the amount of approximately $180,000.00. The program in each of the two fields is divided into three parts: (1) summer work when the participant will do nothing but read in his area of interest; and books for this purpose will be purchased at the cost of Ford Foundation funds supplemented by college funds (2) the college year following the summer of reading, the selected instructors will teach half a normal load. The other half of his time will be devoted to the preparation for and the participation in twelve seminars under the direction of well-qualified consultants in these specific fields; (3) the participant who has finished a summer’s reading and a year of seminars will then be eligible for another summer at one of the Asian institutes in this country or a summer of work in the actual field of his interest. This, to be sure, is a very brief sketch, but, at least, it will give you an idea of what we are trying to do in a cooperative way with a Foundation—a program that would be utterly impossible if any one college were to attempt it alone. We have three faculty participants in the program; and possibly, a fourth will enter the program next year. This should serve to bring great enrichment to courses already in existence and specific courses to be added to the curriculum.

Although the Treasurer will present his report to the Board a little later in the meeting, I would like to include in my report the supplemental income that has been received by the College this year from contributions:

**For Current Operations**
- From the Alumni Fund $21,137.45
- From the Methodist Church 37,016.07
- From Business and Industry 25,042.00
- From Foundations 14,000.00
- From Western Maryland Associates, et al. 3,998.00

**Total gifts for Current Operations** $101,793.52

**The Plant Fund**
- From the Alumni Fund $3,754.00
- From the Baltimore Conference of the Methodist Church for the Library 77,932.43
- From Business and Industry 3,200.00
- Other 3,726.80

**Total contributions to the Plant Fund** $85,613.23

**The Endowment Fund**
- From the Alumni Fund $8,420.00
- Bequests 9,750.00
- Other 57,786.87

**Total contributions to Endowment** $75,957.49

A grand total of all contributions $266,364.24

The three Alumni Fund items total $33,312.07

The Methodist Church total $115,548.50

The above figures do not include some contributions for special purposes which are immediately expendable in either scholarships or special services. For instance, the grant from the National Science Foundation is not included because it actually meant no income to the College since it was immediately expended in providing services for the Institute. The $1,000,000.00 appropriation from the State of Maryland is not included because this likewise was expended in the scholarly work we are required to give; in fact, the State appropriation is currently $18,000.00 short of meeting the value of those scholarships. The contribution of $615,000.00 from the St. John’s Board of Beneficence is immediately expendable in scholarships, as is the $4,000.00 received from the Board of Education of the Methodist Church for the National Methodist Scholarships. A number of other scholarships of this kind are received by the College but not included in the list of contributions.

An addition to the campus was made possible by the Baltimore Alumni Chapter and presented to the College last Saturday. It consists of a brick pedestal approximately four feet square, five feet high, in which has been embedded the several marble cornerstones from the various units of Old Main and surmounted by the Old Main bell, which originally had been cast by the McShane Bell Foundry in 1890. It is located to the north of Lewis Hall, and I am sure you will want to see it before you leave the campus. Incidentally, the clapper has been removed from the bell as a deterrent to any night prowler who might want to arouse the campus, including the President, at three o’clock in the morning. I think this is a very fine memento which will help to keep alive both the names and the tradition of this former group of buildings which at one time was Western Maryland College in its entirety.

Now may I conclude my report by a brief glance toward the future. As you are aware, this Board has already voted to increase the size of the student body by 300, if and when adequate facilities can be provided. A Joint Committee on Expansion, consisting of the Buildings and Grounds Committee and a Faculty Committee appointed for this purpose, has met a number of times within the last eight months in an effort to determine just what our needs will be and how they can best be met. Some of the conclusions and recommended plans will be reported later in the meeting by the Chairman of the Buildings and Grounds Committee. Let me simply say that we cannot embark upon this program too soon, as indicated by my earlier statement on the heavy demand for admission. Before we can increase our enrollment by a single student, it is imperative that we have additional dormitories, dining room and kitchen facilities, classrooms and laboratories. This, you see, will be no small program, involving, undoubtedly, more funds than the College has ever dreamed of raising before. In all probability, some funds can be anticipated from the State and/or Federal governments in the form of either grants and/or long-term loans, but a large portion of it will have to be raised by the College from independent sources, which probably means a major financial campaign. To be sure, many of us have already been anticipating the necessity of something like this, but I think the time has now come for decisive action and specific plans.

The report of the Buildings and Grounds Committee will show us what needs to be done—not in terms of exact dollar figures, because as yet these have not been estimated. Recognizing that the 100th Anniversary of the College is but five years off, 1967-68, I would recommend that immediate steps be taken to implement the 100th Anniversary Campaign for raising the required funds and that appropriate committees be appointed almost immediately to get these plans under way. Up to now our building program has been almost entirely one of replacement and improvement, so that our facilities are currently adequate for our present enrollment. But now is the time to move forward! Western Maryland’s contribution in the field of higher education has been tremendously significant over this span of 95 years, but we must begin to look into the second century which will be, in many respects, vastly different than the century just concluding. We must be ready for it, and to be ready means, in my opinion, that we must move ahead.

Respectfully submitted,
Lowell S. Ensor
1962-63 Basketball Schedule

**VARSITY BASKETBALL**

Nov. 30—Alumni .............. H-8:30
Dec. 4—Loyola ................. A-8:45
6—Lebanon Valley ............ A-8:15
8—Towson ................... H-8:30
10—F. & M. .................. H-8:30
12—Washington ............... H-8:30
14—Hofstra .................. A-8:30
15—Moravian ................. A-8:30
18—Dickinson ................. H-8:30
Jan. 9—Mt. St. Mary's ......... A-8:00

11—Lycoming ................ A-8:15
12—Gallaudet ................. H-8:30
14—Susquehanna .............. H-8:30
16—Hopkins ................ H-8:30
18—Towson ................ A-8:00
Feb. 6—Gallaudet ............. A-8:00
8—Hopkins ................ A-8:45
12—Elizabethtown ........... H-8:30
15—Washington ............... A-8:00
19—Mt. St. Mary's .......... H-8:30
21—Baltimore ................. A-8:30

**J.V. BASKETBALL**

Dec. 6—Lebanon Valley ....... A-6:30
8—Baltimore Institute ....... H-6:30
10—F. & M. .................. H-6:30
12—Mercersburg ............. H-6:30
14—Boys' Latin School ....... H-3:30
18—Dickinson ................. H-6:30
Jan. 12—Baltimore Institute .. H-6:30
16—Hopkins ................ H-6:30
18—Ft. Ritchie .............. H-7:30
Feb. 8—Hopkins .............. A-6:45
14—Mercersburg ............. A-8:00
21—Baltimore U. ............. A-6:15

**TERRORS WIN**

To quote The Baltimore Sun, the Green Terrors "have the winter to boast of football supremacy in the Mason-Dixon Conference and co-championship in the southern college division of the Middle Atlantic Conference."

The Terrors beat Johns Hopkins 14 to 6 on November 17 before 3,200 fans at Hoffa Field to take the two titles. If Dickinson had managed to beat Drexel on the same afternoon, the Terrors could have had the Middle Atlantic title to themselves.

The big break in the Hopkins game, as Western Maryland won its eighth game in nine tries, occurred in the third period when Western Maryland was ahead 6 to 0. Roy Terry punted from his own 47-yard line. The short bouncing kick hit a Blue Jay on the Hopkins' 23-yard line and was recovered there by Western Maryland. Fullback Len Biser went in from the one-yard line for the score. Tory Confer made the two-point conversion run. Charles Walter scored the first Western Maryland touchdown.

Johns Hopkins distinguished itself by being the only team to score against Western Maryland in the second half of this season. It was a big break for the Blue Jays who had not scored in their previous three games. Dick Bower passed 20 yards to end Mike Hobbs.

The Terrors had lost only once in eight previous games and had allowed the opposition only 43 points. Hopkins, however, had a 2 and 5 record and had lost four in a row as injuries depleted the ranks. It might have been a run-away victory but with these two rivals nothing can be anticipated.

**EPITAPH**

(Continued from Page 8)

an observer who sees no difference between honest sentiment and foolish sentimentality is aesthetic to an important distinction. The conscientious critic of epitaphs will not rest satisfied with viewing them darkly through the glass of passing intellectual fashion. Apparently it is easy enough to overlook the obvious truth that fashions and their associated values are always shifting and relative. Ladies' bustles worn on the street now would look like a caricature of feminine dignity, but were they not once the badge and guarantee of it? when it comes to epitaphs, catholicity is the only acceptable watchword. The critic makes a mistake in diagnosing an expression of sentiment as false or affected or ridiculous only because it would be falsehood or affectation or absurdity for him to write or speak in the same particular tone himself. Any expression driven by stress of sharp feeling is apt to appear unwarranted or exaggerated to an apathetic onlooker standing securely outside the tragedy.

Sentiment, as defined above, belongs generically to the epitaph, whether written by Catullus or by a country preacher in
Quatrain?

The midnight stars are beaming
Upon her silent grave,
Now sleeping without dreaming,
The child we could not save.

Is there not real poetry in that last quatrain?

Yes, but if you choose to regard the epitaph, even within its narrow, acknowledged limits, as a criticism of life, aren't you certain to get fooled by occasional misrepresentation? Did Honor Buell's survivors, for instance, have any real concern for the everlasting fate of their man? What about the role played by convention? Don't people sometimes write in epitaphs things they do not believe?

Of course they do; one need not look beyond the gravestones themselves to understand that; but the fact need not betray us into critical confusion. Of course what a man orders on a tombstone is not necessarily what his heart believes. We may choose a certain thought or sentiment merely because it was once cherished by the deceased, or because, when cut in stone, it would seem proper and decorous in the eyes of the community. Death is anything but exempt from convention. In fact, it is in crises of emotion when custom tends to become most ceremonious and language most conventionalized, for these are the times, of all times, when mind and feeling seek refuge in the common experience of the race. Gravestones abound in formulas; collectively they may give the impression of stronger tendency toward uniform feeling and belief than ever psychologically existed. But this fact does not dispose of the epitaph's representative value—it only shifts its constituency. When the epitaph, for conventional reasons, ceases to be the mouthpiece of its composer or chooser, then it becomes instead the mouthpiece of the compact community. Convention operates here to shroud out the exceptional and to assert the typical and characteristic. Each epitaph, it must be clear, represents something; the most stereotyped of all are, for that reason, the most accurate indices to current fashion and belief, even that of the mortals? What about the survivors poignantly needed to be said, what they really wanted to say themselves.

In fact, from a literary or artistic viewpoint, epitaphs—in their reflection of popular taste and belief, their sure hold upon emotional reality—bear a strong resemblance to those other anonymous forms of human expression (folk-songs and the like) usually called folk-literature. Notice these inscriptions, all from Connecticut stones:

(Honor Buell, d. Apr. 28, 1824, ae. 57)

Mortals how few among your race
Have given this thought its weight:
That on this fleeting moment hangs
Your everlasting fate?

(June and Rebecca Plant, d. Nov. 23 and 24, 1853, ae. 7 and 5)

Here lies our babes we once adore,
They've gone and cannot come no more;
'Twas God that called them to depart,
They were the darling of our hearts.

(Sarah and Samuel Fish, ae. 18 and 13)

Early and sudden their lamented fate;
Soon and surprising the destroyer came.

(Ann Eliza Hubbard, d. Mar. 28, 1867, ae. 17)

The midnight stars are beaming
Upon her silent grave,
Now sleeping without dreaming,
The child we could not save.

The touch of rhetoric we can hear in that stanza was, I believe, exactly fitted to endow it with an appropriate elevation in the eyes of those whose reading seldom went beyond almanacs and newspapers, who entertained conceptions of oratory modeled upon those of the village preacher. The image of the bud is not trite, of course, to those who seldom hear of it. Doubtless this image, for many a stricken family, successfully crystallized into language the delicate beauty of childhood against the supporting edifice of religious faith. Is the process any stranger than what happens to the sophisticated reader who enjoys his own spiritual realizations vicariously through the mind of Shelley or of Milton?

Now let us examine a pair of epitaphs that are not conventionalized, both being obviously homemade products, imitative only in the sense of following traditional patterns. For fair illustration I have chosen poetically one of the poorest and one of the best I have. I need not call attention to the stumbling ineptitude of the first: (Adoniram J. Kent, drowned Oct. 6, 1880, ae. 30)

Parents, good night! My work is done;
I go to rest with the sun,
But not to wake with the morning light;
So, dearest parents, a long good night.

Compare with that the poetic grace of the next one, noticing especially the dialogue (an epitaphial rarity) between Captain Babbridge and his wife Rosalendia: (Rosalendia, wife of Stephen R. Babbridge, d. May 13, 1885, ae. 23)

Oh Lendy dear, can it be true
That I so soon must part with you?
Yes, dearest husband, do not weep,
I soon shall with my Savior sleep.

In prayer to God for you I've been
That he would keep you from all sin;
And if to him you'll give your heart
We soon shall meet no more to part.

In theme those lines suggest "The Blessed Damozel." Of course the epitaph cannot be compared with Rosetti's carefully-wrought literary work; but that inscription nevertheless has strength in its inner poetic fibers—it takes hold upon the mind and makes itself felt.

It seems to me that those epitaphs poorest in poetic quality seldom contain anything worse than some inner despair, yearnings, or aspirations of the survivors awkwardly and unguardedly summarized. At their best, on the other hand, I should not deny them a humble modicum of beauty and human significance.

Joseph W. Hendren is professor of English. Dr. Hendren has just completed a sabbatical leave during which he camped out in Florida while writing and studying. A talented painter as well as a poet, the professor joined the faculty in 1947.
NEWS FROM ALUMNI

1901
Mrs. Irene Woodward Fogle writes that her husband, C. Ray Fogle, died in July . . .

1905
Mrs. Josie Norris Simpson has died . . .

1907
Mrs. Mary C. Willis Billups has died . . .

1914
Mrs. Beissie Ogburn Whitaker has written from her home in Oak Ridge, North Carolina, to say that "I do not with folded hands!" Mrs. Whitaker was organist at Wesley Memorial Methodist Church in High Point for 25 years. Since resigning she has been playing in Oak Ridge. She has taught piano all that time, too. Recently the organist composed music for a hymn which was entered in the Together contest. She was one of four who received honorable mention out of 1,000 who entered . . .

1923
Dr. Charles H. Stonesifer, who has been a general practitioner in Caroline County for 33 years, was honored this summer by his colleagues at Memorial Hospital in Easton. The doctor performed a difficult amputation following an accident in a canning factory on the Eastern Shore and managed to extricate a 17-year-old youth from the machinery.

Dr. Elmer N. Hassell is pastor of Trinity Methodist Church in Poquoson, Virginia, a church of 1,250 members and with one of the largest Sunday Schools in the state . . . Lt. Col. William H. Sparrow died October 23 at Walter Reed Hospital. He had retired from the army in September after more than 21 years of active service with the Army Ordnance Corps. Col. Sparrow was awarded the Army Commendation Medal for service in Teheran, Iran, as a member of the Military Assistance Advisory Group . . .

1935
Lt. Colonel Frances Elderdice married Major General John R. Pugh in September at Birkered, near Copenhagen, Denmark. Col. Elderdice, presently stationed at Fort Meade, will retire this month and join her husband in Germany . . . Preston W. Wyand has been promoted to colonel in the army. Col. Wyand is professor of military science at the University of Wichita, Wichita, Kansas . . .

Lt. Col. Stephen H. White has been assigned as Chief of the Public Information Division, Information Section, Headquarters Third U. S. Army, Fort McPherson, Georgia. He had previously been at Fort Shafter, Hawaii . . .

John J. Lavin has been promoted to colonel. He is an instructor at The Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas . . .

1942
William G. Vincent is president of the Cambridge Rotary Club. He is in the insurance business with offices in Cambridge and Vienna . . .

1943
Lt. Col. William O. Prettyman, Jr., is plans and operations officer, medical section, Headquarters of the First Corps in Korea. In August he was awarded a master of Hospital administration by Baylor University . . . Dr. and Mrs. Ben F. Wyman (Harriet J. Smith) announce the birth of twins, a boy and a girl, in October . . .

The New York Times reports that Paul Maynard played the harpsichord at one of the three gala performances during opening week of Philharmonic Hall in the Lincoln Center. Paul is a member of Pro Musica . . .

1946
Mrs. George Curtis (Nancy Stimson) announces the birth of Roger Howard on July 31; Charles 12; Joanna, 7; Nancy Carol, 5. Her husband is pastor of Grace Methodist Church in Marietta, Pennsylvania . . .

1947
After 11 years in the Missionary District of Alaska (Episcopal) Mr. and Mrs. Robert Grumbine (Pern Ray, '48) have returned to Maryland and a parish in New Market. Bob has Grace Church in New Market and St. Timothy's Chapel in Frederick. The Grumbines have five children . . .

1948
Beverly Wallis Freund and her husband have moved to Decatur, Georgia. George is Area Mortgage Officer for the Bureau for Advanced Housing . . .

1949
Mr. and Mrs. Richard C. Stavesky (Mary Anne Thomas) announce the birth of Jan Karen on October 23 . . . Edith E. Ogden has been promoted to head one of the new divisions of the recently constructed senior high school in Prince Frederick. Edith returns each summer to the Hill for postgraduate work . . .

1951
Betty Duval Early was married in March to William L. Rigoli. They have moved to Glenn Dale. Mr. Rigoli is an attorney with offices in Upper Marlboro . . .

1952
Captain James J. Sullivan is living in Dover, Delaware . . . Mr. and Mrs. Richard N. Smith (Dottie Shoemaker) announce the birth of their second daughter, Cynthia Rohrer Smith, on October 8. Gretchen Carole is almost two. The Smiths live in Westboro, Massachusetts . . .

1953
Lt. Claud W. Ashcraft is now stationed at Staten Island. He is beginning a three-year tour of duty. Claud is a member of the Coast Guard . . . Franklin G. Ashburn is a member of the graduate program of education and training in social work at the School of Social Welfare, Florida State University.

1954
Mr. and Mrs. David H. Gwynn announce the birth of Avis Jeannette in August. David, Jr., is almost two. The Gwynns live in Upper Marlboro . . .

1955
Captain and Mrs. Edward L. Fowler (Nancy-Ann Baysler, '54) are with the 82nd Artillery in Munich, Germany. While stationed at Fort Bliss, Texas, Lou was awarded the Commendation Medal . . . Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bleakley announce the birth of a daughter on September 30 . . . Dr. and Mrs. John B. Egan (Anne-Marie Summers) announce the birth of a son, Steven Francis, on October 4. John teaches music and Anne-Marie, French at St. Joseph's College in Rensselaer, Indiana . . . Marilyn Goldring Rigerlink announces the birth of Andrew John on October 21. Walt is a systems analyst for IBM . . .

John J. Lavin . . . see 1938

1956
Daniel H. Yeoman is assistant director of pharmacy services in Touro Infirmary Medical Center in New Orleans . . . Jeannette Chase is married to T. Eugene Springer . . .

1957
Jo-Ellen Outerbridge Mackin and her husband are in Abington, Pennsylvania. Ellen spent the last year in Bermuda when her husband was recalled to the navy during the Berlin crisis. She writes that since their forwarding address was her husband's ship...
most of the College mail to them ended up at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. The Mackin children—Kevin, 3½; Suzanne, 1½... The Methodist Men of Mt. Zion Church at Finksburg sponsored the trip of a Korean girl here for heart surgery. The pastor, Rev. Buddy Pipes, met Tai Soon Kim at Friendship Airport... Mr. and Mrs. Carl Eggert (Phyllis Cole) announce the birth of Byron on May 31...

1958

Captain Richard L. Plasket is studying for his Master's degree in the field of automatic data processing at George Washington University. Dick is assigned to the Military District of Washington. He and his wife (Bette Flohr) and son are living in Oxon Hill. Dick spent 16 months with the Adjutant General's Section of Headquarter, I Corps in Korea, and frequently met Chaplain Ray Davis, and spent some time in Okinawa with Jean and John Hort... Barbara A. Lawrence is in Europe serving as a recreation director of an Army service club...

Barbara Lawrence... see 1958

Jacqueline May Goldsborough lives in Pensacola, Florida. Her husband is a captain in the Marine Corps. They have three children—James, 2½; Laura, 1½; and Gary, 3 months... Mr. and Mrs. G. Brooks Euler (Sue Davidson) announce the birth of twins—Patricia and Scott. Kim is 13 months; Darryl, 3½...

1959

On October 18 seven Western Maryland graduates had dinner together in Durham, North Carolina: Eileen Calcin Gilmore, '58 (chief cook and bottle washer); William E. Moore, '61; Don B. Lowe, '60; Conrad M. Cohen, '62; John W. Grove, '62; and Allen R. Gilmore. All are Duke students—law (Moore); economics (Holt); Divinity (Lowe, Cohen and Grove). Allen is at Duke on a Danforth Foundation grant serving as Chaplain Intern to Duke until June. He finished the B.D. degree at Garrett-Northwestern University in June, '62, and will begin work on an M.A. in Pastoral Psychology and Counseling at Garrett in September. He plans to go on for the Ph.D. Al says Eileen worked as a social caseworker in Chicago and then they were both houseparents to ten little girls until he graduated. Robert L. Otto has received his M.A. in history from the University of Maryland. He is with the foreign claims branch of the Social Security Administration in Baltimore. Helen Totalting Otto is associate home demonstration agent in Carroll County with the Maryland extension service... Lt. Stanley F. Howell has received his Air Force navigator wings at James C. Blood Air Force Base in Texas. He has been reassigned to Mather Air Force Base in California for further training. Stan's training was in radar and celestial navigation... Dorothy Enfield Macy is teaching at Jefferson Davis Junior High School in West Palm Beach, Florida... Mr. and Mrs. Hal Taylor (Jeanne Leatherwood) announce the birth of Scott Mitchell on October 9...

1960

Larry R. Cain received his Master's in engineering at Pennsylvania State University in September... Esther Upperco is working at the Methodist Board of Missions in New York City. She is secretary to the executive secretary for Latin American countries... Lt. Birge D. Reichard has completed the one-week Air Defense Command radiological safety course at the Chemical School Fort McClellan, Alabama. Joseph Shilling is a visiting teacher with the Carroll County Board of Education... Jo Ann Hearn is engaged to Harvey A. Scalzi... Helen B. George married Louis H. Rettberg, III, on October 17...

1961

Geraldine DeFlora has completed work at the University of Pennsylvania School of Physical Therapy. She is employed at the University of Maryland's Department of Physical Therapy in Baltimore... Lt. Charles E. Runkles is a member of the 1st Battle Group, 26th Infantry, which was airlifted from Baumhold, Germany, on October 15 to Fort Benning, Georgia. This is the first group to return under the new rotation system... Susan Jane Wheeler is engaged to Lt. Edmund Lee Goldsborough... Marguerite Whaley married Walter A. Stucki, Jr., on November 9. She is an employment interviewer with Employment Security... Judith Boettger Tufaro announces the birth of Mark Edward on November 11... Lt. and Mrs. Kenneth R. Gill (Joanne Moffatt, '62) announce the birth of Kimberly Annette on August 26. Ken is stationed with the 101st Airborne Division at Fort Campbell, Kentucky...

1962

Steve Hatton is a student at West Virginia University Dental School... Downey Price is a student at University of Maryland Medical School... Manetta Willett is a home economist with the Consumer and Food Economics Research Division of the U. S. Department of Agriculture... Barbara Yingling is teaching at Franklin Junior High School... Lt. Robert L. Wolf has completed the orientation course at The Armor Center, Fort Knox, Kentucky... Lt. Charles W. Snyder, Jr., has completed the orientation course at The Medical Field Service School, Brooke Army Medical Center in Texas... Georgia Margaret Dent is engaged to Anthony R. DiPietro... Barry B. Gross is engaged to Phyllis A. Kleinman... Harry F. Rumberger married Jane Simms on September 15. He is stationed in Germany...

1963

James P. Waddell married Carolyn deGrave, '64, on October 5... Nancy Lou Davis is married to William E. Delbert... Marian Edwards married Lt. Gary Parker on October 6... Lt. John Balle has completed the course at The Transportation Center... Lt. Stan Sharkey finished at the same school...

1964

Dennis O. Myers is engaged to Linda L. Ensor, '65...
A Discussion of Wills

Some time ago a pamphlet came to my desk with the thought provoking, intriguing title, "Only You Can Sign Your Will." As you can imagine, the gist of the inner pages pointed out the sacred responsibility and opportunity of each person to use this legal instrument to insure the proper distribution of his estate after death. Sometimes we think of a "Will" as being important only to those of great wealth, but it is just as important that the relatively small estate of the person of modest income be distributed in accordance with that person's wishes. In any case, a competent legal advisor should be consulted.

I, of course, am thinking now of this whole question of wills in relation to the College. Every year we receive notification of bequests due to the fact that sometime before the donor died—possibly years before—he signed a will that included a bequest for Western Maryland. Naturally, the bequests take a variety of forms depending upon circumstances, but all have one element in common—the desire of an alumnus or friend to do something for Western Maryland that will be lasting. A few of our bequests have been in the 6-figure bracket; others for as little as a hundred dollars or so. Some come to the College as a direct bequest immediately after the settlement of the estate; others provide for the establishment of a trust from which a wife, children, or other relatives receive the income during their lifetime, with all or a portion of the principal coming to the College after their death. Conservatively estimated, we know of at least a million dollars now in trust funds of this sort that Western Maryland some day will receive. The donor, of course, can designate the purpose for which his bequest is to be used, and the College is bound by law to adhere to that designation. Endowment and scholarships are the most frequent designations, or the person may state in the will that the bequest is to be used at the discretion of the Board of Trustees. This last is preferable, in my opinion, because then the Trustees are free to allocate it to the area of greatest need at the time it is received.

There is no finer cause in all the world than education rooted in Christian values to guarantee the best in intelligence, virtue, consecration and zeal for the new generation of leadership now in the making on the Western Maryland campus. Whether you be a person of great wealth or modest means, a bequest for Western Maryland in the will you sign will perpetuate your influence for generations to come in a cause unequalled in importance.

If you have not made your will—
DO IT NOW

If your will is obsolete—
REVIEW IT NOW

If you have not remembered W.M.C. in your will—
INCLUDE IT NOW

LOWELL S. ENSOR
Alaskans and Hawaiians will undoubtedly take exception to being included in a series of articles on living abroad. However, for many Americans the two newest states are still exotic lands whose names evoke pictures of totem poles and swaying palm trees—and, of course, snow and swaying hula dancers. (Your editor didn’t dare try to draw that one, though!) We thought alumni might enjoy the contrast of the two in this wintry month. If you are shivering read the Butlers’ article first and get warm on Waikiki. If the great outdoors, in any weather, is your forte then follow Steve Bayly to Alaska.

Next issue we travel some more; April’s visit will be to Rome for a quick look at the Eternal City. A special supplement will investigate academic freedom.
Before venturing on the Alaskan Highway, one ex-marine purchased a large threatening pistol and a large threatening dog. These items he felt were prerequisites to traveling and living in the "last frontier." Much to the surprise of the young adventurer, it was necessary for him to sell his troublesome purchases upon arriving in the city of Juneau. The wild mining town he expected to find was, indeed, the peaceful seat of government of our forty-ninth state.

In much the same manner, I approached my experiences in Alaska—full of doubts and misconceptions. Having rectified a few of these, I returned from my summer sojourn full of enthusiasm to relate to others the knowledge and experiences imparted to me.

I remember when my newly found friends in Alaska asked me to go along with them on a yachting trip up the Tracy Arm to Sawyer Glacier. Naturally, I complied, little realizing I was to attain a vivid image of the rugged topography of the Panhandle region of Alaska. The cruiser Hiawatha threaded its way through treacherous icebergs and choppy seas, and proceeded up the armlike body of water. More astounding than the crew's navigational skills and the maneuverability of the vessel in avoiding icebergs, was the panorama of scenery surrounding us. As we progressed farther into the passage the width steadily narrowed to about one or two hundred yards. The mountains loomed clifflike straight out of the sea to heights of 3,500 feet. More amazing, still, were the depths registering on our depth finder—at one point 2,000 feet.

Through binoculars we viewed mountain goats on the slopes, grazing unconcernedly as we passed by, and seals diving from the icebergs in fear of the intruders. The voyage came to its thrilling climax for me, though, when I spied the first whale I had ever seen. The monstrous mammal dove and spouted to the starboard, in an authentcity Moby Dick-like manner. I briefly forgot the whale, however, when we reached Sawyer Glacier, and watched the ice cascading, with a deafening roar, from the glacier face.

Another memorable experience of the summer involved a particular mountain. Mount McGinnes towered over the majestic Mendenhall Glacier, and we had eyed it all summer. Its timber-covered base gave way to moss-covered slopes, and they in turn to rocky crags and peaks. A horn crowning the top was the particular item that made this mountain appealing and challenging, and the snow remaining on the slopes, covering the horn, made McGinnes appear "big league" indeed. My companion and I had three objectives in attempting her. We wanted to complete the climb in a shorter period of time than those before us, namely, in one day. Also, unorthodox as it may seem, we planned to do it in tennis shoes. Then, too, we hoped to see some wildlife.

The tennis shoes were used because they were lighter, and also, because we couldn't afford climbing boots. We felt we could move faster with the least weight, so we only carried two guns, a camera, and some food. We knew that water would be abundant from the melting snows, and that the natural light span at that time of year would be from about four in the morning until ten-thirty at night.

I cannot begin to describe the fatigue I experienced in climbing. My friend said, "Whatever you do, don't grab on to devil's-club," a treelike sticker bush; but I was slipping and sliding so much in my inexperience I grabbed on to anything that had roots. As a result, I had a swollen painful hand for the next few weeks. Another hardship that presented itself was the snow. We quickly proceeded across patches of snow until our feet began to ache (we cursed those tennis shoes at that stage). Then we would find a bare spot, take off our shoes and socks, and warm our feet on the hot, soft moss.

Resting at the summit, having completed the most grueling exercise I've ever run up against, I held mingled feelings of pride and awe. Indeed, my energetic friend and I had made the ascent in the shortest span of time, and I did feel like the proverbial "King of the Mountains." Yet, in viewing the panoramic spectacle about us, I could not help but feel insignificant. There below us was the entire Mendenhall Glacier—miles upon miles of solid ice, winding its way down from the massive Juneau Ice Cap, which we viewed in the distance. We could see endless ranges of mountains and inland sea passages, and in the distance, a hazy blue strip—the Pacific Ocean.

As for scenery of another nature, I would recall the city of Juneau and its abundant local color. Humbly nestled at the foot of two gigantic mountains, the city has a distinct flavor and charm marking it as the most picturesque of all the state capitals. From the bustling wharfs—lifeline to the isolated community—to the serene and stately governor's mansion on the hill, Juneau echoes its individuality.

Contrary to common opinion in the States, all of Alaska is not abounding with Eskimos—there are only five living in the city of Juneau. The native culture there,
The Governor's Mansion in Juneau overlooks the city. The dark totem pole at the side is a good contrast to the neo-classical style. which has created an influx of tourists, stems from the Tlingit Indian tribes. Totem poles stand on street corners and road sides, worn vestiges of times past. Baskets, fur, and leather goods are on sale in countless small crafts shops. The library and book stores overflow with Alaskan works, and art studies, in Alaskan paintings. Alaskans are proud of their culture, not only because it is steeped in tradition and local color, but also because of the practical aspect—this business of tourism is extremely profitable.

The Russian Orthodox churches in Juneau and Sitka tell another chapter of Alaskan history—that of the days before Seward committed his "folly." Picturesque establishments, such as the Red Dog Saloon, where old Miss Hattie plays honky-tonk nightly, recall still another facet of Alaskan development, as do the ghostly mines around the town, waiting to be reopened at some vague time in the future.

All is not gold in this old gold-mining town. Juneau's economy is on shaky grounds now that the Anchorage citizens are politically pushing to relocate the capital near their northern city. One can easily imagine that the effects of such a move would be disastrous on the economy of a city which exists on the revenue of state and national government workers living there.

The most enlightening of my experiences in Alaska was travel. I flew to various small communities via small amphibian planes, and met many strange individuals. I remember Sitka-by-the-Sea, the old capital, and its Russian flavor. I recall its pulp mill—the world's largest, and its multitude of Tlingit totems. There was Petersburg, noted for its dainty shrimp for cocktails, and Ketchikan, fishing and lumbering center. Farther north was Skagway, where Gold Rush days live again through colorful pageantry, and Haines, where the award-winning Chilkat dancers perform their ancient ritual.

One other item which cannot be overlooked in considering Alaska, is the people. They are a friendly people—a blend of the open-mindedness of the frontier spirit, and the loneliness of the frontier isolation. "You must be sure and come visit my husband and myself out at Hollis, and see what lumber life is really like—how about next weekend?" inquired one lady I had talked to for one or two minutes in flight to Sitka. Hospitality and self-introduction are keys in the Southeastern Alaska social setup.

Go back to Alaska? Certainly—to visit, or tour. How-
Life in Hawaii is not unlike that of the mainland with certain significant exceptions. Because of the small size of Schofield Barracks and the fact that the entire island of Oahu covers only 604 square miles, we have had the opportunity to closely observe the local people and customs. Consequently the views expressed in this article are based on firsthand observations and our own personal opinions. We are also fortunate in that many of the local people are career military personnel and the opportunity to know them personally exists right here at Schofield Barracks.

The 50th state is indeed one with many unusual physical characteristics. It is the first island and wholly non-contiguous state. It stands alone in that its population is predominately Asiatic in origin, it is semitropical, and has the narrowest range of temperature extremes in the United States. It contains the world's largest active and inactive volcanoes, Mauna Loa and Haleakala, respectively. It shares with Texas the distinction of entering the Union voluntarily.

Hawaii is geographically the longest chain of islands in the world. The eight main islands in order of size are—Hawaii, Maui, Oahu, Kauai, Molokai, Lanai, Niihau and Kahoolawe. This article will deal mainly with the island of Oahu where we live.

Oahu means “Gathering Place” and it is that. Nearly three-fourths of the state's entire population lives here. Located on this island is the capital city of Honolulu which combines modern conveniences with old Polynesian tradition. Another factor contributing to the large population on Oahu is world famous Waikiki Beach, mecca of the tourist. Here tourists are offered year-round swimming, surfing and outrigger canoe rides as well as the customary touring and shopping. Other tourist attractions include the various buildings filled with examples of Hawaiian culture and history, the pineapple and sugar plantations, and incomparable scenery along the shore line.

Of course, the military personnel on the island, of which we are a part, are another cause of the large population. Hawaii is the largest permanent United States military base in the Pacific. Last year one-fourth of Hawaii's income came from United States defense expenditures. We are stationed at Schofield Barracks about thirty miles from Honolulu and Waikiki on the northern part of the island in full view of Kole Kole Pass through which the Japanese flew when they bombed Pearl Harbor.

In our opinion military personnel and dependents on Oahu live and work harmoniously with the civilian community. Part of this harmony stems from the active part the military families take in community affairs such as PTA, YMCA, and in many of the civic, fraternal and professional organizations in the islands. An Army Advisory Committee, composed of civilian leaders from every walk of life, helps build close ties between Army and civilian activities.

Our community life on post is almost the same as it would be on an Army post on the mainland although we have adopted many of the local customs such as Muu Muus, Aloha shirts, and removing shoes before entering a house. Hawaii, the Aloha State, meaning warmth and friendship, is a land of casualness and comfort and we certainly enjoy it.

Everyday life in the civilian community is as American as it would be in any continental community. Everyone lives together harmoniously in an atmosphere of friendliness and informality no matter what their racial origin. Hawaii is aptly described as a showcase of democracy whose people live together in a wonderful degree of harmony and racial amity despite the fact that they are of diverse ethnic origins, including Japanese, Habe (Caucasians), Hawaiian and part-Hawaiian, Filipino, Chinese, Korean, and Puerto Rican.

The people are happy and have many festivals and pageants. Most of their celebrations are climaxed with a luau, a combination feast and entertainment. We had the pleasure of attending one last summer and it was an experience long to be remembered. The menu consisted of a whole pig baked in a pit by preheated rocks, raw and cooked fish prepared in various ways, poi and fresh fruit. All of these things were eaten with our fingers while sitting on the floor at a low table. The entertainment was, as it always is, very enjoyable. Various Polynesian dances were performed and there was singing. We don't want to give the impression that the Hawaiian people would rather sing and swim than work. This seems to be a general conception of them on the mainland. They work hard and play when they can. They are the same as people anywhere in this respect.

Weather conditions in Hawaii are very stable. Statistics show that we average 286 days of sun and 79 days of cloudiness. Most of the rainfall occurs in January and February. As a result of this mild climate most of Hawaii's homes have a large lanai (porch) and tropical gardens which are full of fruit and flowers.

Flower-growing is a minor but well known industry in the islands and is typified by the traditional lei. The (Continued on Page 8)
Waikiki Beach is one of the most famous beaches of the world and a great tourist attraction in Honolulu, Hawaii. In the background, looking like an old Spanish mission, is the Royal Hawaiian Hotel.
lei is a necklace of flowers given as a symbol of friendship and is received on many occasions, the most popular occasions being arrival to and departure from the islands. All the yards are filled with beautiful flowers—orchids, gardenias, carnations, hibiscus, poinsettias and many Hawaiian flowers. Christmas has become my favorite time of year in the islands because of the beautiful poinsettias you see everywhere you drive.

All sports are enjoyed here but water sports are the most popular with the islanders. Most of the Hawaiians learn to swim as soon as they can walk. The regular sports seasons are followed and it is quite difficult to become accustomed to watching and playing football in such a warm climate.

We find the cost of living somewhat higher than on the mainland but it is offset by savings in heating and seasonal clothing requirements. Dress is cool and informal for almost every occasion.

Sugar cane and pineapple are Hawaii's largest industries but beef, coffee, macadamia nuts and timber have great economic potential as well. About 10,000 people find steady employment in the pineapple industry, which employs an additional 12,000 people during the peak summer canning season. Schofield Barracks is located in the center of the pineapple fields and it is a common but always interesting sight to see the local people harvesting the fruit.

Islanders watch television as do the people on the mainland. We are able to watch three channels and most of the special events, such as world series, and presidential addresses are brought to us within twenty-four hours after broadcast. Regularly scheduled programs are about a week behind their mainland broadcast. Along with the mainland shows there are many local shows which we find very enjoyable as they consist of the Polynesian talent which we are not exposed to on the mainland.

The other islands are easily accessible by inter-island planes and they all differ in some natural respects. The little grass shacks are gone from all the islands but the beauty still remains and it is not obstructed by the many billboards that are seen on the mainland. There are miles of good highways on all the islands, dozens of hiking trails and horseback trails, which are free of snakes and poisonous insects.

Not all of our experiences in Hawaii have been pleasant ones. In May, 1960, two months after our arrival, we heard our first tidal wave alarm sound. Tremendous waves had been generated by an earthquake on the coast of Chile. There was a little bit of property damage to this island but the real disaster area was Hilo on the “Big Island” of Hawaii. It struck at 12:20 a.m. with more force than anyone had imagined. When the final count was completed, Hilo recorded 61 dead. Many of them would be alive today if they had heeded the alert warnings. Many of the dead were people who refused to leave their homes or people who rushed to the shore to see the wave. It was a frightening experience that will long be remembered by the Butler family, and many others I am sure.

In doing some research we have found that Hawaii is most closely associated with Maryland through the United States Naval Academy at Annapolis. Hundreds of naval officers who have finished their tours of duty or who currently are serving in Hawaii are graduates of the Academy.

Economically, too, Hawaii is related to Maryland. Through its subsidiary, Bumble Bee Seafoods, Hawaii’s Castle and Cooke recently purchased a large cold storage plant and warehouse at Cambridge. Maryland is the state which provided Hawaii’s Aloha Airlines with its Fairchild F-27 prop-jet planes used to carry thousands of inter-island travelers. Also, Baltimore provided the bulk of James Dole’s pineapple machinery in the early days of Hawaii’s pineapple industry.

We have discussed most of the nonmilitary aspects of living in Hawaii and now we would like briefly to discuss the military establishment of Schofield Barracks. Schofield is the home of the 25th Infantry (Tropic Lightning) Division. Bob is a company commander in the 2nd Battle Group, 21st Infantry and as such we do not have as much free time as we would like (an age old Army gripe). The rugged mountains and tropical forests of Oahu provide excellent training areas to prepare the 25th Division for the type of jungle terrain to which they may someday be committed. Self-confidence and skill are developed in the Lightnings by teaching them proper methods for overcoming the effects of hot weather, humidity, mud and rough terrain.

The strategic location of Hawaii has caused it to be designated the command post for all Pacific operations. Commanding all Army forces in the Pacific Command stretching from Hawaii to Korea is the Commander in Chief, United States Army Pacific with headquarters at Fort Shafter also on Oahu.

We have enjoyed living in this atmosphere of tropical allure and native friendliness and even though we will be glad to see our family and friends again in March we will be truly sorry to leave Hawaii, one of the prettiest states we have had the pleasure to be in.

Captain and Mrs. Butler expect to return to the states next month. They have three children: Donna Jo—January, 1958; Donna Jo—August, 1960; and Robert William, Jr—October, 1961. While on campus Dot was May Queen and a member of Phi Alpha Mu. Bob was cadet commander of the ROTC and a member of Delta Pi Alpha.
New Library
Dedicated

L. Quincy Mumford, the Librarian of Congress, was the principal speaker at the Convocation and Dedication of The Library on Saturday, December 1, 1962. Mr. Mumford's topic was "A Princely Service." He discussed the value of books in his life and the lives of others and the enrichment and enjoyment which can be obtained in a library.

The Convocation began at 2 o'clock in the afternoon with an academic procession into Alumni Hall. Members of the Middle States Association of Colleges and Universities attended the program along with representatives of The Methodist Church, parents, and other friends of the College.

Bishop John Wesley Lord, Bishop of the Washington Area of The Methodist Church, conducted the service of dedication which was part of the ceremony. Also taking part in the program were The Rev. John Bayley Jones, '41, trustee; D. Carlyle MacLea, '22, chairman of the buildings and grounds committee; Miss Elizabeth Simkins, librarian; and John Blackburn, '63, president of the Student Government Association.

The College has been using the Library, of course, since the great move last spring when members of the faculty and student body transferred the books in one morning. The building was made possible by two gifts to the College. Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. Davis of Westminster presented a sum for erection of a library building. This amount increased substantially through investments. The Baltimore Conference of The Methodist Church voted to present Western Maryland with funds to cover the difference between the cost of the building and the Davis gift.

Following Dr. Ensor the platform party proceeds from Alumni Hall past members of the faculty and representatives of the Middle States Association.
Alumni Association

Old Alohas Needed

by Philip E. Uhrig

The Alumni Office has a set of Alohas, but this invaluable collection of books is incomplete. Copies of the following editions are missing: 1910, 1922, 1931, 1933, 1934, and 1950. Hardly a day passes that the collection is not used. As you would imagine such a set contains an accumulation of historical data that cannot be duplicated. Therefore, we would like to complete the collection. At the same time, we would like to be of greater help to alumni who from time to time ask us to replace yearbooks they have lost through fire or in other ways.

You may have in your possession extra copies with which you would be willing to part. If you do, or can suggest leads for us, we urge you to communicate with the Alumni Office.

It might interest you to know that our collection starts with 1893.

ALUMNI CHAPTER ACTIVITIES

The fall of the year was marked with a rash of chapter activities from coast to coast. Several chapters have elected new officers. For the benefit of those who may not have attended these meetings, we are listing under each chapter report the name and address of the president.

Carroll County Alumni Chapter
Homer C. Earll, '50
240 Washington Road
Westminster, Maryland

Nearly 100 Carroll County alumni attended a buffet dinner at the Westminster Riding Club November 5. The first major program this group had had in several years, it was received with considerable enthusiasm. Dr. Lowell S. Ensor was speaker of the evening. Entertainment was provided by The Biscayne Four, a vocal and instrumental group of Western Maryland College students. Responsible for the dinner and program were: Dorothy Berry Tevis, '35; Betty Deffenbaugh Bare, '26; Mary Brown Bryson, '35; Priscilla Herson Thomas, '37; and Caroline Wantz Taylor, '26.

The Chapter was also host at a reception held in McDaniel Lounge for Eugene Belt, '42, following his organ recital in Baker Memorial Chapel on January 11.

New York Metropolitan Chapter
Fred F. Eckhardt, '48
79 Christopher Street
New York 14, New York

A dinner was held at the New York University Faculty Club on November 7, at which Dr. Lowell S. Ensor was the speaker. Previously alumni in the area were given the opportunity of meeting following the Upsala football game played in East Orange on October 27. Esther Upperco, '60, is the new secretary of the Chapter.

Philadelphia Metropolitan Chapter
Edwin H. Toman, '52
438 Kingston Drive
Erlton, New Jersey

Alumni in the Philadelphia and South Jersey area met for dinner at Kugler's in Philadelphia for the annual fall meeting and election of officers. Dr. Ensor was the speaker. Newly elected officers include Edwin H. Toman, president; Francis "Bud" Blair, '43, vice president; Janice Divers Twitchell, '47, secretary; and Betty Linton Wallace, '51, treasurer.

Baltimore Metropolitan Chapter
Julian L. Dyke, Jr., '50
3810 Oak Avenue
Baltimore 7, Maryland

Members of this chapter attended the Hopkins game on the Hill November 17 by traveling in a special bus to and from the game. Following the game a victory buffet was held at The Penn Hotel in Towson. Newly elected officers in addition to Julian Dyke are: Betty Lee Robbins Seiland, '50, vice president; Katherine Rudolph Reed, '39, secretary; and Leo Lathroum, '51, treasurer.

Wicomico County Chapter
Melva Martin Willis, '32
607 Manor Drive
Salisbury, Maryland

Alumni and friends of Salisbury alumni met at the Bethesda Methodist Church House November 27. The Alumni Secretary talked to the Chapter on the widespread activities of the Alumni Association. A card party and refreshments concluded the evening. The Chapter appreciated the use of the church house made available through Dr. Howard M. Amoss, '32, pastor. Plans were announced for a spring dinner to be held Tuesday, April 23.

Wilmington Alumni Chapter
Harold M. Lewis, '46
2013 Gravers Lane
Wilmington 3, Delaware

The annual fall dinner was held at the Du Pont Country Club at which Dr. Lowell S. Ensor was the speaker on December 7. Jean Shaneman, '46, was the program chairman and responsible for a goodly turnout of alumni who bracketed classes from 1909 to 1954. Dr. Ensor mentioned at the meeting that the room in the new Library furnished by the Wilmington group was greatly appreciated by the College. He added that an appropriate plaque had been placed on the door.
Fine Arts Building

The old library building, pictured here, is rapidly turning into the Fine Arts Building as workmen make needed changes. The only problems the College has encountered in remodeling the building have been in plumbing, electricity, and the need for more and more paint. More water outlets are being added and more electrical fixtures have been put in place. This, with plastering and a lot of painting will complete the transformation. No structural changes have been made. The old mezzanine, which held art and language books among others, was taken down at the time the move was made to the new building. Some movable structures to portion off the large upstairs rooms have been added and an office and storeroom were created on that level also.

On the first floor are classrooms for the history of art courses (on the reader's right looking at the picture) and an office and storeroom for Dr. Ervin Szilagyi, assistant professor of art. Also on that floor will be two galleries. In the smaller one, which will probably open this month, will be placed a collection of paintings and drawings given to the College by a friend. The larger gallery may be used to house other collections which Western Maryland owns. In these two rooms, Miss Louise Shipley, associate professor of art, also plans to display student art. The small gallery may be open by the time alumni read this but the larger one is not expected to be ready until late spring.

On the second floor, the large reading room of the old library will be used for all painting and drawing classes, seminars, education classes, and for a reading area. Miss Shipley's office will be on this level. The movable structures will portion the room into various sizes to meet class needs.

In the basement of the building will be the shop for wood tools, a clay and print room, and a classroom for the design courses and others.

European Tour

As a member of the Association of Independent Colleges in Maryland, Western Maryland is able to take advantage of the 1963 Colleges Tour of Europe. The tour will last for 28 days (June 13-July 8) and is presented by the American Express Company in conjunction with Pan American World Airways. It is available to students, faculty, alumni and their immediate families only. The tour is comprehensive and all inclusive and will be conducted and escorted throughout by representatives of American Express. The tour originates and terminates in Baltimore. The cost is $798.00 which includes transportation, hotels, meals, sightseeing, taxes and gratuities.

Cities to be visited on the tour include: London, Amsterdam, Cologne, Wiesbaden, Baden Baden, Lucerne, Lugano, Paris, Nevers, Grenoble, Nice, Viareggio, Rome, Florence, and Milan. For further information alumni should contact Mr. Richard Foley, American Express Company, 213 North Charles Street, Baltimore 1.

Two Workshops

Two special workshops will be held on the campus this summer--the Latin Workshop and one for biology and chemistry sponsored by the National Science Foundation.

The Latin Workshop will be conducted for the fifth year by Dr. William R. Ridington, chairman of the classics department. During the Workshop, secondary school teachers discuss various methods for the presentation of Latin and examine and evaluate audio-visual materials. The sessions are held with the cooperation of The Classical Association of the Atlantic States.

The Science Institute will be directed by Dr. Harwell P. Sturdivant, chairman of the biology department. Designed for teachers whose background training is weak or insufficient in biology and chemistry, the courses will last from July 1 to August 9. Courses are designed to give the basic subject matter, to integrate the modern concepts of biology and chemistry, and to give the participants an opportunity for close association with scholars in order to stimulate a greater interest in science.

Esso Grant

Western Maryland has recently received a $2,000.00 grant from the Esso Education Foundation.

Grants in aid to education totaling $1,798,500.00 for the 1962-63 academic year were announced by M. J. Rathbone, chairman of the Foundation.
The Men's Leadership Society was established at Western Maryland College in 1959. The Society was established for the purpose of encouraging leadership on the college campus.

The members of this Society are men of at least junior standing who have attended Western Maryland College for at least one year prior to membership, who have demonstrated leadership ability in various phases of campus life and who stand in the upper thirty-five per cent of the men in their class.

**CHINESE EMPHASIS PLANNED BY MEN**

"The Power of China" will be the theme of a week-long program sponsored this spring by the Men's Leadership Society.

The Society has announced that during the week of April 1, three major areas of the theme will be discussed. They are: "Chinese Ideology and Relations with Russia," "Economic Development and its meaning to the Western World," and "Communism and Chinese Life."

Dr. Wing-tsit Chan, professor of philosophy at Dartmouth College, will be the featured speaker during the week. Dr. Chan will address the student assembly at 11:30 a.m. on Thursday, April 4. On that evening and on Friday he will speak again at 6:45 o'clock. Preceding Dr. Chan's talks will be the movie "Red China." It will be shown at 6:45 p.m. on Wednesday, April 3. The Leadership Society plans to incorporate the efforts of as many groups as possible during the week. On Saturday evening, in line with the objective, the Lettermen's Club will entertain with a demonstration of Chinese athletics.

Leading up to China Week will be a talk given in the Sunday evening Chapel service at 7:15 o'clock, March 17, by Dr. Kurt F. Leidecker, Professor of Philosophy at the Mary Washington College of the University of Virginia. Dr. Leidecker's topic will be "Buddhism and the Genius of China." On March 7, the International Relations Club will sponsor a movie entitled "The Fall of China."

The Men's Leadership Society is also sponsoring the presentation of two books in the bookstore: *Red China* by Chandra Srikhar, and *Communist China and Asia* by A. Doak Barnett. The group hopes that all persons will find time to read them in order to benefit most fully from the focus on China.
Terrors 55—Hopkins 49

With the Green Terror co-captains leading the way, Western Maryland took traditional rival Johns Hopkins to a 55-49 defeat just before exams halted play for two weeks. Richard Klitzberg, leading Terror scorer this year, got 20 points and Tom O'Malley accounted for 16.

As The Magazine is written, most collegiate teams have halted operations for the exam period. Western Maryland goes into action again on February 6 against Gallaudet. There will be five other games before the season ends, including a second meeting with Hopkins.

At this point in the season Klitzberg is the team’s leading scorer with 311, followed by O’Malley with 226.

Coach Dick Clower will lose the co-captains via graduation. Also finishing up four years on the team are Jack Markey and Howard Wagner.

Hitchcock Looks For Good Season

In January a brand-new coach can hardly predict with much assurance what his baseball team is going to do in the spring. With snow piled several feet high all over campus, football trophies still being awarded and basketball in full swing, Terror Coach Fern Hitchcock, ’47, wasn’t about to go out on a limb.

Fern feels the team stands a good chance of having a respectable season. And, with 18 boys on campus who have had previous playing experience with successful Western Maryland teams, that seems a reasonable assumption. The schedule is about what the Terrors have been used to recently. The team has a go-ahead for the now annual spring vacation trip through the South, Fern said, but the tour is not yet definitely settled.

Two of last year’s better pitchers will be back this spring—Lance Klein and Wayne Whitmore. Those trying for first base will include Charles Walter, Howard Mooney and Griffith Harrison, who also pitches. At this point, Dick Yobst is the only potential third baseman but at second base Fern can choose between Rex Walker, Bill Cowden and “Pebble” Willis. Don Schmidt and Dennis Amico will be out for shortstop and Len Biser may be the choice for catcher. In the outfield, the new coach can have Roy Terry, Tony Magnotto, Ron Hibbard, Robert Robertson, Neal Hoffman or Jim Cupp.

Actually, of course, Fern is not new to baseball—or even to Western Maryland. He was a student from 1941 to 1943 and then went to the University of Richmond and Northwestern University under a Navy program. He returned to Western Maryland in 1946 and got his B.A. Coach Hitchcock played football, basketball and baseball while on the Hill. After graduation he attended an athletic clinic at the University of Missouri and received his M.Ed. degree at the University of Maryland. Fern was under contract to a farm team of the old St. Louis Browns and played semi-pro baseball for about ten years in Maryland and Pennsylvania. He was also coach at Taneytown and Westminster High Schools.

The baseball schedule is as follows:

April 2—Dickinson   A—3 p.m.
April 6—Mt. St. Mary’s H—2 p.m.
April 13—Baltimore U. H—2 p.m.
April 17—Elizabethtown A—3 p.m.
April 20—Washington College H—2 p.m.
April 22—Loyola   A—3 p.m.
April 24—Hopkins H—3 p.m.
April 26—Ursinus A—3 p.m.
April 30—American U. H—3 p.m.
May 4—Susquehanna H—1:30 p.m.
May 7—Towson A—3 p.m.
May 9—Mt. St. Mary’s A—3 p.m.
May 11—Hopkins A—12 noon
May 13—Lebanon Valley H—3 p.m.
May 15—Lycoming A—3 p.m.
NEWS FROM ALUMNI

1904
Margaret Bennett Vogle died on January 10...

1911
Kent Roberts Greenfield has been awarded the honorary degree of doctor of laws from the College of Puget Sound. Miss Dorothy Elderdice has compiled a resume of letters from members of the class as follows:

Almost half a century before Sputnik the Class of 1911 launched a satellite which is still in orbit. Although the circulating dates are not very predictable, the path has been charted fairly well and it has kept moving, even if at the tempo now of Of Man River!

College reunions every five years are all very well, but we think a continuing one is much better. We don't have to worry about plane strikes, conflicting dates, banquet tickets, overnight stays, and all the other 5-year headaches.

Our letters have meant so much to us that we think it high time to invite all alumni and friends to share them with us on this orbit. Just who are these old-timers anyway? (I'm now reading the mind of a '62 graduate who is preparing to skip at once to the next article.) But before you do that, I'm going to hold you a second with some catchy figures. There were 41 of us graduates at the 41st commencement of Western Maryland College, 14 men and 27—oh, I forgot, we were always listed as 14 males and 27 females. Strangerly enough, the same figures are with us now, though differing in use. Out of our class of 41, 14 have died and 27 are alive (5 men and 9 women)...

Now will you give me just a few more seconds to prove that we 27 are still very much alive?

Meet our historian, Dr. Kent Roberts Greenfield. Roberts, speaking in the current publication is due to him more than to any historian reminds us that just a few years ago in that capacity, Roberts was decorated with Knightly honors by the Government of Italy. Roberts was chief historian of that vast project "The United States Army in World War II." A recent article in the Baltimore Sun states that the success of that 82-volume publication is due to him more than to any other one man. The reference to Italian historian reminds us that just a few years ago in that capacity, Roberts was decorated with Knightly honors by the Government of Italy.

Some of us achieve history by writing about it, others of us merely make it in one modest way or another, still others may even achieve it by remote control. Nell Jackson Coe, for instance, recently flew down from her Massachusetts home to Washington to appear before the Senate Judiciary Committee which was to give recognition to Samuel Wilson as the originator of the familiar name UNCLE SAM for the United States. He was a great, great uncle of hers from Troy, New York.

Speaking of Nell, reminds me that she is one of those who married her old college "strike." (Yes, 1960 was the precursor of "date.") Nell Jackson married Robert Wood Coe, class of '09. We also have Ruth Ann Stewart of 1911 married to William D. Ceel of 1913; Grace Donovan of 1911 to John Garber ex-1911; Grace Steele of 1911 to Chauncey Day of 1913;

Tillie Gray Cobey again using Nell as a spring board, she is one of our three who continued preachers. So we will now give the proper title of Reverend to Robert Wood Coe and to Chauncey C. Day. The third is Tillie Gray who married Rev. Harry Coyer, a rector of the Episcopal Church.

Two of our men became preachers. "Doc" Wright (Rev. Henry H.) has combined his calling as a Congregational minister with that of a Vermont farmer and leading citizen. He's our homespun philosopher who has spent his life living the gospel that Thoreau preached.

"Tubby" Enfield (Rev. George H.) after retiring from the Presbyterian ministry, became an expert in grapho-analysis, the study of handwriting. North Carolina newspapers have recently run feature articles on his work.

Frank Shipley has been helping make state history as a senator in the Maryland legislature. Maynard Bacon, a prominent Baltimore physician, was a recent guest at the White House when he presented a rare steel engraving of Renault's painting depicting Lord Cornwallis's surrender to George Washington at Yorktown. The engraving was purchased by an ancestor of Dr. Bacon shortly after it was issued in 1819 and has been in the family ever since. Another prominent class physician is Dr. Charles R. Thomas of Tennessee...

We have one nurse, Mary DeLashmutt, Baltimore. Shortly after graduation and before their marriage a number of our women, and a few of our men, entered the teaching profession. Those who continued until retirement were May Tounsend, Anna Harrison, and Ollice Simpson. Isabel Roop Hendrickson is still active in the field of adult education in the Baltimore School system. In the summer she conducts tours at home and abroad.

When it comes to touring, a number of our class seem to be in perpetual motion. Lula Strawbridge Richardson writes annual travel letters which might almost serve as a tourist guide. Even so, Helen Englar, is able to pick up a few things Lula has missed. Helen, for instance, speaks of attending the opera "Turandot" at the Baths of Caracalla and watching dozens of camels, donkeys, and elephants move slowly across the immense stage; and she encloses a gorgeous color picture of herself in Hawaii holding 23 orchids. (The many pictures which illustrate the Class Letters are almost like an edition of LIFE magazine.) Mary Stone-sifer Melson, on a recent visit to Japan, met Tane Takashii, a W.M.C. graduate who is librarian at International Christian University, Tokyo. Oline Simpson had to miss our Golden Anniversary by just one day because of late arrival from Europe. Mercedes Bowman Allen is the last to have enjoyed that perfect tour.

Those who are not crossing the ocean manage, however, to add up considerable mileage in this country. Tillie Gray Cobey goes from the east coast to California with the greatest of ease. Almost every year Ruth and Billy Cecile come back home to Maryland from deep in the heart of Texas. Lula Wooden Johnson and her husband McKenny have a summer home in Virginia and a winter one in Florida.

Those who aren't traveling seem to be enjoying life quite as much as those who are. There's Agnes Reese, for example, who raises prize flowers just a mile from Westminster. Her stories of animal life on the farm are a riot. She is continually breaking into the press with pictures and story of her sassafras tea.

Esther Kaufman Hess, not content with helping manage our own Class reunion, has been attending that of former high school principals (she was one before her marriage) and that of the Carroll County Public Welfare Agency for which she served as Executive Secretary from 1935 to 1945... Her husband, Carroll Hess, should really be considered an honorary member of our class because of his marriage to two of our women. His first wife was our classmate Olice Nell who died some years ago. Esther and Olive were close friends.

This by no means exhausts all the current activities of the 1911 alumni. But we can't afford to exhaust you by committing that unpardonable sin of age-garnerly. On the other hand, we hope it will serve notice that we are not in the least interested in being considered merely as case studies in geriatrics!

Our class president, Clark Coulbourn, still practicing law in Virginia, writes, "The letters reveal that although we have reached the Golden Years, we still retain our interest in people and events. This, to me, is the secret. Although I am often tempted to sit in a rocking chair and gaze out at the Chesapeake Bay, I manage to get to my office every day. The life of a country lawyer in Virginia is not what you would call exciting, but it has a lot to recommend it.

1916
Dr. James T. Marsh died on January 4. Dr. Marsh was a familiar figure to students
on the Hill who became ill and received his care. He was active in medical circles and in many areas of Carroll County life . . .

1922

Miss Madeleine Weaver Geiman was honored after 40 years of teaching in the Baltimore County school system. More than 130 persons attended a dinner given for her. Miss Geiman taught Latin and social studies at Franklin High School . . .

1925

A scholarship has been established by Mrs. Laura Wilson Nichols as a memorial to her late husband Rev. James L. Nichols. The fund will assist a student who is preparing for a full-time career in Christian service . . .

1932

Mrs. Virtue Shockey Clopper, who formerly taught at Washington Senior High School in Princess Anne, is teaching English, French and Latin at Smithsburg High School in Smithsburg. Her husband was doctor at the Hagerstown Penal farm . . .

1937

John R. Simms recently created a dress of stainless steel cloth for the opening of the World Metal Show at the New York Coliseum for a Cambridge manufacturer. The fabric could be sewed on a conventional machine but made a major problem in that once creased no amount of pressing would remove the wrinkle . . .

1946

Mrs. Grace Jenison Rohrer has been appearing in Little theatre productions in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. A former director of the Cranford Methodist Church choir in New Jersey, Mrs. Rohrer formed the Singers Guild in Winston-Salem, has done some teaching and is a precinct captain for the Republican Party. The Rohrers have three children, David, 13; Donald, 10; and Bruce, 5 . . .

1951

Bob and Barbara Payne Wilsey are living in Alaska where Bob, who is a captain in the Army, is stationed with the NORAD Region staff. They have two daughters, 9 and 7. Harry LeFevre has been promoted to manager of public relations at the West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company in Luke . . .

1952


1953

Edgar Shattuck is research bacteriologist, Food Research Department, H. J. Heinz Company in Pittsburgh after completing two years of advanced study at Cornell University. He and his wife have one son, Edgar, 4 . . . Jack and Beth Witzke Barnes announce the birth of Amy Trostle Barnes on November 16 . . .

1954

William F. Campbell has been promoted to staff supervisor in the commercial department of the C and P Telephone Company . . . Bill Harvey and his wife, Nancy, are planning to go to Elisabethville, The Congo, in April. Bill will replace the missionary school inspector. The work entails traveling throughout the Southern Congo Conference overseeing the Methodist schools. At present the Harveys are in Grenoble, France, studying French. In order to return to Africa as regular-term missionaries, Bill has had to complete his seminary education at Drew and both studied at Northwestern University in anthropology and African studies. Now at the University of Grenoble, when they return to the Congo they will have to learn Swahili. The Harveys’ son, Mark Andrews, was born in 1961 . . .

1955

L. Denton Bliss married Carol Lee Bowling on November 10 in Baltimore . . .

1956

Captain and Mrs. R. Eugene Hedgcock (Clarene Gates) are living at Aberdeen Proving Ground where Gene is stationed. He was recently honored by being asked to read a paper at the annual Human Factors Society Convention in New York. The paper concerned a “Manual of Standard Practice for Human Factors in Military Vehicle Design” of which Gene was senior author. Gene is a Research and Development Coordinator (in civilian lingo, a research psychologist) and his area of responsibility is the human factor development of the Army’s future tactical vehicle fleet . . . Mrs. Doris Makosky Chalfin announces the birth of Jesse Chalfin on October 25, 1962. Doris is living in Nairobi, Kenya, where her husband is connected with the American Consulate . . .

1957

Phyllis Cole Eggert is completing work on a master’s in nursing education at the University of Maryland in Baltimore. Her work has been financed by a fellowship from the Department of Health, Education and Welfare . . . Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Entwistle (Kitty Canary, ‘63) announce the birth of a daughter on January 6. Stan’s note mentioned red hair and blue eyes—but no name . . . Mr. and Mrs. Richard James (Karen Schade) announce the birth of a son . . . Bob and Jean Goode Stahl announce the birth of Robert Frederick, Jr., on December 3 . . .

1958

Barbara T. Hunt is on the staff of the Veterans Administration Hospital in Palo Alto, California, as a therapeutic dietician. Barbara says she enjoys the sunny weather after two years in Seattle, Washington . . . Judy Corby Osborne says she has “retired” from teaching after being supervisor of art for two years in the Middle Township School District in New Jersey . . . John G. Gunderson is marketing representative for Caterpillar Tractor Company in Peoria, Illinois. The Gundersons have three children, John, Jenny, and Beth, who was born on October 23, 1962 . . . Gall Mercey had a show in
December at the Twentieth Century Gallery in Williamsburg, Virginia. Maria M. Quintanna is engaged to Thomas F. Simoes of Mahanoy City, Pennsylvania. They will be married on May 4. George W. Slade, II, married Alice A. Minor on December 22, 1962, in Monkonk.

1959

Mr. and Mrs. Luther Martin (Ann Pherigo, '61) are living in Madison, New Jersey, while Luther is working on his Master of Sacred Theology degree and is youth director at Woodbridge Methodist Church. Ann is teaching elementary and junior high vocal music in Boonton and is organist of Good Shepherd Lutheran Church in Florham Park. Patricia Cooper Gatzke is living in Bel Air. Her husband has accepted a call to become a mission developer for the Lutheran Church in America.

Virginia Pott married Warren J. Braunwarth, USCG, on October 24, 1962. They are living in Gloucester, New Jersey, where he is stationed.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fothergill (Louise Clark, '58) announce the birth of Judith Lynn in November.

1960

Robertta Ellen Snyder is engaged to James D. Hale, Ex-59. They plan to be married this month. Robertta has completed work for a degree in library science at the Drexel Institute of Technology. Jim graduated from the University of Baltimore.

1961


1962


1963

Betty J. Jacobus is engaged to John A. Blackburn. Diana L. Fettigrew is engaged to Charles M. Strickland. Sandra E. May is engaged to Ernest W. Hall, '64. Patricia M. Lambert is engaged to Leslie W. Null. Della M. Boyd is engaged to Glenn E. Hanna, Jr. Jill Elaine Fredholm is engaged to Kenneth W. Porter. Mr. and Mrs. Donald C. Buckworth announce the birth of a daughter on December 19, 1962. Mrs. Martha Docking French announces the birth of a daughter, Julia Anne, on September 9, 1962. Joseph W. Rankles is taking training as a Maryland State Trooper at the Pikesville Academy.

CLASS SECRETARIES

In the April issue, the News from Alumni section will have the next phase in THE MAGAZINE’S development: the first columns from Class secretaries will be printed. Only eleven classes now have a Secretary but it is hoped that the system will spread. This method of handling News from Alumni is infinitely more complicated than the present way so there will undoubtedly be some mistakes and omissions until everyone is familiar with the process. You can help by responding when your Secretary asks for information or by volunteering when you have news. And, of course, applications for Secretary of a class without one should be accepted. Contact your class president. If you do not know that address write to the Alumni Office and we will forward your note.

The list at present includes:

1915

Mrs. Robert B. Dexter (Margaret Tull) 211 Kemble Road Baltimore 18, Maryland

1920

Mrs. H. P. Burdette (Ainnie L. Harned) Mt. Airy, Maryland

1921

Mrs. Charles E. Moylan (Mildred Wheeler) 401 Bretton Place Baltimore 18, Maryland

1922

Mr. Roger H. Cissel 701 Walnut Avenue Baltimore 29, Maryland

1942

Mr. Frank A. Tarbutton Country Club Estates Chestertown, Maryland

1943

Mrs. Robert I. Thompson (Jean Bentley) 22 Woodside Drive Chagrin Falls, Ohio

1947

Mrs. Thomas G. Shipley (Marjorie Cason) 9214 Smith Avenue Baltimore 34, Maryland

1950

Mrs. Robert T. Sommers (Helen Ray) 1918 Hillcrest Road Baltimore 7, Maryland

1952

Mrs. J. Walter Biggerstaff (Marilyn Goldring) 13904 Oriental Street Rockville, Maryland

1956

Mary Jane Bond 4015 Wilsby Avenue Baltimore 18, Maryland

1960

Mary Cay McCormick 422 Prince George Street Laurel, Maryland

Mrs. Robert J. Gittins (Jean Bentley) 701 Walnut Avenue Baltimore 29, Maryland

Mrs. Merle T. Oates (Gladys E. Wood) 231 Kemble Road Baltimore 18, Maryland

Mrs. A. W. Robinson (Elizabeth A. Newby) 231 Kemble Road Baltimore 18, Maryland

Mrs. J. Walter Biggerstaff (Marilyn Goldring) 13904 Oriental Street Rockville, Maryland

Mary Jane Bond 4015 Wilsby Avenue Baltimore 18, Maryland

Mary Cay McCormick 422 Prince George Street Laurel, Maryland

C. Nelson Berligtold

Marlene K. Zimmerman

Larry A. Petry

Lt. Glenn R. Weber

Carol Ann Counsell

Robert D. Hyson

Mr. and Mrs. W. Wayne Conrad

Linda Suzanne

Ann P. Stewart, Jr.

Robert A. Davis

Jill Elaine Fredholm

Kenneth W. Porter

Donald C. Buckworth

Martha Docking French

Joseph W. Rankles
Another Man's Poison, Page 4
What Right Has This Man?
Special Section
ACADEMIC FREEDOM: The College Viewpoint

Much of this issue of the MAGAZINE is devoted to a discussion of Academic Freedom, including two very fine, thought-provoking articles, one by a member of the Western Maryland College faculty and another by a Western Maryland College alumnus now on the faculty of another institution. It seems appropriate, therefore, that the President’s Column this time discuss the same question as it relates specifically to our college. Since definitions of what we are talking about will be found in the other articles, it will not be necessary to repeat them here.

I am completely committed to the whole principle of Academic Freedom as an essential atmosphere where those scholars can work who are devoting their lives to the search for truth, and who are attempting to open windows of understanding through which their students can peer in their search for knowledge. Freedom, not only to think but to put thoughts into words without fear of reprisal, must of necessity be the hallmark of any college worthy of its name.

I became the President of W.M.C. in 1947, at a time when our entire nation was rightly beginning to be concerned about the dangers of communist infiltration in some of the basic institutions of our society such as the church, the school, government and other areas where subversive activity could undermine the very foundations of our democracy. Investigations were rife; some quite legitimate, but some took the form of “witch-hunting,” condemning anyone as subversive whose opinions did not agree with those of the condemner. Sincere, conscientious members of college faculties were becoming fair game for the sharpshooting of over-zealous, misled quasi-patriots, who had an axe to grind rather than an eagerness to arrive at truth. I soon felt it necessary to give assurance publicly to the members of our faculty and therefore devoted my entire address to this question at the Convocation opening the 1949-50 college year. The address contained this statement:

“I can pledge to you this morning that the administration of Western Maryland College will do everything within its power to maintain on this campus an atmosphere conducive to individual freedom of thought and expression, and will make every effort to protect our faculty and student body from any outside forces which may seek to deprive us of this fundamental right so absolutely necessary for sound learning and the pursuit of knowledge. In return for this pledge, I think we have a right to expect that every member of this faculty or student body will accept the responsibility that goes with this freedom.”

During the intervening years I have seen no reason to change from this position, and we have made every attempt to adhere to it rigidly. I am happy to report, further, that no member of the faculty during this period has failed to accept the concomitant responsibility which such freedom entails. To be sure, from time to time members of the faculty have held opinions and made public statements with which the Administration does not agree. At times there has been violent disagreement within the faculty itself on social and political questions as well as the more academic questions, but always the right of both the majority and minority opinions have been protected. If there were always agreement, the very phrase, Academic Freedom, would carry a hollow sound.

Sometimes the question has been raised concerning the application of the principle of Academic Freedom on religious matters in a church-related college. By virtue of the fact that Western Maryland College was founded by and is related to the Methodist Church, should not this limit the freedom of faculty members in matters of religion to beliefs consistent with those of the Church? It may surprise some readers to learn that as early as 1868, when the College was chartered, the founding fathers included the following paragraph as a statement of the first fundamental principle upon which the College was established:

“The Western Maryland College shall be founded and maintained forever, upon a most liberal plan, for the benefit of the youth of every religious denomination, who shall be freely admitted to equal privileges and advantages of education and to all the literary honors of the College, without requiring or enforcing any religious or civil test, nor shall any prejudice be made in the choice of any officer or teacher in the said College on account of his or her particular religious profession, but regard shall be had to his or her moral character, literary abilities, and other necessary qualifications to fill the place for which he or she may have chosen.”

Some of the above wording may seem a bit archaic, but the principle of Academic Freedom in religious matters is as contemporary as 1963. The College, of course, does not knowingly employ atheists as teachers. Each candidate for a faculty position is asked whether his own philosophy is in accordance with the basic Christian philosophy. Certainly he would not be happy teaching here, if that were not true. Yet, within this framework, the College takes the position that a person’s religious beliefs and practices in his search for God are very personal and that he has complete freedom in pursuing that search. A responsibility, however, accompanies this freedom—a responsibility of loyalty to the basic spiritual purpose of a Christian college, a responsibility not to malign thoughtlessly either the Church to which the College is related or its basic Christian philosophy. Again, at this point, members of the Western Maryland faculty, although coming from a variety of religious backgrounds, have shown themselves to be responsible individuals worthy of this large measure of religious freedom granted to them as a fundamental principle by the founding fathers.

LOWELL S. ENSOR
Our office art critic mentioned that the tree on the cover might have lived a millennium or two ago. Well, it isn’t supposed to look real! The imagination of the editor and her reading public may not coincide but it is hoped that alumni will consider the advent of a new season. Spring on the Hill is a very special time, of course, which no cover art will ever capture. Perhaps that whimsical tree and the soft green color suggest a spring day you remember especially—that is all they hope to do.

Don’t forget that the mailing frequency has changed. Your next issue won’t arrive until July.
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The American Tourist in Rome. "We are usually assumed to be such; and when I reply in Italian slang—with a characteristic gesture—the expressions are most amusing. In addition to language, a knowledge of history is acquired: the Coliseum probably never was the site of Christians being thrown to the lions! And the termination of its use for public spectacles dates from the occasion of St. Telemachus being killed, when as a protest against the unchristian attitude of these spectacles, he threw himself into the midst of a gladiatorial combat. The holes on the walls remain from the removal of bronze pins inserted to hold the original marble facing."

...Another Man's Poison

"You'll find everyone in international work a bit peculiar," commented the pediatrician, our second Sunday in Rome. He was summoned when one of the children developed early in the morning beautiful red splotches over her entire head and body. (We learned that morning our just acquired pediatrician had studied at Harriet Lane at Hopkins. We also learned one symptom of an allergy—probably to Italian food seasoning.)

"The staff thinks I come here annually to see the Organization's clients—but, actually, I come to give the staff members their annual psychiatric review. We have to watch them, you know. It's not normal to leave home and country and go elsewhere to work; we want to be sure we don't have trouble with any of them." This evaluation is the essence of a "sister" UN organization's staff psychiatrist's observation relative to his annual visits to that organization's Rome branch office.

The reasons for "going overseas" to work are probably as varied as the overseas workers. Here is one rationale:

My parents early instilled in me—and I've retained as an integral part of my personal philosophy—the tenet that a person is not judged solely on the basis of race, color, religion or nationality, but on what he is like as a person, the principles he says he stands for and which are evidenced in his actions.

Logically, it followed that I wanted my children to hold a similar belief, to be citizens not of Sykesville only, nor Carroll County, not Maryland, not even of the United States, but citizens of the world, of humankind. I wanted them to understand, appreciate, associate and work with peoples of all nations, to think of the peoples of the world as one and to work toward a mutual understanding.

Naturally I want the children to know their American heritage. I hope in the next year or two they'll spend the fall and winter, Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Year's seasons "at home" to experience and blend, along with earlier associations, into their thinking—and later their personal philosophies—the principles inherent in and underlying those seasonal celebrations. Their "world-wide" experience and thinking, from my standpoint, must be against the basic American freedom and value of individual principles.

And, how better to know other peoples, their customs, philosophies and thought patterns, than to live among them during one's formative years? Overseas employment for me was implied.

A few years ago, I was disturbed by reports of the types of individuals sent overseas by the U. S. government and American industry. The impression they made on foreigners and their reported tendency to "make their money" while living outside either U. S. patterns or those of the host country rather than attempt to convey to these "other peoples" our heritage of individual worth, freedom and government for the citizen rather than the citizen's subservience to the government, convinced me I could do better than they did in "presenting America."

So, here I am in Rome, after an exploratory four-year tour in Guam. True, I'm with an international organization—the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations—and working with many nations, but the objective remains the same—both in the work affecting many nations and the daily living which currently relates to Italians. The U. S. and all it represents has much to offer the world in values, systems, methods, and philosophies. These we need to share and, in the process, absorb from others, those of their cultural developments compatible with our philosophy, yes, our Christian philosophy, which will enrich our daily living even more.
"Art, history, sociology and religion are realistically combined, in a fashion no text or illustration can equal, in viewing this statue of Moses by Michelangelo at 'San Pietro in Vincoli' (St. Peter in Chains). Not only does one see links enclosed in a glass and gold case, purported to be 'the chains,' but the apparently superficial attitude of the people and the authorities; during mass, individuals and groups of tourists wander throughout the church, observing and discussing, and ultimately visiting the souvenir shop operating in a room directly behind Moses!"

"Sixty-four nationalities are represented among the staff at Headquarters in Rome of the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations, ten of them in this group of colleagues with whom I work closely. The Palatine Hill in the left background and the Coliseum in the center, the sunny Italian weather, and the lovely terrace on the 9th floor of our main building provide an excellent setting for a few minutes of leisurely idea exchange. The staff, as a whole, constitutes the hardest working group with which I've been affiliated. But constant vigilance is required to ensure understanding, considering different concepts of identical terminology, and varying definitions of the same word!"

"The Italian Asilo (kindergarten) provides the setting for readily acquiring a foreign language—a second 'mother tongue,' and the opportunity for forming lifelong friendships among the local people. To see all students, through the fifth grade wearing smocks—and each school has its characteristic 'school-tie' color (these are light blue)—is an unconscious introduction to appreciation of the various modes of dress inherent in international living. The student body of the Overseas School of Rome, which four of my children now attend, includes twenty-eight nationalities."
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“Eating out at a ‘trattoria’ or ‘ristorante’ with friends and relatives is probably the most popular of Italian social and recreational activities. For the foreigner fortunate enough to enjoy ready ‘entire’ to such groups, it provides an excellent medium for acquiring the language and an understanding of the thought patterns of the people—and new experiences in food and drink. Instead of the usual outdoor dining room, this group ate in the ‘trattoria’ kitchen to escape an early fall chilliness. The leisurely Italian fashion suggests a pattern quite in contrast to our hurry-up activities—and there is much merit in that leisurely approach.”

“The interwritability of our Methodist Church group, although limited by its ‘English speaking’ characteristic, is of inestimable value in adjusting to Rome, and in the development of appreciation of various religious philosophies. The varied denominations and nationalities represented in the regular congregation, as well as the hundreds of tourists attending over the year, and by the many visiting preachers, give the term ‘the church at Rome’ a special meaning. This chapel, across the ‘Tevere’ (Tiber) from Castel St. Angelo, is on the piazza where the heretics (protestants) were burned! During the Vatican Council, it was a meeting place for prayer for the observers from the non-Roman churches.”

Charles M. Earl graduated from the College in 1941 and has an M.A. in government from the George Washington University. Mr. Earl is establishments officer at the Food and Agricultural Organization of the UN in Rome. He and his wife have five children: George, 8; Susan, 6; Maria, 5; Tomas, 4; and Carla, 3 months.

“The family operated shop—Mamma is frequently the cashier—is receiving tremendous competition from the rapidly increasing supermarkets. With their disappearance goes the individual service and variety enjoyed in a display of this type. After learning a bit of Italian, shopping is easier, and often an adventure. But one must be careful, when in an unfamiliar store, to check quality, price, weight, bill totaling, and change returned. The gastronomic aftermath, however, more than compensates for the mental effort invested in constant surveillance.”
Alumni Association

Changing Hill Noted

by Philip E. Uhrig

Alumni returning for reunions this year (Alumni Day—Saturday, June 1) will note changes in the physical characteristics of the Hill. For some it will be the first homecoming in years and the contrasts will be more acute. Those of the older classes having the advantage of perspective will have more to use as points of comparison as they discuss "how it used to be in our day."

Much of the history of the College has been written, but more remains in the minds of the alumni. They have a fascinating story to tell. Surrounding their personal anecdotes lies much of the real fabric of which the College is woven.

It is an exciting experience to talk with older alumni returning for reunions. If you like this sort of thing, I suggest you corner someone like Dr. Hugh W. Ward, '22, of Owings, Maryland. Regardless of what classes are celebrating reunions (this year 3 and 8) Dr. Ward is a perennial. Charles "Linny" Luthicus, '12, Cambridge, or your former alumni counselor, T. C. Harrison, '01, are others with whom to chat.

In planning for Alumni Day, thoughts turned to earlier days on the Hill. Paging through Alohas I felt it would be interesting to jot down a few things suggesting changing times. The following are just a few teasers to whet your appetite.

Athletics, an ever popular subject when alumni get together, is a good place to begin. Dr. Ward told me at one of our games on Hoffa Field this fall it wasn’t until the year after he graduated that this field was dedicated. In his day, football was played on the "old rock pile." Faculty as well as undergraduates participated. They had to because some of our opponents used graduate students. No eligibility rules existed in those days. In fact, Dr. Ward served on one of the first committees to establish intercollegiate conference rules in Maryland. As far back as 1903 and up into the thirties football was played here on Thanksgiving Day. In 1923, that contest ended in a scoreless deadlock with Washington College. Times have changed. No more football here on Thanksgiving and Washington College hasn’t even had a team in more than a dozen years.

I did uncover an interesting note in the 1893 Aloha (the first one published) about football at Western Maryland. Apparently this era was the invention of football here. The team then was known as "The College Eleven." I think you will enjoy parts of a few paragraphs copied from that book.

"The fall of '91 witnessed the introduction of this popular game into our midst. Hitherto the spirit of youthful innocence had characterized our field sports, and the mad, tempestuous rush to Football was to our untutored simplicity but a creature of the imagination. But with the opening of the fall term, a new era in athletics seemed to dawn at Western Maryland. . . . Ignorance of the game excused no one, and enthusiasm fully atoned for inexperience. Our athletes were clad in new costumes and spoke a different tongue. Our ancestral slang became obsolete, and the more pithy football terms were at once substituted. Even long hair came suddenly into fashion, and the college barber took in his sign. . . . We claim no superior excellence for our foot ball team, but we are not ashamed of our beginning, and are confident that, once firmly established, our college will win no meagre honors in this department."

This was quite a prophecy. Western Maryland rose to national recognition under the late coach Dick Harlow. And even sixty years since this article was written our football team under coach Bob Waldorf won another Mason-Dixon Conference championship and the title in the Northern Division of the Middle Atlantic Conference. Incidentally, that first team had only five substitutes, hardly enough to keep the bench warm. I wish we could show you a picture of them. Most sported mustaches. Shoulder pads were not worn. The uniform included starched collars and high-buttoned shoes without cleats. The football then was almost as round as a soccer ball.

In one of the MAGAZINES this year we told you the story of the restoration of the Old Main Bell by the Baltimore Alumni Chapter. Although clapperless now you’ll remember the tone. Doubtless a good many memories will cross your mind when you see it.

Speaking of moving things, Ward Arch is one of the best examples of a changing campus scene. Certainly ample in size to accommodate academic processions and the passing of carriages, Model T’s, Stars and Maxwells in its day, you can imagine the disaster which would occur if a modern-day tractor-trailer tried to squeeze through now. No wonder it was moved in 1937.

Before closing I would like to remind all reunion classes to rehearse class yells. I think the highlight of the Alumni Banquet is the moment the class roll is called. All who hear the older cheers are intrigued with their complexity. Present-day students are amused and spellbound. They are classics. They have color and sparkle when you read them, but for the full blast you’ve got to hear them. As a sample here’s a gem from the Class of 1910.

Boon-a-rigger, boom-a-vigor
Alla walla zee
Arra wanna Catalina pararamakee
Novem decim centum decem
Ducit nunc ceteros
Summus prirnus altissimus
Excellimus generos
Badaracka hecatone narahegazen
Seniors, seniors, 1910.

Space does not permit me to continue. May these few samples serve to sharpen your recollections and inspire you to return to the Hill on Alumni Day. Come on back and join the fun on June one, won’t you. You will like what you see.
Chapel Dean

Dr. Lowell S. Ensor has announced the appointment of the Reverend Ira G. Zepp, Jr., '52, as Dean of the Chapel.

The new position will become effective in September. Mr. Zepp, with a faculty rank of assistant professor, will have full responsibility for all religious activities on the campus including the Sunday evening chapel services. A Methodist, the Dean will serve as a counselor to all students on the campus who desire his help. Mr. Zepp will himself give the Sunday evening chapel talks when there is not an off-campus speaker.

A member of the Baltimore Annual Conference of The Methodist Church, the Dean is now serving the Jarrettsville Methodist Church, Jarrettsville. He formerly served in Green Village, New Jersey, and Medford, Massachusetts.

Mr. Zepp received his B.A. at Western Maryland in 1952. While a student he was voted to Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities and was awarded the Bates Prize for the "Best All Around College Man" at graduation. He graduated from Drew Theological Seminary, magna cum laude in 1956. Drew awarded him a Tippie Fellowship for study abroad and for a year Mr. Zepp studied at the universities of Edinburgh and Gottingen. He has also done graduate work on a Jackson Honors Scholarship at Harvard Divinity School.

While a student at Western Maryland Mr. Zepp was a member of the varsity football squad, president of the Student Christian Association and his fraternity, an officer of his class and president of Alpha Kappa Alpha, honorary philosophy fraternity.

German Teacher

Miss Marjorie Alice Risser, of Stewartsville, Minnesota, will teach German at the College during the second semester. Miss Risser is replacing associate professor Joseph C. Willen who is on sabbatical leave. Mr. Willen will travel and study in Europe.

Miss Risser is a graduate of Oberlin College with a major in German. She studied at the Middlebury Language School and received her M.A. at The Johns Hopkins University. The instructor has also studied at the Free University of Berlin.

Miss Risser was elected to Phi Beta Kappa at Oberlin and studied at the Hopkins on a Horstemeyer Fellowship. She attended the Free University of Berlin on a Fulbright Fellowship. The German teacher was a junior instructor in German while studying at the Hopkins.

Student Program

To honor the new Library, the Student Christian Association has been holding a series of lectures on "Religious Perspectives in Contemporary Literature." The talks have been held on the first floor of Baker Memorial Chapel on Wednesday, traditional SCA meeting night.

Two of the speakers have appeared on campus and the third is scheduled for this month. On February 20, Professor William R. Mueller, of Goucher College, spoke on "Worlds Without Grace: 1984 and Lord of the Flies." The speaker on March 20 was Dean Stanley R. Hopper, of Drew University. His topic was "Religious Perspectives in Contemporary Poetry."

The third of the lectures will be held at 7 p.m. on Wednesday, April 24. The speaker will be Professor Rene N. Girard, The Johns Hopkins University. Professor Girard will speak on "Recent Trends in French Religious Drama."

College Archives

A sub-committee of the library committee, termed an historical committee, is working on material for the College archives room. The Davis Room of the Library has glass cases and area for display purposes, included in arrangements when the Library was planned. This room has already been put to use for an art exhibit during this fall's FOCUS program on India.

Dr. Theodore M. Whitfield, chairman of the library committee, is chairman of the historical committee. Working with him are Miss Minnie Marden Ward, emeritus librarian; Mrs. Dorothy McDaniel Herr, Mrs. Lowell S. Ensor, Dr. Samuel B. Schofield, and Miss Elizabeth Simkins, librarian.

Committee members are going over material which has been stored in various places at the College. They are making decisions on what should be preserved and what might be discarded. When this research is completed, plans will be made for display. The committee would also be interested in any material which alumni might have or know of that should be included in the College archives.

Alumni Election

Philip E. Uhrig, director of alumni and public relations at the College, has been elected Chairman for Alumni Programs of the Middle Atlantic District of the American Alumni Council. Mr. Uhrig's election came at the annual meeting of the district held in January at Pocono Manor, Pennsylvania. The district is the largest of the nine included in the Council. It comprises Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and the Province of Ontario, Canada.

An Introduction

The matter of academic freedom is of vital interest to an institution of higher learning. It is important to members of the faculty and administration, of course. Students and alumni should be equally concerned that the issue never be in question at their college.

The following pages include a comprehensive study of academic freedom. This is the annual publication of Editorial Projects for Education with which Western Maryland has been associated for some years. Dr. Ensor has looked at academic freedom in his column. Dr. William M. David, dean of men, and Dr. Millard G. LesCallette, '52, discuss phases of the question in supplementary articles.
HE HOLDS a position of power equaled by few occupations in our society.

His influence upon the rest of us—and upon our children—is enormous.

His place in society is so critical that no totalitarian state would (or does) trust him fully. Yet in our country his fellow citizens grant him a greater degree of freedom than they grant even to themselves.

He is a college teacher. It would be difficult to exaggerate the power that he holds.
- He originates a large part of our society's new ideas and knowledge.
- He is the interpreter and disseminator of the knowledge we have inherited from the past.
- He makes discoveries in science that can both kill us and heal us.
- He develops theories that can change our economics, our politics, our social structures.
- As the custodian, discoverer, challenger, tester, and interpreter of knowledge he then enters a classroom and tells our young people what he knows—or what he thinks he knows—and thus influences the thinking of millions.

What right has this man to such power and influence?

Who supervises him, to whom we entrust so much?

Do we the people? Do we, the parents whose children he instructs, the regents or trustees whose institutions he staffs, the taxpayers and philanthropists by whose money he is sustained?

On the contrary: We arm him with safeguards against our doing so.

What can we be thinking of, to permit such a system as this?
Having ideas, and disseminating them, is a risky business. It has always been so—and therein lies a strange paradox. The march of civilization has been quick or slow in direct ratio to the production, testing, and acceptance of ideas; yet virtually all great ideas were opposed when they were introduced. Their authors and teachers have been censured, ostracized, exiled, martyred, and crucified—
usually because the ideas clashed with an accepted set of beliefs or prejudices or with the interests of a ruler or privileged class.

Are we wiser and more receptive to ideas today?

Even in the Western world, although methods of punishment have been refined, the propagator of a new idea may find himself risking his social status, his political acceptability, his job, and hence his very livelihood.
For the teacher: special risks, special rights

Normally, in our society, we are wary of persons whose positions give them an opportunity to exert unusual power and influence. But we grant the college teacher a degree of freedom far greater than most of the rest of us enjoy.

Our reasoning comes from a basic fact about our civilization:

Its vitality flows from, and is sustained by, ideas. Ideas in science, ideas in medicine, ideas in politics. Ideas that sometimes rub people the wrong way. Ideas that at times seem pointless. Ideas that may alarm, when first broached. Ideas that may be so novel or revolutionary that some persons may propose that they be suppressed. Ideas—all sorts—that provide the sinews of our civilization.

They will be disturbing. Often they will irritate. But the more freely they are produced—and the more rigorously they are tested—the more surely will our civilization stay alive.

This is the theory. Applying it, man has developed institutions for the specific purpose of incubating, nourishing, evaluating, and spreading ideas. They are our colleges and universities. As their function is unique, so is the responsibility with which we charge the man or woman who staffs them.

We give the college teacher the professional duty of pursuing knowledge—and of conveying it to others—with complete honesty and open-mindedness. We tell him to find errors in what we now know. We tell him to plug the gaps in it. We tell him to add new material to it.

We tell him to do these things without fear of the consequences and without favor to any interest save the pursuit of truth.

We know—and he knows—that to meet this responsibility may entail risk for the college teacher. The knowledge that he develops and then teaches to others will frequently produce ground-shaking results.

It will lead at times to weapons that at the press of a button can erase human lives. Conversely, it will lead at other times to medical miracles that will save human lives. It may unsettle theology, as did Darwinian biology in the late 1800’s, and as did countless other discoveries in earlier centuries. Conversely, it may confirm or strengthen the elements of one’s faith. It will produce intensely personal results: the loss of a job to automation or, conversely, the creation of a job in a new industry.

Dealing in ideas, the teacher may be subjected to strong, and at times bitter, criticism. It may come from unexpected quarters: even the man or woman who is well aware that free research and education are essential to the common good may become understandably upset when free research and education affect his own livelihood, his own customs, his own beliefs.

And, under stress, the critics may attempt to coerce the teacher. The twentieth century has its own versions of past centuries’ persecutions: social ostracism for the scholar, the withdrawal of financial support, the threat of political sanctions, an attempt to deprive the teacher of his job.

Wherever coercion has been widely applied—in Nazi Germany, in the Soviet Union—the development of ideas has been seriously curtailed. Were
such coercion to succeed here, the very sinews of our civilization would be weakened, leaving us without strength.

We recognize these facts. So we have developed special safeguards for ideas, by developing special safeguards for him who fosters ideas: the college teacher.

What the teacher's special rights consist of

The special freedom that we grant to a college teacher goes beyond anything guaranteed by law or constitution.

As a citizen like the rest of us, he has the right to speak critically or unpopularly without fear of governmental reprisal or restraint.

As a teacher enjoying a special freedom, however, he has the right to speak without restraint not only from government but from almost any other source, including his own employer.

Thus—although he draws his salary from a college or university, holds his title in a college or university, and does his work at a college or university—he has an independence from his employer which in most other occupations would be denied to him.

Here are some of the rights he enjoys:

- He may, if his honest thinking dictates, expound views that clash with those held by the vast majority of his fellow countrymen. He will not be restrained from doing so.
- He may, if his honest thinking dictates, publicly challenge the findings of his closest colleagues, even if they outrank him. He will not be restrained from doing so.
- He may, if his honest thinking dictates, make statements that oppose the views of the president of his college, or of a prominent trustee, or of a generous benefactor, or of the leaders of the state legislature. No matter how much pain he may bring to such persons, or to the college administrators entrusted with maintaining good relations with them, he will not be restrained from doing so.

Such freedom is not written into law. It exists on the college campus because (1) the teacher claims and enforces it and (2) the public, although wincing on occasion, grants the validity of the teacher's claim.

We grant the teacher this special freedom for our own benefit.

Although "orthodox" critics of education frequently protest, there is a strong experimental emphasis in college teaching in this country. This emphasis owes its existence to several influences, including the utilitarian nature of our society; it is one of the ways in which our institu-
tions of higher education differ from many in Europe.

Hence we often measure the effectiveness of our colleges and universities by a pragmatic yardstick: Does our society derive a practical benefit from their practices?

The teacher’s special freedom meets this test. The unfettered mind, searching for truth in science, in philosophy, in social sciences, in engineering, in professional areas—and then teaching the findings to millions—has produced impressive practical results, whether or not these were the original objectives of its search:

The technology that produced instruments of victory in World War II. The sciences that have produced, in a matter of decades, incredible gains in man’s struggle against disease. The science and engineering that have taken us across the threshold of outer space. The dazzling progress in agricultural productivity. The damping, to an unprecedented degree, of wild fluctuations in the business cycle. The appearance and application of a new architecture. The development of a “scientific approach” in the management of business and of labor unions. The graduation of hundreds of thousands of college-trained men and women with the wit and skill to learn and broaden and apply these things.

Would similar results have been possible without campus freedom? In moments of national panic (as when the Russians appear to be outdistancing us in the space race), there are voices that suggest that less freedom and more centralized direction of our educational and research resources would be more “efficient.” Disregard, for a moment, the fact that such contentions display an appalling ignorance and indifference about the fundamental philosophies of freedom, and answer them on their own ground.

Weighed carefully, the evidence seems generally to support the contrary view. Freedom does work—quite practically.

Many point out that there are even more important reasons for supporting the teacher’s special freedom than its practical benefits. Says one such person, the conservative writer Russell Kirk:

“I do not believe that academic freedom deserves preservation chiefly because it ‘serves the community,’ although this incidental function is important. I think, rather, that the principal importance of academic freedom is the opportunity it affords for the highest development of private reason and imagination, the improvement of mind and heart by the apprehension of Truth, whether or not that development is of any immediate use to ‘democratic society.’”

The conclusion, however, is the same, whether the reasoning is conducted on practical, philosophical, or religious grounds—or on all three: The unusual freedom claimed by (and accorded to) the college teacher is strongly justified.

“This freedom is immediately applicable only to a limited number of individuals,” says the statement of principles of a professors’ organization, “but it is profoundly important for the public at large. It safeguards the methods by which we explore the unknown and test the accepted. It may afford a key to open the way to remedies for bodily or social ills, or it may confirm our faith in the familiar. Its preservation is necessary if there is to be scholarship in any true sense of the word. The advantages accrue as much to the public as to the scholars themselves.”

Hence we give teachers an extension of freedom—academic freedom—that we give to no other group in our society: a special set of guarantees designed to encourage and insure their boldness, their forthrightness, their objectivity, and (if necessary) their criticism of us who maintain them.
Like many good theories, this one works for most of the time at most colleges and universities. But it is subject to continual stresses. And it suffers occasional, and sometimes spectacular, breakdowns.

If past experience can be taken as a guide, at this very moment:
- An alumnus is composing a letter threatening to strike his alma mater from his will unless the institution removes a professor whose views on some controversial issue—in economics? in genetics? in politics?—the alumnus finds objectionable.
- The president of a college or university, or one of his aids, is composing a letter to an alumnus in which he tries to explain why the institution cannot remove a professor whose views on some controversial issue the alumnus finds objectionable.
- A group of liberal legislators, aroused by reports from the campus of their state university that a professor of economics is preaching fiscal conservatism, is debating whether it should knock some sense into the university by cutting its appropriation for next year.
- A group of conservative legislators is aroused by reports that another professor of economics is preaching fiscal liberalism. This group, too, is considering an appropriation cut.
- The president of a college, faced with a budgetary crisis in his biology department, is pondering whether or not he should have a heart-to-heart chat with a teacher whose views on fallout, set forth in a letter to the local newspaper, appear to be scaring away the potential donor of at least one million dollars.
- The chairman of an academic department, still smarting from the criticism that two colleagues leveled at the learned paper he delivered at the departmental seminar last week, is making up the new class schedules and wondering why the two upstarts wouldn’t be just the right persons for those 7 a.m. classes which increased enrollments will necessitate next year.
- The educational board of a religious denomination is wondering why it should continue to permit the employment, at one of the colleges under its control, of a teacher of religion who is openly questioning a doctrinal pronouncement made recently by the denomination’s leadership.
- The managers of an industrial complex, worried by university research that reportedly is linking their product with a major health problem, are wondering how much it might cost to sponsor university research to show that their product is not the cause of a major health problem.

Pressures, inducements, threats: scores of examples, most of them never publicized, could be cited each year by our colleges and universities.

In addition there is philosophical opposition to the present concept of academic freedom by a few who sincerely believe it is wrong. (“In the last analysis,” one such critic, William F. Buckley, Jr., once wrote, “academic freedom must mean the freedom of men and women to supervise the educational activities and aims of the schools they oversee and support.”) And, considerably less important and more frequent, there is opposition by emotionists and crackpots.

Since criticism and coercion do exist, and since academic freedom has virtually no basis in law, how can the college teacher enforce his claim to it?
In the face of pressures, how the professor stays free

In the mid-1800's, many professors lost their jobs over their views on slavery and secession. In the 1870's and '80's, many were dismissed for their views on evolution. Near the turn of the century, a number lost their jobs for speaking out on the issue of Free Silver.

The trend alarmed many college teachers. Until late in the last century, most teachers on this side of the Atlantic had been mere purveyors of the knowledge that others had accumulated and written down. But, beginning around 1870, many began to perform a dual function: not only did they teach, but they themselves began to investigate the world about them.

Assumption of the latter role, previously performed almost exclusively in European universities, brought a new vitality to our campuses. It also brought perils that were previously unknown. As long as they had dealt only in ideas that were classical, generally accepted, and therefore safe, teachers and the institutions of higher learning did little that might offend their governing boards, their alumni, the parents of their students, the public, and the state. But when they began to act as investigators in new areas of knowledge, they found themselves affecting the status quo and the interests of those who enjoyed and supported it.

And, as in the secession, evolution, and silver controversies, retaliation was sometimes swift.

In 1915, spurred by their growing concern over such infringements of their freedom, a group of teachers formed the American Association of University Professors. It now has 52,000 members, in the United States and Canada. For nearly half a century an AAUP committee, designated as "Committee A," has been academic freedom's most active—and most effective—defender.

The AAUP's defense of academic freedom is based on a set of principles that its members have developed and refined throughout the organization's history. Its current statement of these principles, composed in collaboration with the Association of American Colleges, says in part:

"Institutions of higher education are conducted for the common good and not to further the interest of either the individual teacher or the institution as a whole. The common good depends upon the free search for truth and its free exposition."

The statement spells out both the teacher's rights and his duties:

"The teacher is entitled to full freedom in research and in the publication of the results, subject to the adequate performance of his other academic duties...

"The teacher is entitled to freedom in the classroom in discussing his subject, but he should be careful not to introduce... controversial matter which has no relation to his subject...

"The college or university teacher is a citizen, a member of a learned profession, and an officer of an educational institution. When he speaks or writes as a citizen, he should be free from institutional censorship or discipline, but his special position in the community imposes special obligations. As a man of learning and an educational officer, he should remember that the public may judge his profession and his institution by his utterances. Hence he should at all times be accurate, should exercise appropriate restraint, should show respect for the opinions of others, and should make every effort to indicate that he is not an institutional spokesman."

How can such claims to academic freedom be enforced? How can a teacher be protected against retaliation if the truth, as he finds it and teaches it, is unpalatable to those who employ him?

The American Association of University Profes-
sors and the Association of American Colleges have formulated this answer: permanent job security, or tenure. After a probationary period of not more than seven years, agree the AAUP and the AAC, the teacher's services should be terminated "only for adequate cause."

If a teacher were dismissed or forced to resign simply because his teaching or research offended someone, the cause, in AAUP and AAC terms, clearly would not be adequate.

The teacher's recourse? He may appeal to the AAUP, which first tries to mediate the dispute without publicity. Failing such settlement, the AAUP conducts a full investigation, resulting in a full report to Committee A. If a violation of academic freedom and tenure is found to have occurred, the committee publishes its findings in the association's Bulletin, takes the case to the AAUP membership, and often asks that the offending college or university administration be censured.

Has the teacher's freedom no limitations?

HOW SWEEPING is the freedom that the college teacher claims?

Does it, for example, entitle a member of the faculty of a church-supported college or university openly to question the existence of God? Does it, for example, entitle a professor of botany to use his classroom for the promulgation of political beliefs? Does it, for example, apply to a Communist?

There are those who would answer some, or all, such questions with an unqualified Yes. They would argue that academic freedom is absolute. They would say that any restriction, however it may be rationalized, effectively negates the entire academic-freedom concept. "You are either free or not free," says one. "There are no halfway freedoms."

There are others—the American Association of University Professors among them—who say that freedom can be limited in some instances and, by definition, is limited in others, without fatal damage being done.

Restrictions at church-supported colleges and universities

The AAUP-AAC statement of principles of academic freedom implicitly allows religious restrictions:

"Limitations of academic freedom because of religious or other aims of the institution should be clearly stated in writing at the time of [the teacher's] appointment ..."

Here is how one church-related university (Prot-
estant) states such a "limitation" to its faculty members:

"Since X University is a Christian institution supported by a religious denomination, a member of its faculty is expected to be in sympathy with the university's primary objective—to educate its students within the framework of a Christian culture. The rights and privileges of the instructor should, therefore, be exercised with discretion and a sense of loyalty to the supporting institution... The right of dissent is a correlative of the right of assent. Any undue restriction upon an instructor in the exercise of this function would foster a suspicion of intolerance, degrade the university, and set the supporting denomination in a false light before the world."

Another church-related institution (Roman Catholic) tells its teachers:

"While Y College is operated under Catholic auspices, there is no regulation which requires all members of the faculty to be members of the Catholic faith. A faculty member is expected to maintain a standard of life and conduct consistent with the philosophy and objectives of the college. Accordingly, the integrity of the college requires that all faculty members shall maintain a sympathetic attitude toward Catholic beliefs and practices, and shall make a sincere effort to appreciate these beliefs and practices. Members of the faculty who are Catholic are expected to set a good example by the regular practice of Catholic duties."

A teacher's "competence"

By most definitions of academic freedom, a teacher's rights in the classroom apply only to the field in which he is professionally an expert, as determined by the credentials he possesses. They do not extend to subjects that are foreign to his specialty.

"... He should be careful," says the American Association of University Professors and the Association of American Colleges, "not to introduce into his teaching controversial matter which has no relation to his subject."

 Hence, at least in the view of the most influential of teachers' organizations, the freedom of the college teacher is less than absolute. But the limitations are established for strictly defined purposes: (1) to recognize the religious auspices of many colleges and universities and (2) to lay down certain ground rules for scholarly procedure and conduct.

In recent decades, a new question has arisen to haunt those who would define and protect academic freedom: the problem of the Communist. When it began to be apparent that the Communist was not simply a member of a political party, willing (like other political partisans) to submit to established democratic processes, the question of his eligibility to the rights of a free college teacher was seriously posed.

So pressing—and so worrisome to our colleges and universities—has this question become that a separate section of this report is devoted to it.
The Communist: a special case?

Should a Communist Party member enjoy the privileges of academic freedom? Should he be permitted to hold a position on a college or university faculty?

On few questions, however “obvious” the answer may be to some persons, can complete agreement be found in a free society. In a group as conditioned to controversy and as insistent upon hard proof as are college teachers, a consensus is even more rare.

It would thus be a miracle if there were agreement on the rights of a Communist Party member to enjoy academic privileges. Indeed, the miracle has not yet come to pass. The question is still warmly debated on many campuses, even where there is not a Communist in sight. The American Association of University Professors is still in the process of defining its stand.

The difficulty, for some, lies in determining whether or not a communist teacher actually propagates his beliefs among students. The question is asked, Should a communist gym instructor, whose utterances to his students are confined largely to the hup-two-three-four that he chants when he leads the calisthenics drill, be summarily dismissed? Should a chemist, who confines his campus activities solely to chemistry? Until he overtly preaches communism, or permits it to taint his research, his writings, or his teaching (some say), the Communist should enjoy the same rights as all other faculty members.

Others—and they appear to be a growing number—have concluded that proof of Communist Party membership is in itself sufficient grounds for dismissal from a college faculty.

To support the argument of this group, Professor Arthur O. Lovejoy, who in 1913 began the movement that led to the establishment of the AAUP, has quoted a statement that he wrote in 1920, long before communism on the campus became a lively issue:

“Society . . . is not getting from the scholar the particular service which is the principal raison d’être of his calling, unless it gets from him his honest report of what he finds, or believes, to be true, after careful study of the problems with which he deals. Insofar, then, as faculties are made up of men whose teachings express, not the results of their own research and reflection and that of their fellow-specialists, but rather the opinions of other men—whether holders of public office or private persons from whom endowments are received—just so far are colleges and universities perverted from their proper function . . .”

(His statement is the more pertinent, Professor Lovejoy notes, because it was originally the basis of “a criticism of an American college for accepting from a ‘capitalist’ an endowment for a special professorship to be devoted to showing ‘the fallacies of socialism and kindred theories and practices. I have now added only the words ‘holders of public office.’”)

Let us quote Professor Lovejoy at some length, as he looks at the communist teacher today:

“It is a very simple argument; it can best be put, in the logician’s fashion, in a series of numbered theorems:

“1. Freedom of inquiry, of opinion, and of teaching in universities is a prerequisite, if the academic scholar is to perform the proper function of his profession.

“2. The Communist Party in the United States is an organization whose aim is to bring about the establishment in this country of a political as well as an economic system essentially similar to that which now exists in the Soviet Union.

“3. That system does not permit freedom of inquiry, of opinion, and of teaching; in it the political government claims and exercises the right to dictate to scholars what conclusions they must accept, or at least profess to accept, even on questions lying within their own specialties—for example, in philosophy, in history, in aesthetics and literary criticism, in economics, in biology.

“4. A member of the Communist Party is therefore engaged in a movement which has already extinguished academic freedom in many countries and would—if it were successful here—result in the abolition of such freedom in American universities.

“5. No one, therefore, who desires to maintain
academic freedom in America can consistently favor that movement, or give indirect assistance to it by accepting as fit members of the faculties of universities, persons who have voluntarily adhered to an organization one of whose aims is to abolish academic freedom.

"Of these five propositions, the first is one of principle. For those who do not accept it, the conclusion does not follow. The argument is addressed only to those who do accept that premise. The second, third, and fourth propositions are statements of fact. I submit that they cannot be honestly gainsaid by any who are acquainted with the relevant facts...

"It will perhaps be objected that the exclusion of communist teachers would itself be a restriction upon freedom of opinion and of teaching—viz., of the opinion and teaching that intellectual freedom should be abolished in and outside of universities; and that it is self-contradictory to argue for the restriction of freedom in the name of freedom. The argument has a specious air of logicality, but it is in fact an absurdity. The believer in the indispensability of freedom, whether academic or political, is not thereby committed to the conclusion that it is his duty to facilitate its destruction, by placing its enemies in strategic positions of power, prestige, or influence... The conception of freedom is not one which implies the legitimacy and inevitability of its own suicide. It is, on the contrary, a conception which, so to say, defines the limit of its own applicability; what it implies is that there is one kind of freedom which is inadmissible—the freedom to destroy freedom. The defender of liberty of thought and speech is not morally bound to enter the fight with both hands tied behind his back. And those who would deny such freedom to others, if they could, have no moral or logical basis for the claim to enjoy the freedom which they would deny...

"In the professional code of the scholar, the man of science, the teacher, the first commandment is: Thou shalt not knowingly misrepresent facts, nor tell lies to students or to the public. Those who not merely sometimes break this commandment, but repudiate any obligation to respect it, are obviously disqualified for membership in any body of investigators and teachers which maintains the elementary requirements of professional integrity."
"To say these things is not to say that the economic and even the political doctrines of communism should not be presented and freely discussed within academic walls. To treat them simply as 'dangerous thought,' with which students should not be permitted to have any contact, would give rise to a plausible suspicion that they are taboo because they would, if presented, be all too convincing; and out of that suspicion young Communists are bred. These doctrines, moreover, are historical facts; for better or worse, they play an immense part in the intellectual and political controversies of the present age. To deny to students means of learning accurately what they are, and of reaching informed judgments about them, would be to fail in one of the major pedagogic obligations of a university—to enable students to understand the world in which they will live, and to take an intelligent part in its affairs . . ."

If every Communist admitted he belonged to the party—or if the public, including college teachers and administrators, somehow had access to party membership lists—such a policy might not be difficult to apply. In practice, of course, such is not the case. A two-pronged danger may result: (1) we may not "spot" all Communists, and (2) unless we are very careful, we may do serious injustice to persons who are not Communists at all.

What, for example, constitutes proof of Communist Party membership? Does refusal to take a loyalty oath? (Many non-Communists, as a matter of principle, have declined to subscribe to "discriminatory" oaths—oaths required of one group in society, e.g., teachers, but not of others.) Does invoking the Fifth Amendment? Of some 200 dismissals from college and university faculties in the past fifteen years, where communism was an issue, according to AAUP records, most were on grounds such as these. Only a handful of teachers were incontrovertibly proved, either by their own admission or by other hard evidence, to be Communist Party members.

Instead of relying on less-than-conclusive evidence of party membership, say some observers, we would be wiser—and the results would be surer—if we were to decide each case by determining whether the teacher has in fact violated his trust. Has he been intellectually dishonest? Has he stated facts? Has he published a distorted bibliography? Has he preached a party line in his classroom? By such a determination we would be able to bar the practicing Communist from our campuses, along with all others guilty of academic dishonesty or charlatanry.

How can the facts be established?

As one who holds a position of unusual trust, say most educators (including the teachers' own organization, the AAUP), the teacher has a special obligation: if responsible persons make serious charges against his professional integrity or his intellectual honesty, he should be willing to submit to examination by his colleagues. If his answers to the charges are unsatisfactory—evasive, or not in accord with evidence—formal charges should be brought against him and an academic hearing, conducted according to due process, should be held. Thus, say many close observers of the academic scene, society can be sure that justice is done—both to itself and to the accused.

Is the college teacher's freedom in any real jeopardy?

How free is the college teacher today? What are his prospects for tomorrow? Either here or on the horizon, are there any serious threats to his freedom, besides those threats to the freedom of us all?

Any reader of history knows that it is wise to adopt the view that freedom is always in jeopardy. With such a view, one is likely to maintain safeguards. Without safeguards, freedom is sure to be eroded and soon lost.

So it is with the special freedom of the college teacher—the freedom of ideas on which our civilization banks so much.

Periodically, this freedom is buffeted heavily. In part of the past decade, the weather was particularly stormy. College teachers were singled out for
You are a college president.

Your college is your life. You have thrown every talent you possess into its development. No use being modest about it; your achievements have been great. The faculty has been strengthened immeasurably. The student body has grown not only in size but in academic quality and aptitude. The campus itself—dormitories, laboratories, classroom buildings—would hardly be recognized by anyone who hasn't seen it since before you took over.

Your greatest ambition is yet to be realized: the construction of a new library. But at last it seems to be in sight. Its principal donor, a wealthy man whom you have cultivated for years, has only the technicalities—but what important technicalities—to complete: assigning the necessary $3,000,000.

Deficit spending! Only last night, in a coast-to-coast television advocating federal fiscal policy? I'd like to do some additional consultations. Your dilemma has many horns.

You are a university scientist.

You are deeply involved in highly complex research. Not only the equipment you use, but also the laboratory assistance you require, is expensive. The cost is far more than the budget of your university department could afford to pay. So, like many of your colleagues, you depend upon a governmental agency for most of your financial support. Its research grants and contracts make your work possible.

But now, as a result of your studies and experiments, you have come to a conclusion that is diametrically opposite to that which forms the official policy of the agency that finances you—a policy that potentially affects the welfare of every citizen.

You have outlined, and documented, your conclusion forcefully, in confidential memoranda. Responsible officials believe you are mistaken; you are certain you are not. The disagreement is profound. Clearly the government will not accept your view. Yet you are convinced that it is so vital to your colleagues and the faculty that you should not keep it to yourself.

You are a man of more than one heavy responsibility, and you feel them keenly. You are, of course, responsible to your university. You have a responsibility to your colleagues, many of whose work is financed similarly to yours. You are, naturally, responsible to your country. You bear the responsibility of a teacher, who is expected to hold back no knowledge from his students. You have a responsibility to your own career. And you feel a responsibility to the people you see on the street, whom you know your knowledge affects.

Loyalties, conscience, lifetime scientific considerations: your dilemma has many horns.

Should you ... ?

You are a business man.

You make toothpaste. It is good. You maintain a research department, at considerable expense, to keep it that way. A rumor reached you this morning. Actually, it's more than a rumor; you could call it as an open report. The dental school of a famous university is about to publish the results of a scientific survey that the professor had made of the sexual behavior of teenagers. This is the sort of thing Margie is being taught at State. You're no prude, but ... You know a member of the education committee of the state legislature. Should you ... ? And on the coffee table is the letter that came yester-day from the fund-raising office at State; you were planning to write a modest check tonight. To support more sociology professors and their scientific surveys? Should you ... ?
affecting labor and management, automation, social welfare, or foreign aid—are of enormous consequence to all the people of this country. If the critics of our universities feel strongly on these questions, it is because rightly or wrongly they have identified particular solutions uniquely with the future prosperity of our democracy. All else must then be heresy."

Opposition to such "heresy"—and hence to academic freedom—is certain to come.

In the future, as at present, the concept of academic freedom will be far from uncomplicated. Applying its principles in specific cases rarely will be easy. Almost never will the facts be all white or all black; rather, the picture that they form is more likely to be painted in tones of gray.

To forget this, in one's haste to judge the rightness or wrongness of a case, will be to expose oneself to the danger of acting injudiciously—and of committing injustice.

The subtleties and complexities found in the gray areas will be endless. Even the scope of academic freedom will be involved. Should its privileges, for example, apply only to faculty members? Or should they extend to students, as well? Should students, as well as faculty members, be free to invite controversial outsiders to the campus to address them? And so on and on.

The educated alumnus and alumna, faced with specific issues involving academic freedom, may well ponder these and other questions in years to come. Legislators, regents, trustees, college administrators, students, and faculty members will be pondering them, also. They will look to the alumnus and alumna for understanding and—if the cause be just—for support. Let no reader underestimate the difficulty—or the importance—of his role.
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ACADEMIC FREEDOM: A Responsibility

by William M. David

Academic Freedom is a misleading term in some respects. It sounds as if we professors have been able to carve out for ourselves a greater amount of freedom than other members of the community. In actuality the academic person has no more freedom than the Constitution and the Courts grant to all people in the United States.

The area where people engaged in higher education do enjoy a measure of special treatment is in their protection against reprisal for their exercise of their Constitutional freedoms. In many places in our society a man who expresses his true convictions may find that his advancement is blocked, his salary is affected, and he is no longer asked for his opinions. He may be penalized in other less obvious ways also. The fear of such reaction has a highly inhibiting effect upon the expression of ideas and leads in many situations to the development of "yes-men." We often read of the anxieties of business leaders, for example, who wonder how to create conditions within their corporations for the release of the creative ideas which they believe are present within the minds of the employees, particularly of the smart young men who have new ideas but who also want to play it safe so they will be sure to get ahead.

Attacks on teachers, threats of attacks, or, because teachers are often acutely sensitive people, even gentle suggestions have the same effect and will cause them to withdraw from public life, to refrain from taking stands on public issues, and to sever contacts with organizations and publications which may be important to them in their understanding of the fields of knowledge for which they hold some responsibility.

This is dangerous since it is in the interest of the society, particularly in times of rapid social change such as we are living in today, that the institutions of learning should be testing new ideas and developing in the students the capacities and techniques for carrying on such examinations. Is the political scientist whose studies uncover a bad situation in the state legislature performing a dangerous and socially destructive act when he publishes his findings or discusses the matter with his students? Should the sociologist, whose studies convince him of the injustice or waste of human resources arising from existing racial patterns, be silenced because his ideas may "stir up trouble?" What of the biologist whose study of living matter leads him away rather than toward a belief in the existence of God? Must he be told that he is free to inquire only so long as his pursuit of truth issues forth in a predetermined direction? Herein is the gravest threat to academic freedom—the man, or even the majority of men, who are so sure they know the truth and consider themselves such wise custodians of virtue that they can set themselves up as authorities rightly setting limits upon the ideas of others, and on the truth which they can pursue.

Because of the nature of the activity to which professors have dedicated themselves, it is a responsibility of theirs above that of all others to understand freedom and to defend it when it is in danger. A loss of their freedom will inevitably lead to the deprivation of the freedom of others also. If we as professors accept the limitation of our academic freedom in one small way we are accepting the principle that limitation of academic freedom is right; then there is no end to further limitations which may be imposed. Thus an alert faculty will rise up against apparently small matters, seeing in the small matters the seeds of larger dangers to freedom. In this way we may say that an alert faculty is a most conservative influence since it seeks passionately to conserve the freedom guaranteed to us all in the Constitution. This is why a good college will defend the right or the duty of a professor to take an unpopular stand even though that stand will have a serious impact upon the bequests which that college over the short run may receive.

At Western Maryland we professors, like the great majority of our colleagues in other institutions have good fortune in this regard. We enjoy the freedom with responsibilities which is in the best tradition of the academic world. We receive tenure, usually, after only two years. Our hesitance, at times, to take a firm stand on public issues, such as on the Disclaimer Affidavit required until this year by the National Defense Education Act, grows out of our own convictions or our own timidity and not because of pressure. However, recently our

(Continued on Page 27)
ACADEMIC FREEDOM:

Some Prerequisites for Survival

by Millard G. LesCallette, 1952

We have just emerged from a period in which academic freedom was assaulted as seldom before in our history. The intensity of the attack was a frightening tribute to the belief of some Americans in the irresistible power of international communism. At the same time it betrayed a faltering faith in our own national destiny. The attack has subsided: it is no longer front page news, but the threat is still real. Tucked away within the papers are frequent reminders in articles on book censorship, the federal threat to education, and the teacher as a politician.

It would be well if we could optimistically dismiss the attack as a unique and unfortunate interlude, a minor deviation in national conduct—too trivial to discuss and unlikely to reoccur. But a casual examination of the history of academic freedom challenges this approach. In real or imagined crises, education and academic freedom have served the national demand for scapegoats. There is every reason to believe that in the future the Soviet Union will narrow America’s economic omnipotence and the cold war will spark another hot crusade against academic freedom. In their anxiety, many Americans will be willing to embrace methods of thought control so characteristic to totalitarian regimes they oppose.

A residual effect of advances in the physical and social sciences has been an appreciable standardization of life. In the name of efficiency, the pressure for conformity is formidable. “Acceptable” ideas bombard the unsuspecting within the fixity of religious dogma. In their confusion, men insist that their children be taught absolutes which the parents long ago discarded. The result is a paralysis of mental freedom and academic barnacles.

It is vital that we make a sustained effort to keep the public abreast of the continuing advances in all areas of scholarly activity. This is essential for a developing society, capable of executing its responsibilities. Also, we must convince the public that academic freedom is in its interests and that of succeeding generations far more than it is in our own. Parents have the responsibility of inculcating a love of freedom. It is difficult, if not impossible, to liberate the minds of those who, from childhood, are intellectually strait-jacketed. On the success of such a program depends the future of colleges and universities if they are to function in the front line of freedom.

These institutions must provide the best possible environment for the transmission of our heritage and a free exchange of ideas. But wide discrepancies exist among institutions with respect to honoring and preserving academic freedom. In a day of rising cost these institutions are often particularly susceptible to a wide variety of conformist pressures as they increasingly depend on gifts from the government as well as diverse individuals, groups and foundations. Each of these subsidies carries with it the potential hazard that it may limit freedom of action.

The public must be alerted to the full significance of academic freedom: so too must some teachers. This freedom has always been valuable beyond price but today its importance is ever greater. And yet, some teachers thoughtlessly jeopardize its future by emphasizing freedom to the exclusion of concomitant responsibilities. Academic freedom does have boundaries and corresponding duties. When liberty declines into license the pressures for its restraint increase.

Upon occasion teachers have rushed pell-mell into political controversies to man the barricades of freedom. They echo the words of Jefferson that those “who would dissolve the Union” should “stand undisturbed as monuments of the safety with which error of opinion may be tolerated where reason is left free to combat it.” In the quiet of a college or university community, reason may well dominate a discussion of conflicting ideas. But in the super-charged atmosphere of the political arena, where the people may be manipulated by a variety of techniques, reason is often a commodity in short demand. The teacher who wishes to further the cause of freedom and particularly academic freedom must always temper his enthusiasm with both reason and judgment. Failure to do so merely strengthens the hands of those who seek to suppress it.

Teachers who hide behind academic freedom to mask selfish egotism offer a decided advantage to the enemies of such freedom. This is especially true for the sophists who presume to speak authoritatively on any subject. (Continued on Page 27)
students have raised the question in another form. In a proposal for improving classroom instruction they have expressed their feeling that some faculty members have become "ossified" but cannot be removed or threatened with removal because of the tenure system. They find it difficult to realize that academic freedom and tenure are opposite sides of the same coin. Unless the professor who has proven competence in his field is protected against arbitrary removal, he will lack the freedom from retaliation for unpopular expressions which is the foundation of any liberal education such as Western Maryland provides. Thus an ossified professor or two (and maybe we are more limber than we seem to be) may be a small price to pay for the pre- eminent value of academic freedom.

Dr. William M. David, Jr., is dean of men at the College and associate professor of pol- itical science. He joined the faculty in 1952. Dean David is a graduate of Dartmouth College, received his A.M. and Ph.D. degrees from Columbia University. He has done additional work at Denver University.

Dr. LesCallette
(Continued from Page 26)

They fail to realize that their immunity can be defended only so long as they exercise this freedom in the field in which they are competent. Extreme caution should be used before advancing into discipline for which they are ill-prepared. And the protective cloak of academic freedom should not be used to defend those who use it solely to perpetuate their own particular prejudices.

Finally, it is disconcerting to realize that for some teachers, academic freedom has a fluctuating value. Frail men, seeking both safety and freedom, often exhibit cowardice and self deception. Eventually forced to a choice between security and freedom they invariably run to the former.

It is possible to develop an intelligent and creative society only if sincere scholars plant and keep alive the freedom of thought and speech. Constant effort is required to make this a reality rather than an aspiration.

Sports

Spring Schedule

BASEBALL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April 2</td>
<td>Dickinson</td>
<td>A 3:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 6</td>
<td>Mt. St. Mary's</td>
<td>H 2:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 11</td>
<td>West Chester</td>
<td>H 2:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 13</td>
<td>Baltimore U.</td>
<td>H 2:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 17</td>
<td>Elizabethtown</td>
<td>A 3:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 20</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>H 1:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 22</td>
<td>Loyola</td>
<td>A 3:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 24</td>
<td>Hopkins</td>
<td>H 3:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 26</td>
<td>Ursinus</td>
<td>A 3:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 30</td>
<td>American U.</td>
<td>H 3:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

May 4 - Susquehanna D.H. (Double Header)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 7</td>
<td>Towson</td>
<td>A 3:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 9</td>
<td>Mt. St. Mary's</td>
<td>A 2:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 11</td>
<td>Hopkins</td>
<td>A 12:00 noon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 13</td>
<td>Lebanon Valley</td>
<td>H 3:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 15</td>
<td>Lycoming</td>
<td>A 3:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TRACK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April 13</td>
<td>Johns Hopkins</td>
<td>H 2:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 16</td>
<td>Washington College</td>
<td>A 3:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 20</td>
<td>Lebanon Valley</td>
<td>A 2:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 23</td>
<td>Towson</td>
<td>A 3:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 27</td>
<td>Mason-Dixon Relays</td>
<td>H 2:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 30</td>
<td>Dickinson</td>
<td>H 3:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

May 4 - Mt. St. Mary's

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 11</td>
<td>Loyola</td>
<td>H 2:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 14</td>
<td>Lycoming</td>
<td>H 3:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 17 &amp; 18</td>
<td>Mason-Dixon Meet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOLF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April 5</td>
<td>American U.</td>
<td>A 2:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 12</td>
<td>Albright</td>
<td>H 2:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 23</td>
<td>F. &amp; M.</td>
<td>A 1:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 20</td>
<td>Juniata</td>
<td>A 2:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 30</td>
<td>Lycoming &amp; Wilkes</td>
<td>A 2:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

May 8 - Johns Hopkins

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 11</td>
<td>Susquehanna</td>
<td>H 1:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 13</td>
<td>Mason-Dixon Tournament</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TENNIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April 4</td>
<td>American U.</td>
<td>A 2:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 6</td>
<td>Mt. St. Mary's</td>
<td>H 2:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 11</td>
<td>Hopkins</td>
<td>H 2:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 12</td>
<td>J. V. Cambridge</td>
<td>H 2:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 17</td>
<td>Lebanon Valley</td>
<td>A 3:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 20</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>H 1:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 22</td>
<td>Catholic U.</td>
<td>A 3:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 23</td>
<td>Towson</td>
<td>A 3:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 25</td>
<td>Loyola</td>
<td>A 3:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 27</td>
<td>Mt. St. Mary's</td>
<td>A 1:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 30</td>
<td>Dickinson</td>
<td>A 2:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

May 3 - Gettysburg

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 4</td>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>H 2:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 7</td>
<td>Lycoming</td>
<td>A 3:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 8</td>
<td>Towson</td>
<td>H 3:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 9</td>
<td>Hopkins</td>
<td>A 3:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 11</td>
<td>F. &amp; M.</td>
<td>H 2:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 13</td>
<td>American U.</td>
<td>A 2:30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ART BUILDING OPENS

On Sunday, March 17, the Fine Arts Building opened with an exhibition of paintings by Maryland artists. The paintings, a recent gift to the College, were displayed in the small gallery of the building. Artists represented in the collection, friends, parents, faculty and students attended the opening.

On the second level, current projects by art students were inspected by the guests.
NEWS FROM ALUMNI

1903  Mr. Frank L. Johns died on October 30, 1961.

1904  Mrs. Margaret Bennett Vogle died on January 10.

1909  Louis Archie Jett sailed on The France to Rio and the West Indies in February. William Albert Gibson died at his home in Bradenton, Florida, on December 22. He was a retired engineer who worked for the Watervliet Arsenal.

1913  Mary Billingslea Brooks died in Westminster on October 21, Harry S. Beall, Sr., is living in Rockville. He retired from the Montgomery County School system four years ago.

1915  Mrs. Robert B. Dexter (Margaret Tull) 211 Kemble Road Baltimore 18, Maryland

Erwin and Miriam Dennis Anderson have moved from Kalamazoo, Michigan, to the sunny south and are now living in Gulfport, Florida—5949 15th Avenue, South. They left three children and nine grandchildren in the north. Howard and Alberta Haden Safford are active in civic affairs in De Land, Florida. Their love for travel took them island hopping by air through the Caribbean in June, in November to Grand Bahama Island with the Audubon Society Group in spite of unsettled conditions caused by Mr. C. and Mr. K.

1918  The Rev. Dr. Paul F. Warner, for the past six years superintendent of the Hagerstown District of the Baltimore Conference, will become Field Representative of the Okinawa Kyoydan, the Protestant Church in Okinawa, June 1. Dr. Warner has had two previous terms of missionary service in Japan, where he served from 1925 to 1940, and again in 1950 and 1951, David, one of his four children, graduated from the College in 1962.

1920  Mrs. Hubert P. Burdette (Louise Harned) Box 76 Mt. Airy, Maryland

Dorothy Fishe1 Barnett, Fannie Schuster Wilson and Louise Harned Burdette were guests recently of Mayfield Walker, Havre de Grace, where events of 40 years ago were recalled. Dr. and Mrs. John Trader are settled in their new home, 20 Sherwood Court in Dover, Delaware, following his retirement from the ministry. The name of Hubert P. Burdette was included in a memorial service for deceased members of Bounni Shrine, Baltimore. Participating in the service was the former Potenolate George Rogers, husband of Blanche Taylor Rogers.

1921  Mrs. Charles E. Maylan (Mildred Wheeler) 401 Breton Place Baltimore 16, Maryland Bel. 5-4922

Each of the five-year reunions of the Class of ’21 has been unforgettable. Vivian Englar Barnes has on each occasion graciously entertained us at a Saturday luncheon during the commencement weekend. With the softly undulating Carroll County hills as a backdrop, her eighteenth century home, Crookabout Farm, furnished in Early American and Eighteenth Century, has been the setting of gracious living. Here we traveled a sunlit, reminiscent trail of memory as we renewed class ties and relived our College days of 1917-21. Truly, God gave us memory so we can enjoy June roses in December.

All of us are proud that our gracious hostess has been recently selected by the Soroptomist Club as the outstanding woman of Carroll County for 1962 and her distinctive contribution to "conservation and preservation of the land and of America’s heritage.”

Active in many groups formed for the betterment of her community and country, she is perhaps best known for her work in conservation of the land, through the “Friends of the Land” organization.

She has also served as chairman of the Fifth District of Conservation for the Maryland Garden Clubs, in which she has held various state offices. Through the Carroll County Garden Club she has helped in beautifying her native county.

Preservation of history has been another of her major interests. She has served in the Maryland and Carroll County Historical Societies and as State Chairman of the museum of the D.A.R. She is a past regent of the William Winchester Chapter, D.A.R., director of the Carroll County Historical Society and has been a member of the staff of the Maryland Historical Society for twelve years. She has served notably in the National Trust, a nonprofit organization dedicated to preserving historical buildings.

Civic-minded and public-spirited, Vivian Englar Barnes deserves the grand title Longfellow gave to Florence Nightingale— “The Lady with a Lamp.”

1925  The Rev. James L. Nichols Scholarship Fund announced in the February, 1963, issue of the MAGAZINE was established by Mrs. Laura W. Nichols, of Newark, Delaware, in appreciation of the tremendous influence the College had on the lives of her entire family. Not only was Rev. Nichols a graduate but the four children of the family also received their degrees here. They are: Mrs. Margaret Nichols Curtin, ’48, Dr. John Wilson Nichols, ’48, Miss Anne M. Nichols, ’45, Mr. James Herbert Nichols, ’27. Mrs. Laura Nichols is still teaching at the Central Elementary School in Newark, Delaware.

1927  Miss Sarah “Sally” Adams died Tuesday, March 5, at the Jackson Nursing Home in Hagerstown. She was 94. Miss Sally was a veteran of 51 years of teaching in public schools of Washington County until her retirement in 1939. She graduated from high school in 1887 but started teaching immediately and did not enter Western Maryland until 1924. She served as librarian at Hagerstown High School from 1927 to 1939.

1928  Thomas W. Reed died unexpectedly at his home in Wilmington, Delaware, March 2. He was vice president of the Alumni Association and chairman of the Alumni Fund Committee. He was also an alumni visitor to the Board of Trustees. Not only tremendously active in the alumni affairs of his Alma Mater he had a wide divergence of interest in his community also.

As president of the Delaware Swedish Colonial Society, Mr. Reed had accepted the chairmanship of the 325th anniversary celebration of the founding of Ft. Christiana by the Swedes. He had been working on the forthcoming commemoration of that day to be held in March. Mr. Reed was a vice president of the Continental American Life Insurance Company and had been the company’s chief underwriting officer for many years.

He was the first president of the Wilmington Alumni Chapter of the Western Maryland Alumni Association, chairman of the board of the Wilmington Festival of Sacred Arts Association, treasurer of the Trinity Episcopal Church parish and on the board of the Episcopal Church Home Foundation. He was a collector and authority on antique oriental rugs.

Mr. Reed’s wife, Charlotte, and two of his children, Charlotte and Samuel, are graduates of Western Maryland College also.

1930  Ecelyn J. Mather, of the Davis Library Staff, Westminster, received a certificate of award for 25 years’ service to the community through their degrees here. They are: Mrs. Laura W. Nichols, of Newark, Delaware, in appreciation of the tremendous influence the College had on the lives of her entire family. Not only was Rev. Nichols a graduate but the four children of the family also received their degrees here. They are: Mrs. Margaret Nichols Curtin, ’48, Dr. John Wilson Nichols, ’48, Miss Anne M. Nichols, ’45, Mr. James Herbert Nichols, ’27. Mrs. Laura Nichols is still teaching at the Central Elementary School in Newark, Delaware.

1932  Roger H. Cissel 701 Walnut Avenue Baltimore 29, Maryland

No column this issue
1934
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene "Stoney" Willis (Jane Twigg, '35) and two sons, "Pebble" and John, are living in Westminster. Col. Willis recently retired from the Army having served last in Turkey. "Pebble" is a junior at the College, and John a junior at Westminster High School where his father is teaching.

1935
Gertrude Rogers Oettinger and family are living at Wappingers Falls, New York. Her husband recently retired from the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, Washington, D.C., after 22 years' service. He is now Personnel Director at Vassar Brothers Hospital, Poughkeepsie. The Oettingers have four children: LeRoy, Helen, Martha and Christine.

1936
Helen Jacobson Kamens died on December 28, 1936.

1937
Commander Elizabeth Harrison has been assigned Officer in Charge, U.S. Naval Training Publications Center, Washington, D.C. She is the first woman to hold the position and will have under her direction approximately 150 civilian writers, 17 officers and 90 enlisted men and women.

1938
Mrs. Charles A. Young (Charlotte Coppge) Bergner Mansion Gwynns Falls Park Baltimore 16, Maryland No column this issue

1939
A. Trago (Gus) Brust, Jr., was recently promoted to public relations manager for the Fine Papers Division of the West Virginia Pulp and Paper Co., Luke Plant. He will continue to maintain his office there, but will serve in a staff capacity to the division manager. He joined the Luke mill in 1936 upon resignation as managing editor of The Cumberland News.

1941
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Earl announce the birth of Carla on February 6 in Rome.

1942
Frank A. Tarbutton
Country Club Estates Chestertown, Maryland
Robert R. Stone, Jr., has been awarded a letter of commendation and a $1,000 check for outstanding research work at the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington, D.C. Stone's recognition resulted from work in precision frequency and time control and was one of 15 awards granted under the Navy's civilian employee incentive program.

1943
Mrs. Robert I. Thompson (Jean Bentley)
22 Woodside Drive Chagrin Falls, Ohio
Hazel Metz Fox is acting head of the College of Home Economics at the University of Nebraska ... Joseph Whiteford, tonal director for Aeolian-Skinner, headed the manufacturing team which designed the organ placed in the Lincoln Center. He received high praise from the Center for his work in directing the organ's design, installation and tonal work.

1947
Mrs. Thomas G. Shipley (Marjorie Cassen)
9214 Smith Avenue Baltimore 34, Maryland
Betty Ann Burgee Bishop and her son, Don, 11, are living in Baltimore while her husband is on a tour of duty with the Air Force in Japan ... Rebecca Anne Cain Rhodes lives in Roanoke, Virginia, where her husband, Bob, is District Manager of McNeil Laboratories, Inc. Her children are Barbara Ann, 8, and Robin Lee, 6 ... Anna Lee Butler Trader teaches at the Delmar Elementary School, Wicomico County. She has two children, Larry, 9, and Sherri, 5 ... Donald S. Woolston is a research scientist at the Goddard Space Flight Center, NASA, Greenbelt ... Bernard A. Jennings is rector of St. John's Episcopal Church, Havre de Grace. He has three children, 8, 5, and 1.

1949
S. George Walters is co-author of a book, "Readings in Marketing," published recently by South-Western Publishing Company. The book was designed for use as a basic textbook or as a reading book in undergraduate and graduate marketing courses, or for executives who must have information in this important area of business.

1950
Mrs. Robert T. Sommers (Helen Ray)
1918 Hillcrest Road Baltimore 7, Maryland
Julian L. Dyke, Jr., of the Class of 1950, was recently elected president of the Baltimore Metropolitan Chapter of the Alumni Association. Others chosen include Mrs. Betty Robbins Selland, 1950, vice president; Mrs. Katherine Rudolph Reedy, 1939, secretary; and Leo J. Lathroum, 1951, treasurer. These officers will serve a two-year term. John F. Silver, Jr., 1950, is the retiring president.

DYKE SKETCH

If the Baltimore Metropolitan Chapter of Western Maryland's Alumni Association was looking for administrative ability when Julian Dyke was elected president, then it chose the right man for the two-year term. Administrative ability was among the principal reasons why Mr. Dyke was appointed the youngest physical education supervisor the Baltimore public schools system ever had. He was appointed at the age of 33 and has served for almost two years. He is far younger than most men in his field.

Julian L. Dyke, Jr. ... see 1950

A graduate of the Class of 1950, Mr. Dyke was appointed head of the physical education department in 1961 after nine years in the school system where he was head football coach at Forest Park High School and later Edmondson High. In his final year as Edmondson coach, his team won the Maryland Scholastic Association championship with an undefeated season. His entire high school and college career was wrapped up in athletics. He was a standout on the Forest Park football and baseball teams and played four years of varsity football and baseball at Western Maryland. In 1950 he also coached the Western Maryland baseball squad.

After his graduation, Mr. Dyke joined the Baltimore school system as a junior high teacher and assistant football coach at Forest Park, but before the year ended he was drafted into the Army and after basic training was chosen Fort Sill (Oklahoma) representative to the Army Field Forces physical training school at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. In a class of 200, mostly ex-college athletes and physical education majors, Mr. Dyke finished first. After his discharge from the Army, Mr. Dyke returned to the Baltimore school system in 1952 and began his rapid rise to supervisor.
He is a member of the American and Maryland associations of health, physical education, and recreation, the Maryland and Baltimore teachers associations and the Baltimore Public Schools Coaches Association.

Active in church activities, Mr. Dyke is an officer in the Baltimore chapter of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes, a junior high Sunday School teacher and a Steward of the Howard Park Methodist Church.

Mr. Dyke recently completed a series of weekly television programs on secondary school physical education activities and a workshop for 68 teachers concerned with methods and materials used in teaching physical education to basic and special curriculum children.

He has worked closely with the alumni association during the last two years serving as chairman of the campus committee and with Stan Fieldman cooperated on the Jim Boyer Award and presentation. In the past spring Mr. Dyke was elected to the Board of Directors of the Alumni Association.

He and his wife, Mrs. Joanne Weigele Dyke, a former Western Maryland cheerleader, and their three daughters live at 3910 Oak Avenue in Baltimore.

David K. Poole, Jr. (Janice Zaiser, ’52), was elected State’s Attorney of Washington County in November. Dave has been practicing law in Hagerstown for 8 years. The Pooles have a daughter, 6, and a son, 3.

Harris W. LeFew was recently promoted to the position of public relations manager at the Luke Mill of the West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company. He replaced A. Trigo Brust, Jr. (see class notes 1939). Harry joined the paper company in 1959. Mr. and Mrs. LeFew and their three children live in Westport.

Mrs. James P. Hackman (Mary Hawkins)
1922 Stanhope Road
Baltimore 22, Maryland

John F. Haller has been appointed assistant cashier of the Tappan Zee National Bank, Nyack, New York. He will be associated with a group responsible for commercial loans and business development. The Hallers and their daughter live in Nyack.

1953

Mrs. John M. Clayton, III (Nancy McMath)
1632 Walterswood Road
Baltimore 12, Maryland

1954

In December, Betty Parsons Colonna, of Staunton, Virginia, had the honor of playing Woodrow Wilson’s violin at a special celebration commemorating the anniversary of his birth. The violin, formerly owned by the Wilson family, and played by President Wilson and his brother, John, was made by Jacobus Stainer in 1659. Marilyn Rigterink, ’55, writes that H. Richard “Dick” and Doris Tuckwood Linton, ’55, became the parents of a second daughter, Kathryn Diana, August 14. Patty is one and a half.

1955

Mrs. J. Walter Rigterink (Marilyn Goldring)
13504 Oriental Street
Rockville, Maryland

Everybody—attention! You’ll be hearing from me soon via post card. Please send any news about yourselves or classmates. See you in THE MAGAZINE. In the meantime here are a few gleanings from Christmas cards and good memories:

Norman and Peggy Faye, ’57, Sunshine became the parents of a baby girl, Patricia, October 20, 1962. Norman received his Ph.D. in chemistry from the University of Maryland and now works for DuPont in Wilmington, Delaware. Tom and Carol Coleman Carter are enjoying their new home at 50 Kensington Terrace, Maplewood, New Jersey. Evelyn Welsman Taylor had a baby boy, August 11, 1962. Gloria Strickland Dooley lives at 767 East Wesley Road, N.E., Atlanta 5, Georgia. She has two boys, Andy and John. Kay Foch Lynch is teaching in the Silver Spring school system. Daughter Vicki is now a first grader. Al and Yvonne Webb Wahlers welcomed Elizabeth Ann into the group September 2, 1962. Sister Karen is 2. Paul Galvin and Charlie White are president and treasurer respectively of the Washington Chapter WMC Alumni Association.

John (36) and Sue Dorsey Batista are now living at 2425 Trotter Drive, Allison Park, Pennsylvania. John is industrial engineer for the Pittsburgh Division of the Kroger Co. A Bronze Star Medal with the inscription “V” for valor was pinned on Army Capt. Edward P. Smith by General Earle G. Wheeler, Army Chief of Staff, in a ceremony at the U. S. Military Assistance Advisory Group headquarters in Saigon, South Vietnam. The citation read: “Despite intensive automatic weapons fire from well-camouflaged Viet Cong forces, Smith moved continually along the line encouraging South Vietnam troops to press the attack.”

1956

Mary J. Bond
4015 Wilsby Avenue
Baltimore 18, Maryland

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Quesada (Marilene Hodsdon) announce the birth of their sec-
1957

Mr. and Mrs. David Dounes (Sally Thompson, '59) announce the birth of their second son, Robert Wilson, on January 12. Thomas Andrews is 2. Dave passed the Maryland Bar Examination in July, and is practicing law in Towson ... Robert W. Butler (Dorothy Snider) recently participated in Exercise LAVA RIDGE II, a combined Army-Air Force mobility exercise in the Hawaiian Islands. Capt. Butler is a member of the 25th Infantry Division ... Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Entwistle named their daughter Lorena Leigh. She was born January 6.

1958

Ray and Arlene MacVicker ('61) Wright are at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, where Ray is in school and attached to the 5th Special Forces.

1959

Mrs. Warren J. Braunwarth (Virginia Poit) 229 Hughes Avenue Gloucester, New Jersey

Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Warner (Peggy Bond) have two daughters: Susan Helen, 4, and Sandra, 2 ... Lt. and Mrs. John Wagner have a son, Daniel Mark. John is stationed in Panama ... Mr. and Mrs. Clarence W. Scheuren, Jr. (Charlotte Bayliss), announce the birth of their first child, Page Porter, on December 27. Charlotte writes that she was elected to be Junior Chief of Hobby Pages at the National Congress, Daughters of the American Revolution, to be held in Washington, D.C., in April. She is President of the Junior D.A.R. Chapter in Trenton, New Jersey, and is Vice President of the Collegeville Woman's Club. Bill completed his undergraduate studies at Ursinus and has his own insurance business, besides Justice of the Peace in Collegeville ... Mr. and Mrs. David Cartzenderfrau (Ann Crumpacker) announce the birth of Lisa Ann on December 17 ... The Rev. C. Allen Spicer is one of three clergymen of the Episcopal Church successfully carrying out a novel plan of church cooperation in Baltimore. Allen and his colleagues serve three small churches in Southwest Baltimore and Baltimore County. They alternate in conducting services and each has his specialty in parish work.

1960

Miss Mary Cay McCormick 8003 14th Avenue, Apt. 202 Hyattsville, Maryland

Edwin G. Abel has been promoted to field representative with the Social Security Office in Winston-Salem. He will have the responsibility of program administration in several counties. He was transferred from Salisbury and is a native of Baltimore ... Capt. and Mrs. Robert C. Allen (Sue Warren) announce the birth of James Kevin in January. They are living in Germany where Capt. Allen is assigned to the 505 Infantry-APO 185 ... Mr. and Mrs. Allen Gable (Carol Dixon) announce the birth of Linda Carol on February 2 ... Melein R. Stiffler and Mrs. Stiffler have a baby daughter, Susan Anne, born September 1, 1962. They are living in Owings Mills ... Kathryn Zeller is teaching elementary school music in two schools in Nutley, New Jersey. Her musical career includes directing the junior choir at her church, teaching piano students, and singing with the Montclair Chorale. She was recently appointed music chairman of the Nutley Symphony Orchestra. Kathryn is working toward a Master's degree in music education at Columbia University ... Roddy Ryan has returned to Penn State to continue work on his Master's after two years with the Army ... Lloyd Musselman received his Master's degree from the University of Denver and is now working toward his doctorate in history. He plans to be married in the summer ... Mr. and Mrs. Norman Davis (Beverly Cox) are both working at the National Security Agency, Ft. Meade ... Mary Cay McCormick is a technical editor at Vitro Laboratories in Silver Spring ... Mr. and Mrs. Robert Borden (Carol Lackeometer) are both teaching in New Jersey.

1961

Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Hale announce the birth of a son, Donald Brett ... John and Diane Kanak ('62) Holter are stationed at Fort Bragg, North Carolina ... Judith Arnette Tye became the bride of Dan Carson Stone, '59, in November. Western Marylanders in the wedding included: Judy Long, '60, Sharon Corathers, '62, Sandy Riggin, '64, and Carol Wilkinson, '64, Linda Betts, '63 and Louise Harms, '63. Judy is teaching in Howard County while her husband is continuing as Personnel Technician for the Civil Service Commission ... Donald W. Linzey received his M.S. degree in the graduate school of Cornell University. He is continuing his studies toward his doctorate and working as a laboratory technician and biology teacher. Don is engaged to Alicia T. Vogt, of Bloomingburg, New York, a junior at Cornell ... Mr. and Mrs. Richard J. Gebhardt (Sonia deBoy, '59) announce the birth of Cheryl Lynn on February 27. Rusty is 21 months ... Fred Dilkes has been appointed commander of headquarters company at Fort Campbell, Kentucky.

1962

Lt. and Mrs. Donald Rabush (Carol Westerfield, '60) are stationed at Wildlbecken, Germany, a training center on the East-West German border. Don just completed Infantry training at Ft. Benning ... Katherine Louise Landis is engaged to Robert Sidney Huggins, of Roanoke, Virginia. They will be married in April. Katherine is doing social work. Her fiancé is a commercial artist ... David H. Yinger, Jr., married Mary Ellen Comstock on February 2 in Frederick ... Lt. Donald J. Hobart recently completed an eight-week orientation assignment at the Infantry School, Fort Benning ... Barbara Amelia Meineke and Carl Vaughn Steen were married on December 22, at Elderslie Methodist Church ... Lt. John W. Deaver completed a training course at Ft. Benning and flew to Germany in February for assignment ... C. Lynn Wickers was engaged to Barbara Louise Frick, '63 ... Lt. Frederick S. Nicoll is engaged to Ann Caracaden, '64. Fred recently completed training at the Armor Center, Fort Knox, Kentucky, and is now attached to the U.S.A.T.C. serving as Executive Officer. The couple will be married June 5 in Cumberland ... Mary Lemkau is engaged to Charles Horn, a Ph.D. candidate at the University of Florida. The wedding will be August 31.

1963

Mr. and Mrs. William P. Sitter (Maureen Filley, '62) announce the birth of Christopher William on January 19 ... Linda Finley married Charles G. Hurlock. Address them at 3310 Rosedale Avenue, University Park, Dallas, Texas.

NOTICE

This is the first issue of The MAGAZINE to utilize the Class Secretary system. As many alumni know, this system is used by other schools with great success. It will take a while for everyone to become familiar with the new procedure—and it is a great deal more complicated and time consuming. However, if alumni will be patient and help out a bit, the system will eventually run smoothly. We believe it will make The MAGAZINE more interesting for you and hope those classes who have not yet appointed a Secretary will soon do so.
F. MURRAY BENSON '17
Chairman of the Board of Trustees 1949-1963
Deceased June 14, 1963
Remarks by Dr. Ensor at Funeral of F. Murray Benson, '17
June 17, 1963, Starr Methodist Church, Baltimore

"Blessed is the man that walketh not in the counsel of the ungodly, nor standeth in the way of sinners, nor sitteth in the seat of the scornful. But his delight is in the law of the Lord; and in his law doth he meditate day and night. And he shall be like a tree planted by the rivers of water, that bringeth forth his fruit in his season; his leaf also shall not wither; and whatsoever he doeth shall prosper."

This very familiar passage from the first Psalm, with which the world's greatest collection of devotional literature opens, seems to have fixed itself in my mind as I have been contemplating the life of F. Murray Benson during these last few days. He was a Blessed man. Substituting the modern word "happy" for "blessed," as a word more familiar and understandable to those of us living in the midst of the 20th century, he was a happy man in the finest sense of that much sought after and seldom found quality of human life. His was a happiness not based on the ingredients of life's froth, but a happiness resulting from his dedication to life's supreme values. His delight was in the law of the Lord, and within that law he tried to live constantly.

Two weeks ago, when I delivered the Baccalaureate Sermon to the seniors at Western Maryland College, I took the position that although the Christian ministry is a high and dedicated calling, certainly it is not the only profession through which a man can serve God. God's work in a complicated and complex society is as all-inclusive as the demands of human need can make it. Whether it be the arts, business, the arts, homemaking, or what have you— as long as they are performed as necessary services to our fellow men in the name of God—they are sacred. I took as my text the words of Jesus in his farewell prayer: "Father, I have glorified thee on earth, having accomplished the work which thou hast given me to do." If I had been looking for an illustration from life, I could have found no finer than the life of F. Murray Benson. Although not a clergyman in the ordained sense, he might well have prayed in the early morning hours of June 14, using the words of his Master and Lord, "Father, I have glorified thee on earth, having accomplished the work which thou hast given me to do." It was in doing this work that he found his greatest delight and most abiding happiness.

The son of a Methodist preacher, he chose to enter the legal profession, but in so doing he did not stray one iota from the footsteps his father had made before him in his dedication to God's work. Rather, Murray entered law as a sacred calling through which he could serve God and his fellow men just as surely as if he had entered the Christian ministry.

His life might be divided into four major areas of activity—his professional life; his political life; his church life; and his home life. But all of his business, the arts, homemaking, or what have you—as long as they are performed as necessary services to our fellow men in the name of God—are sacred. I took as my text the words of Jesus in his farewell prayer: "Father, I have glorified thee on earth, having accomplished the work which thou hast given me to do." It was in doing this work that he found his greatest delight and most abiding happiness.

During a period in his life he had a political career, holding positions both elective and appointive. Someone, rather facetiously, may question the appropriateness of my opening quotation from the first Psalm with this political activity—"Blessed is the man that walketh not in the counsel of the ungodly." Unfortunately, politics too often has merited an unpleasant, yes, even an ungodly connotation. But it is just for that reason that Murray Benson and scores of other honorable men and women of high moral purpose and social concern have entered the political arena across the years. Unless men and women of unquestioned integrity, seeking to live by God's will, take part in politics at the point where decisions are made, at the place where laws are enacted—God help us. When he was in the House of Delegates at Annapolis, there was never a question about where he stood on a moral issue—it was a foregone conclusion. And I am told by men who served in the Legislature with him that those whom he opposed and those who opposed him always held him in highest respect because he never compromised with his convictions. They knew exactly where he stood. And why not? For him, this too was God's work.

If he had his choice, he might well have been the political career, holding positions both elective and appointive. Someone, rather facetiously, may question the appropriateness of my opening quotation from the first Psalm with this political activity—"Blessed is the man that walketh not in the counsel of the ungodly." Unfortunately, politics too often has merited an unpleasant, yes, even an ungodly connotation. But it is just for that reason that Murray Benson and scores of other honorable men and women of high moral purpose and social concern have entered the political arena across the years. Unless men and women of unquestioned integrity, seeking to live by God's will, take part in politics at the point where decisions are made, at the place where laws are enacted—God help us. When he was in the House of Delegates at Annapolis, there was never a question about where he stood on a moral issue—it was a foregone conclusion. And I am told by men who served in the Legislature with him that those whom he opposed and those who opposed him always held him in highest respect because he never compromised with his convictions. They knew exactly where he stood. And why not? For him, this too was God's work.

Or we might take a brief glimpse at his church life. How he ever found time to do everything he did in connection with the church and its related activities is a mystery of which God alone knows the answer. Starr Methodist Church, in which we are now most appropriately assembled for this last ceremony, has been his church home over the years. He has served it in almost every capacity from Sunday School teacher to a Trustee, and at times, even filling the pulpit. This sanctuary where he has worshipped Sunday after Sunday has been the source of his inspiration for Christian living. So often I have heard him say—"My pastor (regardless of who it was) is the best pastor in the Baltimore Conference. He's my pastor." This type of church loyalty characterized everything he did.

But his church activities were not confined to this local congregation. They reached out into a multitude of related causes on both the conference and denominational levels. His membership on conference boards and his service to conference institutions were legion. The list is too long to recite in these remarks, but suffice it to say there is scarcely an institution, a board or a cause that across the years has not felt the benefit of his counsel and help. I mention only the three of which he was currently the chief officer: President of the Board of Directors of the Baltimore Conference Pensions Fund whose purpose is to provide adequate pensions for Methodist ministers who have reached life's sunset years; President of the Board of Managers of the Maryland General Hospital whose purpose is to provide care for the sick and the suffering; Chairman of the Board of Trustees of Western Maryland College whose purpose is to provide for youth a higher education rooted in Christian values. His concern covered the entire
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This is the building at San Narciso, Luzon, where Western Maryland students are establishing a library.

SOS—STUDENT GROUP STARTS LIBRARY

Five thousand books, $5,000 and a group of college students—all this adds up to a library in San Narciso, Luzon, the Philippines.

Students frequently come up with enthusiastic ideas and get involved with grandiose schemes; sometimes these dreams become reality. Not often, however, do such dreams involve putting books on the shelves of a non-existent building 10,000 miles away. Enthusiasm is a wonderful thing. It can face the lack of books, money and building and believe that a library will materialize.

And thus this month a field service team of Western Maryland students will travel to San Narciso to put books on waiting shelves and train a native staff to continue operation of a library. The seven selected for the trip—Stephen Bayly, Baltimore; Carol Davis, Severna Park; Nancy Miller, Ithaca, New York; Sandra Riggins, Crisfield; David Robinson, Washington, D. C.; Sandra Roeder and Janet Shanholm, Cumberland—are all members of Student Opportunity Service, a new campus group. Their adviser, who has been as involved as the students, is Dr. L. Earl Griswold, associate professor of sociology.

About a year ago an assembly speaker described American students as an “uncommitted generation.” Several students in the audience accepted the challenge and formed SOS, with a slogan that aptly describes it—convenient opportunities to serve. Operation Philippines is its first project. SOS also has given assistance to Barbara Wolozin, '62, a Peace Corps teacher in Africa (see page 5).

The group really started Operation Philippines by finding an area, where English is spoken, in need of a library with a population willing to accept help. After considerable investigation San Narciso was decided on. Next step was to have the building constructed. U. S. Navy personnel in the area helped the local population put up a building which serves as the town center. The library is on the second floor.

The matter of books and money had to be handled here in Westminster. For a while everywhere one looked there were piles of books waiting to be picked up or processed. As it turned out the students collected more than enough books for this project and plan to use the excess for another effort. Money was needed to purchase necessary volumes, such as dictionaries, which were not obtained in the collection; to pay for repairs; to procure a card catalogue; to ship the books; and to send the team. The Navy helped once again, transporting the crated books from San Diego. SOS paid for shipping them to the West Coast.

For some time it looked like the whole project would founder on the question of money. The students never admitted this possibility, however. They formed teams to explain the project to service clubs, church groups—anyone who would listen. Friends of the College, foundations and parents were contacted. Field service team members are working in the short time before departure to earn the $500 each one must provide on his own.

Of course there was more involved than this public effort. These students knew almost nothing about operating a library. The College staff gave them space in which to work, encouraged library science students to help, and found a retired librarian to direct the operation and give instructions. Miss Elizabeth Billingslea, '19, has put in long hours teaching SOS personnel how to catalogue books, repair those which needed it and pack them for shipment.

And, the library is not the only facet of the project. The Western Marylanders hope to meet other students and find out at close hand how people in differing areas of the world think. They plan to live with native families to facilitate understanding. They have had conferences with personnel from the Philippine-American Association and have done research on their own.

Departure date will be July 29. First stop of the tour is Hawaii. Then the group goes to San Narciso for 12 days. To quote one of them, “we feel that in this time we will be able to adequately complete setting up the library and we don’t want to wear out our welcome.” On the way home they will spend 7 days in Hong Kong and 15 days in Japan. In Japan more arrangements have been made to board with native families. To quote the student again, “student contacts are our real goal. We feel that acquaintanceship with the foreign cultures is just as important as the actual contribution of books.”

For all their mature effort in this project, SOS members at their last meeting acted like the very excited teen-agers most of them are. Their enthusiasm has been infectious. SOS undoubtedly will win a lot more friends this summer.
Teaches in Africa

The 1962 Aloha refers to Barbara Wolozin as "poise exemplified." The ability to maintain balance and equilibrium would seem to be a perfect attribute for her current occupation as a Peace Corps Volunteer in West Cameroon.

To quote Barbara, "as the saying goes PCV's must be versatile." In letters to Dr. Sara Smith, professor of education, the volunteer has given some indication of just how versatile. She has also described the educational system and some of her problems and perhaps will discuss this more fully in a later article.

Barbara arrived at Bali of Bamenda province in West Cameroon, West Africa, in September, 1962, and is teaching at Cameroon Protestant College there. When she and her companion arrived there was no house for them, no furniture except a bedroom, and no bathroom facilities. "Just as the bumps on our sixteen-hour ride from the coast, Buea, to here gave us quite a jolt, so the living conditions brought the reality of the situation to us," Barbara wrote. At the all-boys school she is teaching grammar and literature, coaching basketball, advising the newspaper, and is "mistress" of the debating team. (The SOS group has been helping with visual aids equipment.)

In another letter Barbara told Dr. Smith about the holiday season in Africa. "As you can imagine," she wrote, "my Christmas was an unusual and new experience. . . ." The Peace Corps volunteers all went to Buea for the holiday and decorated a large Christmas tree by the Prime Minister's lodge. "... it caused quite a lot of excitement and conversation. Located high on a mountain it can be seen from miles around. Here the children go around to houses and sing different versions of Happy Christmas and dress up the way our children do for Halloween. They expect a 'dash' too." Barbara explained that "dash" means cookies or candy.

Christmas was special for the Western Marylander because luggage and equipment finally arrived. She mentioned, "until now we have been 'playing it by ear'--a Peace Corps phrase equivalent to 'be flexible' which is our watchword."

After Christmas, also, the house was electrified, from 6:30-10 p.m. Barbara said that there was a long break at Christmas because "there is a water shortage now during the Dry Season which begins in November and continues through April. Following this is the Rainy Season filling the next five months." In February, the letters to Dr. Smith included references to shopping expeditions. "Gay (her companion) and I have just returned from a six-month shopping expedition on the coast at Victoria . . . Kerosene and petrol will be brought up in drums soon because the rainy season will be coming soon and from 3-6 months the roads will/can be impassable." However, on that day she added, "we're trying to get our washing done. There is a 'big palaver' with the water today--there is none."
Alumni Day

ANNUAL EVENT DRAWS LARGE CROWD

by Philip E. Uhrig

Approximately five hundred alumni returned for reunions Saturday, June 1. About four hundred attended the Alumni Banquet that evening, the largest gathering for this annual event in a decade. Regular reunions were held by classes ending in three and eight.

The Fifty-Year Class—1913—was well represented. At least two of its members traveled from distant points: Howell Smith from Minnesota and William D. (Bill) Cecil and wife (Ruth Ann Stewart, '11) from Fort Worth, Texas.

Dr. Howard Philip Doub, M.D., a member of the same class, received The Alumni Award presented by President Paul F. Wooden during the Roll Call. Dr. Doub was honored for outstanding achievement in the professional world and for loyalty to Western Maryland College. In 1955 he retired as radiologist-in-chief at the Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit, Michigan, a post he had since 1923.

Dr. Doub is a former president of the Radiological Society of America and editor of Radiology, the official journal of that society.

For the past three years he has been alumni fund chairman for his class. Dr. Doub is married to the former Helen Ringrose, Class of 1912. They make their home in Detroit.

In accepting the engraved silver tray, Dr. Doub expressed thanks to the Alumni Association for "this unexpected honor." He stated his firm conviction that the small liberal arts college is the backbone of higher education and felt that this is "especially true of the Christian-centered institution."

Miriam Baynes Matthews of Baltimore was the lone representative of the Class of 1898, celebrating her 65th anniversary of graduation from Western Maryland College. Elwood Davis of Wilmington, Class of 1903, was here for his 60th. The Class of 1908 had three representatives: Rose Galbreath of Delta, Pennsylvania; Fannie B. Merrick of Sudlersville; and Kitty Griffith Shedd of Washington, D.C.

Younger reunion classes were strong in attendance. The largest at the Banquet was The Class of 1953 with 60. Next closest were the classes of 1958 and 1933 with 40 each.

Dr. Lowell S. Ensor gave the principal address of the evening. He spoke of plans for expanding facilities of the College to accommodate an enrollment of 1,000 stu-

President Paul F. Wooden, '37 (right), presents The Alumni Award to Dr. Howard P. Doub, '13.

dents. This program will be pointed toward the centennial celebration of Western Maryland College in the years 1967-68.

The program of expansion approved by the Board of Trustees will include the building of a new dining hall with kitchen facilities on the main floor and possibly a swimming pool at ground elevation of the same building. The present dining hall and kitchen in Memorial Hall will be partitioned into classrooms. A wing will be added to Lewis Hall providing additional classrooms and laboratories already sorely needed by the science departments. The plans, as outlined by Dr. Ensor, include a new men's and a new women's dormitory.

Another highlight of the evening was the unveiling of a portrait of Dick Harlow presented to the College by Delta Pi Alpha. Mr. Harlow was an honorary mem-
ber of this fraternity. Earl Armiger, a junior at the College, made the presentation. Mrs. Harlow was an honored guest. The portrait, which will be placed in Gill Gymnasium, was painted by Alvin H. Levin, '43, of Baltimore.

Plans were announced by Eugene (Stoney) Willis, '34, to raise $25,000 for a Dick Harlow Memorial Scholarship Fund. Mr. Willis was recently appointed chairman of the Harlow Memorial Committee by the Board of Governors of the Alumni Association working in conjunction with the fraternity on this project.

Paul F. Wooden, '37, president of the Alumni Association, expressed appreciation to all the officers and committee chairmen of the Board for their outstanding work and help to him in his first year as president. Mr. Wooden paid special tribute to the late Thomas W. Reed, '28, former vice president of the Alumni Association and chairman of the Alumni Fund Committee. Mr. Reed has shown great interest in many facets of alumni work, and was noted as "a man of tremendous ability and vision."

President Wooden also cited the work of John F. Silber, Jr., '50, chairman of the Alumni Fund, whose "enthusiasm and energy have spurred us on." At this writing (June 6) 1,548 Western Maryland alumni have contributed $33,307.19 to the Fund.

Also recognized were Wilmer V. Bell, '30, chairman of the Reunion Revision Study Committee; F. Kale Mathias, '35, chairman of the Awards Committee; and Eugene Willis for their fine efforts in connection with Alumni Association projects.

An abbreviated business meeting was held at which time the following officers were unanimously elected: Clarence H. Bennett, '28, as Vice President; Jacqueline Brown Hering, '51, and John H. Edwards, '53, as Directors (three-year term of office); J. Allison Conley, '47, and Arthur G. Broll, '29, as Alumni Visitors to the Board of Trustees (three-year term of office).

Before singing the Alma Mater, the chair recognized three Western Maryland graduates whose continued interest is evidenced in many facets of college activity, one of which is their perennial attendance on Alumni Day. They were: Col. T. K. Harrison, '01, former Executive Secretary of the Alumni Association; Charles D. Linthicum, president of the Class of 1912; and John H. Cunningham, '85, a member of the Board of Trustees celebrating his 78th anniversary of graduation.

Alumni Association

Florida Luncheon

The Fourth Annual Luncheon for Central Florida Alumni was held February 16 in Orlando at the Cherry Plaza Hotel on Lake Eola. Sickness and other complications prevented the large turnout experienced last year; however, those who attended enjoyed it and voted to continue next year. Walter Short, '08, arranged the meeting. Others present were: Mr. and Mrs. Walter W. Carr, '44; Margaret Rankin Farrar, '22; Mr. and Mrs. Fred Michel, '49 (Andree Rounton, '43); David Dean Smith, '09; Joyce Harrington Stottler, '57; Robert Stonessifer, '11; Nannie Thomas Thomas, '96; and Mrs. Walter Short.

There were no formal speeches. It was just a friendly get-together with many references to "Western Maryland days of the past and high hopes for the young people now enjoying life on the Hill."

Baltimore Metropolitan Chapter

About two hundred fifty Western Maryland alumni and friends dined and danced at the Turf Valley Country Club Saturday, March 30. Arrangements for the Second Annual Dinner Dance were under the direction of Betty Lee Robbins Seiland, '50. Other members of her committee were: Julian Dyke, '50, Chapter President; Joanne Weigle Dyke, '52; Katherine Rudolph Reedy, '39; Lee J. Latham, '51; Nancy Kroll Chesser, '53; Janet Wagner Taylor, '53; and Dorothy Arnold Callahan, '51.

Members of the Associate Committee were: Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. Kieder, '34 (Susannah Cockey, '33); George A. Meyls, Jr., '22; Alleck A. Resnick, '47; Blanche Taylor Rogers, '20; John T. Ward, '19; and Paul F. Wooden, '37.

On July 10, the Chapter will sponsor a performance at the Painters Mill Music Fair, proceeds from which are going to purchase audio-visual equipment for the College.

Following the Johns Hopkins-Western Maryland football game to be played Saturday, November 23, at Homewood, a dinner party is planned—details to be announced.

Wilmington Alumni Chapter

Dr. Ralph B. Price, chairman of the economics department at the College, gave an illustrated lecture "Impressions of India" at the annual spring dinner held at Red Rose Inn near Oxford, Pennsylvania. Dr. Price spent the summer of 1962 in India as a Fulbright professor.

Mary Anne Gunesky, '49, was dinner committee chairman. Harold Lewis, '46, presided. Officers for the coming year are: Jean Shaneman, '47, president; Ellen Wickodes, '53, vice president; Carolyn Sapp Shortess, '49, secretary; and Katherine Manlove Jester, '49, treasurer.

Metropolitan New York City

Alumni in North Jersey and New York City held their spring dinner meeting at the New York University Faculty Club on Friday, April 26. Dr. Reuben S. Holthaus, chairman of the philosophy department, spoke to the group on Western Maryland's role in the Asian Studies Program—a Ford Foundation Project—in which the College is participating with five other liberal arts colleges in Maryland and Pennsylvania. Fred Eckhardt, '48, and Esther Uppercu, '60, planned the program.

Wicomico County

Eighty-six alumni from Wicomico and neighboring counties of the Lower Shore and Delaware met for dinner at the Bethesda Methodist Church, Salisbury, on April 23. Dr. Lowell S. Ensor told the group of plans for the centennial celebration to be observed in 1967-68. He described the proposed expansion for an increase in enrollment to 1,000 students which has been approved by the Board of Trustees.

New officers for the Chapter are: Dr. Millard LeCallette, '52, president; Phyllis Cade Gruber, '43, vice president; Mildred Elgen Huston, '27, secretary; and Wesley George, '35, treasurer.

Melva Martin Willis, '32, the outgoing president, wrote the Alumni Office that the span of years of graduation represented in those present ranged from 1900 to 1961. Dr. Norman Sartorius of Pocomoke and Dr. David Marine of Rehobeth, who both attended, graduated in 1900. Other graduates

(Continued on Page 13)
Grants Received

Two grants were made to the College this spring for research and equipment. The biology and sociology departments were the recipients.

The National Science Foundation made a grant of more than $5,000 to the biology department to purchase scientific equipment. This is part of the Foundation's program to provide modern equipment for undergraduate study. It is intended to help fill the national need for scientists. The grant must be matched by the College.

The sociology department received an $850 grant from the Carroll County Tuberculosis Association to finance a research project. The study will be in the area of TB case finding. The project, being conducted by a student majoring in sociology, is related to the mobile X-ray units used to discover new cases of TB. It will be an attempt to find ways of getting at the "hard core" element of the population in an effort to curb TB.

Faculty News

Dr. Helen G. Howery, dean of women, was Carroll County judge for the Annual Achievement Awards Contest conducted by the National Council of Teachers of English. Eight winners and eight runners-up were selected from 140 entries received in Maryland.

Mrs. William R. Ridington, special instructor in English and classics, has been elected vice president of the Baltimore chapter of The Archaeological Institute of America.

Dr. William R. Ridington, professor of classics, is president of The Classical Association of the Atlantic States.

Dr. Jean Kerschner, associate professor of biology, is attending a National Science Institute at Williams College, Williamstown, Massachusetts. General Biology, the freshman course, is the subject of the institute. Outstanding leaders in the biology field lead the discussion each week.

Dr. H. P. Sturdivant, professor of biology, is directing the institute for high school biology and chemistry teachers being held on the campus this summer. The annual Latin Workshop is directed by Dr. William R. Ridington. Dr. Eugene M. Nuss, associate professor of education, is coordinator of the Human Relations Workshop, also in operation.

Dr. Reuben Holthaus, professor of philosophy, is attending the 5th Summer Institute on Asian Studies at the University of Hawaii. Dr. Holthaus has a fellowship from The Faculty International Studies Program of the Ford Foundation and a scholarship from the East-West Center of the University. His studies are part of the cooperative program on Asian cultures being conducted by the University of Hawaii, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia State College. He received an M.A. in guidance and counseling at the University of Connecticut.

Circle Formed

This spring Western Maryland was accepted for membership in Omicron Delta Kappa, national leadership honor society for college men. The local circle was chartered and installation held during May.

Omicron Delta Kappa replaces the Men's Leadership Society which had been formed in 1959 for the purpose of eventually becoming affiliated with the national group.

(Continued on Page 13)
GRADUATION

1963
Dr. Ensor joined the honorary degree recipients following commencement. Left to right: Bishop Fred G. Holloway, '18; President Ensor; Dr. Wilmer V. Bell, '30; Dr. Stewart B. Crawford.

193 Degrees Awarded June 3

The College awarded 167 bachelor degrees, 23 master of education degrees and three honorary doctorates during commencement exercises June 3.

Commencement speaker was Bishop Fred G. Holloway, a former president of the College, who is bishop of the West Virginia area of The Methodist Church. Bishop Holloway, '18, received an honorary doctor of laws degree. Stewart B. Crawford, superintendent of Maryland General Hospital in Baltimore, was awarded the honorary doctor of business administration degree. An honorary doctor of pedagogy was awarded Wilmer V. Bell, '30, director of adult education in Baltimore.

Nineteen of the graduates received summa cum and cum laude honors. Graduated summa cum laude were: Edwin G. Clawsey, Frederick; Robert A. Ginsburg, Baltimore; Hilda A. Criscom, Annapolis; Patricia E. Lawson, Takoma Park; Shirley J. Lippy, Manchester; Robert E. Manthey, Baltimore; Barbara A. Moon, Oakland; Barbara E. Terry, Baltimore; Carole A. Unkart, Kingsville; Harvey M. Weiskittel, Baltimore.

Cum laude graduates were: Judith N. Callahan, Baltimore; Mary M. Crawford, Rockville; Helen M. Dorsey, Westminster; Claudia C. Fetrow, Maitland, Florida; H. Sterling Green, Crisfield; Carolyn G. Hoecker, College Park; Gerald H. Miller, Hyattsville; Marianthi Pappadopoulou, Athens, Greece; Margaret A. Zacharias, Laurel.

Graduation awards were presented to the following: Bates Prize for best record as a college man, Robert E. Manthey, Baltimore; Mary Ward Lewis Prize for best record as a college woman, Carolyn P. Webster, Westminster, New Jersey; Gruber Medal for proficiency in extracurricular activities, Wayne N. Whitmore, Baltimore; Alumni Citizenship Award, Margaret A. Zacharias, Laurel, and David R. Drobis, Baltimore; American Association of University Women Award, Dagmar Joeres, Baltimore; John A. Alexander Athletic Medal, Leon C. Biser, Jr., Baltimore; Watson Prize for home economics, Jean Reid Fisher, Westminster, and Mary Lee Nuttle, Denton; Pyne Mathematical Award, Edwin G. Clawsey, Frederick; Wall Street Journal Achievement Award, Gerald H. Miller, Hyattsville; The Library Award, Marian Emery, Boonton, New Jersey.

Those receiving master of education degrees were: Thomas L. Barnhart, Waynesboro, Pennsylvania; William
Boyd, Red Lion, Pennsylvania; Thomas J. Carroll, Hagerstown; Richard L. Christensen, Baltimore; George J. Cooper, Laurel; George R. Elbin, Hancock; Paul V. Fogleman, Westminster; Chester Gilbert, Sykesville; Wayne R. Harman, Baltimore; Robert H. Jacobs, Shippensburg, Pennsylvania; Leo F. Kuhn, Towson; Dorothy Lamb, Westminster; Cornelius Manders, Westminster; Andrew Mihalik, Shamokin, Pennsylvania; Jean T. Mulholland, Randallstown; Jessie S. Parsons, Towson; Donald L. Patrick, Woodbine; Walter Preston, Reisterstown; Dolores Snyder, Greenmount; Sherdell Snyder, Felton, Pennsylvania; Richard Stambaugh, Thurmont; Margaret M. Stannard, Hagerstown; Stanley Wilson, Glen Arm. Not pictured: Patricia E. Lawson.
Receiving honors were: left to right—1st row, Robert Manthey, Carolyn Webster, Wayne Whitmore, Dagmar Joeres; 2nd row, Margaret Zacharias, David Dobris, Leon Biser, Jean Fisher; 3rd row, Edwin Clawsey, Marion Emery, Gerald Miller, Mary Lee Nuttle.

Graduates Receive Honors

Of the 167 graduates who received degrees, 43 were given academic recognition. There were ten summa cum laude graduates and nine cum laude. Departmental honors were awarded to 20, honorable mention to 37, some of these already counted in the honors list.

Out of a possible 3.0, a summa cum laude graduate maintained an index of 2.5 and a cum laude graduate had an index of 2.2. Students who received honorable mention had a 2.2 index in their senior year. For departmental honors a graduate had an index of 2.2 in all courses in the department, a certain percentile in the Graduate Record Examination, and recommendation of the department after successful completion of a departmental project.

The following graduates received departmental honors. After each name is the area of the project in cases where a paper was prepared: H. Samuel Case, physical education; A Cooperative Study of Physical Fitness at Westminster High School; Edwin G. Clawsey, mathematics and physics; Function of the Real Variable; Claudia G. Fetrow, art; Jean Reid Fisher, home economics; Herbs, Spices and Seeds; Marsha I. Gellar, mathematics; Robert A. Ginsburg, economics; The Development of Industrial Culture; Hilda A. Griscom, biology; Neuro-physics; Carolyn G. Hoecker, English, Hamlet and Existentialism; Betty J. Jacobus, art; Patricia E. Lawson, English; "The Rape of the Lock"; A Study of Its Similarities to Restoration Comedy; Billie Diane Leitbiser, art; Shirley J. Lippy, mathematics, Linear Programming; Robert E. Manthey, sociology, Transition in the Negro Church: A Comparative Study of Two Negro Churches in Carroll County; Gerald H. Miller, economics, Postwar Monetary Policies of Britain and the United States; Barbara A. Moon, English, "Murder in the Cathedral" or Fear in the Way.

DMG NAMED

Seven were designated Distinguished Military Graduates during the commencement exercises. They were: Leslie M. Alperstein, John A. Blackburn, Ronald V. Cronise, Thomas E. O'Malley, David W. Pond, Cecil L. Walsh, and John D. Whitfield.

MANY PLAN MORE STUDY

Many of the graduates plan to continue their education at graduate school. Several of them have been awarded fellowships or assistantships to aid this study.

Those planning further education include: Biology—Judith N. Callahan, University of Maryland Medical School, cyto technology grant from National Institute of Health; Joyce I. Creamer, Cornell University School of Nursing, tuition grant; Harris J. Feldman, University of Maryland Medical School; Hilda A. Griscom, Wayne State University, assistantship; Boyd D. Meyers, University of Maryland Medical School; Joseph Spear, American University, scientific writing; Nancy Thomas, Cornell University, School of Nursing.

Chemistry—Ronald V. Cronise, University of Delaware, assistantship; Joseph H. Downey, Jr., Florida State University, assistantship; Economics—Leslie Alperstein, University of Pittsburgh, NDEA fellowship; Robert Ginsburg, Princeton University, fellowship; Gerald Miller, Michigan State University; Gerald Richman, University of Maryland School of Law, English—Margaret A. Zacharias, University of Arizona, assistantship; Languages—Virginia Rummery and Ellen Wheelerton, University of Paris (summer). Mathematics—Edwin G. Clawsey, The Johns Hopkins University, Woodrow Wilson fellowship. (Mr. Clawsey was offered assistantships or fellowships by 12 other institutions.)

Physics—Donald E. Barnes, University of Kentucky, assistantship; Harvey M. Weiskittel, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, fellowship of Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies, Psychology—David R. Dobris, American University, public relations and communications; Jerald J. Oppel, Louisiana State University, clinical psychology; Martin S. Schugam, University of Maryland, social work. Sociology—John T. Buttimer, Drew University, theology; Bruce A. Drumming, Jr., University of North Carolina or N.Y.U., city planning; James S. Gray, Jr., University of North Carolina, social work; David H. Humphrey, University of Pittsburgh, city planning; Robert E. Manthey, Duke University, theology.

History—Carole Ann Unkurt, University of Rochester, Woodrow Wilson Fellowship; John Warnam, Duke University, theology.

Of that number three accepted commissions in the Regular Army: O'Malley, Pond and Walsh. They are now serving interim assignments at Fort Knox, Kentucky, until going to their assigned schools. Mr. O'Malley will attend armor school at Ft. Knox. Lieutenants Pond and Walsh will attend the infantry school at Ft. Benning. The rest of the Distinguished Military Graduates took reserve commissions.
ON THE HILL
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Membership in the Circle is one of the highest honors for a male student. The purpose is not only to honor leadership, however. ODK hopes to encourage the exercise of leadership on the campus.

Members of the new group are men of at least junior standing who have attended Western Maryland College for at least one year prior to membership, who have demonstrated leadership ability in various phases of campus life and who stand in the upper thirty-five per cent of the men in their class.

DATES LISTED

Three important fall dates on the campus calendar may be of interest to alumni.

Homecoming is scheduled for Saturday, October 12. Football opponent will be Randolph-Macon. Band for the dance, sponsored by Gamma Beta Chi, is Lester Lanin.

On Saturday, October 26, this year's FOCUS program will be held. More than a dozen faculty members have agreed to lecture during the all-day session. Right now going under the heading, Supermarket Education, FOCUS will allow alumni a chance to sample ideas and theories in several fields.

Parents' Day, for those alumni with children in the student body, will be held on November 2. The Saturday program is sponsored by the junior class. Football opponent will be Lynchburg.

Benson
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It's a long time ago since we gave that yell, But some are left to reminisce for a spell.

When we think of the years we spent on "The Hill," They seem carefree days with joy to fill.

Wars were years past with no thought ahead Of others to live through and still others to dread.

My life, perhaps, has been like yours With joys and sorrows to knock on our doors.

But we are still here for a purpose to live And now I've been asked for my story to give.

The outstanding date in my life I must fix As my marriage to Ethel Stauffer, ex-'06.

Fifty-seven years seem like a long time For autobiography even in rhyme.

My life has been casual without glamour and thrill But I've really enjoyed it and enjoy it still.

Greetings to all of you, and best wishes, too. May your joys be many and your troubles few.

Mrs. Richard Harlow was present at the Alumni Banquet when her late husband's portrait was presented to the College by Delta Pi Alpha fraternity. Making the presentation was Earl Armiger, 64, left, assisted by Eugene Willis, '34.

Alumni
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present from older classes were: Sara Abbie White Holland, '02, and William Shepherd, '06, of Salisbury. The latter read a poem which he had composed, a portion of which is printed here.

Western Maryland College, Class of 1906

"Tickety, Tockety, Tackety, Tix We're the Class of Nineteen-Six."

Alumni (Continued fram Page 7)

breaken in its earthly sense, by our Christian faith, we know it is still intact. Murray Benson is not dead, he lives. Said Jesus, "He that liveth and believeth in me shall never die." To this end was his life dedicated and in this faith he has attained life eternal.

"And he shall be like a tree planted by the rivers of water, that bringeth forth his fruit in his season; his leaf also shall not wither; and whatsoever he doeth shall prosper."
SPRING SPORTS PROGRAM SUCCESSFUL

by Eugene Willis, Jr., '64

This spring Western Maryland enjoyed a successful athletic program. With a large percentage of men students participating, representative teams were fielded in the four spring sports.

The 1963 baseball team under the direction of first-year coach, Fern Hitchcock, although failing to repeat as Mason-Dixon titlists, won the Middle Atlantic Conference, Southern College Division Championship. This was the first time a Western Maryland team had won this title. Highlighting the season was the pitching of seniors Lance Klein and Wayne Whitmore. For four years Lance and Wayne have been the mainstay of our pitching staff and they will be sorely missed next year. The hitting of senior Charles Walter and sophomore Rex Walker must be recognized as instrumental in gaining the championship.

The track team, coached by Dick Clower, experienced a rebuilding year with many promising freshmen and sophomores on the squad. Their record of 2 wins and 6 losses does not show the closeness of most of the meets, as the record could have been reversed. A number of school records were set during the season; among them were Frank Kidd's 194-foot toss of the javelin and Chuck Gray's time of 22.1 seconds in the 220-yard dash. The team was led this year by co-captains Tom O'Malley and Jerry Richman.

The golf team, under coach Iver Magnusson, ended the season with a record of 4 wins and 4 losses. The team was led by seniors Bob Ginsberg (captain), Dave Markey, and Bob Grace.
1892
Mrs. Carrie C. Coghill Harris died at her home in Washington, D. C., on March 13, 1963.

1894
Mrs. H. J. Hines, of Houston, Texas, has brought THE MAGAZINE up to date on her life. She writes "I was Clara Cornelia Dixon, of Lagrange, North Carolina, when I joined the class. . . . I married Mr. Hines, of Faison, North Carolina, and we lived in Clinton for 36 years. . . ." The Hines had three children—two girls and a boy. The oldest daughter graduated from St. Mary’s University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill. He is now chief engineer of H. P. Foley Company, of Washington, D. C.

The son of H. P. Fole, Company, of Washington, D. C., received a diploma in electrical engineering from the University of North Carolina in 1944.

1902
Dr. Gideon I. Humphreys died April 4, 1963, at his home in Gainesville, Florida, where he had lived since retiring as president of High Point College, High Point, North Carolina. Dr. Humphreys had been a member of the Uniting Conference which united Methodism and the National Board of Publication when he was president of the American Association of Methodist Colleges and Universities.

1904
Mrs. Elsie George Sudler died at her home in Sudlersville in November, 1962. The son of Benjamin Fleagle has been appointed a scientific advisor to the U. S. Office of Science and Technology in Washington, D. C. Dr. Robert C. Fleagle will take a leave of absence as professor of atmospheric sciences at the University of Washington in Seattle. Dr. Fleagle will work in global atmospheric and oceanic observation and research as an adviser to President Kennedy.

1908
Lillian Coughlin Hellen and her husband celebrated their Golden Wedding anniversary on April 15 with open house at their home in Wilmington, Delaware.

1911
Rev. John W. Wright has retired as pastor of the Merrimack, New Hampshire, First Congregational Church. He plans to continue his cattle farm where he raises and breeds Holsteins and Jerseys. Rev. Wright commented that it didn’t used to be unusual for a minister to also farm but now “I’m an anachronism.” The minister is water commissioner and trustee of the trust funds for the town of Merrimack.

1913
Miss Irene W. Gillespie
12 E. Mt. Vernon Place
Baltimore 2, Maryland

Gervis G. Hill is retired as professor and department head at State Teachers College, Indiana, Pennsylvania. He adds that he is the father of G. G. Hill, Jr., United Nations Methodist minister; James, an atomic engineer; and Virginia, homemaker and court sociologist.

1914
Dr. Leland W. Meyer, retired head of the department of history and political science at Georgetown College in Kentucky, died March 15, 1963.

1915
Mrs. Robert B. Dexter (Margaret Tull) 211 Kemble Road Baltimore 18, Maryland

Alma Burnsworth received her M.A. from W.M.C. & M., taught English and Latin in Piedmont, West Virginia, High School for 44 years retiring in 1961. She sponsored the school’s paper for 21 years. Because of its high ratings she was elected a member of Delta Kappa Gamma, honorary society for women teachers, and received a citation of merit from Theta Beta Chapter of Theta Sigma Phi, a professional organization for women in journalism. She also taught the Susanna Wesley Bible Class of Trinity Methodist Church for 39 years. Bob and Rachael Jester Hilliard are living in Tulsa, Oklahoma, after many years in Tampico, Mexico, where Bob was Chief Engineer with the Gulf Oil Company. They have a daughter and two grandchildren in Tulsa. Rachael has membership in Tulsa Tuesday Writers and Tulsa Coopwriters (contest). She would like to contact other W.M.C. contestants and published writers.

1916
Ruth Keller was a case worker with the Garrett County Welfare Board for 25 years. When she retired in 1960 she immediately took a trip around the world visiting Holland, Egypt, Australia, Tahiti and Canal Zone among other places; in 1961 and 1962 she spent six months in Ireland, Scotland and England. Anne Wenner Van Beeber, after the death of her husband in 1933, became Postmaster of the Troy, Kansas, post office and retired in 1962. She is now keeping house for her youngest son who is a lawyer and county attorney. She has two other sons and a daughter married and there are three grandchildren.

Georgia Williams Books lost her husband three years ago, has an unmarried son living at home with her in Wilmington, Delaware. She has three married daughters and seven grandchildren, four of them living in Canada.

Gertrude Flurer, see ‘16

(The following material was submitted by Eleanor M. White, ’61, who was taught by Miss Flurer while a high school student and is now teaching at the same school.)

Miss Gertrude Flurer, who taught at Washington High School, Princess Anne, for 37 years, retired from her position as science teacher and guidance counselor at the close of the school year. Miss Flurer began her teaching career in Somerset County in 1916 at a small school in Perry Hawkins. She taught one year in Crisfield High and one in Wicomico High. In 1919 she went to Franklin High School in Reisterstown and stayed for seven years, one as vice principal. In 1926 she returned to Somerset County and joined the staff of Washington High School. Miss Flurer has done additional study at Johns Hopkins, Cornell, the University of Virginia,
supply lab. . . . Don Buncé writes from New Orleans that he is Assistant Claim Manager and Attorney for U. S. Fidelity & Guarantee Company for Louisiana. He and his wife, Betty, have two children—the oldest, Richard, recently graduated from Wooster (Ohio) in the fall. . . . Benjamin (Bud) Smith was made Sales Manager of Chrysler, Inc., January, 1963. He and "Debbie" are living in Baltimore. . . . Dr. W. S. A. (Sam) Harris reports that he has been in general practice in Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, since discharge from Army following Korea. He and Vera have five children—the oldest, Sam, Jr., graduates from Woodbury Forest, born August, 1962. . . . Speaking of Woodbury Forest—Joe Royce is a Master there, also, there has been a head of Math department since 1959. . . . Aloe Levin writes that after teaching and getting M.A. in Arizona, he and his family moved to Baltimore and he went into photography. The oldest of his four daughters recently won a $6,000 G.E. Scholarship to college of her choice—she is at the University of Maryland. . . . Bob and Frances Ogdens Moore are in Haddonfield, New Jersey, where Bob has his own business, Moore Maintenance Products. . . . John C. Hancock—an attorney and a recently elected State Attorney for Charles County. . . . Rev. Lester K. Welch writes that the most noteworthy thing has been the building of the new Christ Church in Washington, D. C.—located between the Capital and White House. . . . Janith Horsey Collins reports from Storrs, Connecticut, that while her Air Force husband goes to University of Connecticut to get his masters in engineering management (AF Program) she is taking “Painting in Oils” there (first suggested by Miss Shipley some 20 years ago). . . . Frank Saffron lives in Westminster with his wife and daughter. He is now an Auditor No. 2 in the Maryland State Income Tax Division. . . . Judy Cowe Sheffield moved to Grand Forks, North Dakota, this month. Wes has been appointed president of Wesley College (affiliated with University of North Dakota) effective July 1. Judy got her M.S. in Ed. from Hofstra and has been teaching 4th grade. . . . Mild and Ruth (Jane) Miles (‘45) Huber are in Detroit, Michigan, where he is currently Director of Public Relations for the Michigan Credit League and co-ordinating a study of over-extended-credit families. This study is made possible with a grant he won from the McGregor Fund. . . . Col Sam and Mary Francis Hauckins Calbreath are now at Eldendorf Air Force Base, Anchorage, Alaska. "Young Sam" is finishing up his first year in the School of Architecture at Virginia. Mary Frances writes that Mary Evans is her across-the-street neighbor. Sam, Mary and Bob Wightman’s wife, Barbara Payne, work together in Headquarters Alaskan Air Command—small world. . . . Many thanks to all who helped gather the news for me. Bob and I have thoroughly enjoyed your cards and letters—keep up the good work.

1944

Ollice Cook is Director of Christian Education at Aldersgate Methodist Church in Wilmington, Delaware. . . .

1945

Rev. Wesley Sheffield has been named president of Wesley College, Grand Forks, North Dakota. Wesley College is a Methodist School of Religion affiliated with the University of North Dakota. . . . George II. Thiele, Jr., died March 26 at Sibley Memorial Hospital in Washington, D. C. . . .

1946

Barbara Brower Mueller is living in Topeka, Kansas, where her husband is Production Manager with the American Yearbook Company. Eric Lee is almost one, Sharon is 6 and Gary, 9. . . . Mindelle Selzer Gober died April 16 in Baltimore.

1947

Mrs. Thomas G. Shipley (Majorie Cassen) 9214 Smith Avenue Baltimore 34, Maryland

Helen Frantz Loper teaches Home Economics (Food) at North Hagerstown High School. Her hobby is making ceramics and for this she has a large kiln in her home. She has a boy, 10, and a girl, 8. . . . Alice A. Resnick has been practicing law in Baltimore since 1949. He has three children. . . . Emajane Hahn Baker lives near New Windsor where her husband has a farm. Her children are Rick, 13, Mark, 10, and Bobby, 6. . . . Frederick J. Brown, Jr., completed his doctorate in Educational Administration at Columbia University and is Assistant Superintendent for Instruction in Frederick County. He and Jean Hastings Brown have two boys, Eric, 6, and Richard, 8 months. . . . Arthur F. O’Keefe, Jr., is Superintendent of Agencies for Constitution Life Insurance Company of Chicago, Illinois. He hired a General Agent in Santurce, Puerto Rico, and spent the first week in March there. After that he and his wife (Deborah Bowers, ‘45) have three boys, Tim, 11, Art, 9, and David, 6. . . . Janice Divers Tustich lives in Haddonfield, New Jersey, where her husband, Bob, is manufacturer’s representative for Dempster Brothers, Inc. Her children are Rebecca, 9, Suzanne, 8, and twins Mary James and Robert James, 4. . . . Shirley Snyder Garcia teaches reading at The Calvert School, Baltimore. She and her husband, Jack, live on the campus of the Gilman School where Jack is an art teacher. Their daughter, Kristen, is 8. . . . Kenneth W. Volk is a dentist in Baltimore. He has two children. . . .

1948

Mrs. John Farson (Mary Todd) 6115 Towsontown Street Bethesda 34, Maryland

Jeanne (Pat) Patterson Ensor has again been named residential chairman for Montgomery County for the 1963 United Givers’ Fund drive. Clara May (Onion) Garlock MacNamee and husband, Jim, spent their Christmas holidays in Acapulco, Mexico. Joan Johnson Pogue and husband, Bob, are now living in Webster Groves, Missouri. They have three children: Brenda, Bobby, and Janet. William Gregg Anders, electronic engineer at the Naval Air Engineer’s Center in Philadelphia, recently was a member of an aircraft survey team sent to the Orient on a problem assignment. He left New York on April 2 visiting Anchorage, Alaska, Japan and Hong Kong, before returning to Philadelphia on May 3.

1949

Mrs. Ronald F. Heemann (Jean Sause) 916 Breesemwick Circle Towson 4, Maryland

Claude F. Libis, clinical director of the Maryland Training School for Boys, has been named executive director of the Board of Child Care of the Methodist Church. . . . C. Hite Zimmerman married William Lingrenfelter and is living at Fort Jay, Governor’s Island, New York. . . .

1950

Mrs. Robert T. Sommers (Helen Ray) 2514 KnightMill Lane Bowie, Maryland

Two scholarship funds of $2,000 each have been set up by members of the clothing industry in memory of Jerry Ginsberg, who was killed in a March 1 airplane accident at Idlewood Airport. He was in charge of the New York office of his family’s men’s wear manufacturing business when he died. . . . Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Leppo announce the birth of a daughter on February 28. . . .

1951

Mrs. Lawrence T. Bailey (Doris Lee Phillips) 1 Wingate Garth Timonium, Maryland

Charles I. Ecker has been named assistant superintendent of the Carroll County Schools. . . . Jacqueline Brown Hering is vice president of the PTA at West End Elementary School in Westminster. . . .

1952

Mrs. James P. Hackman (Mary Hawkins) 1922 Stanhope Road Baltimore 22, Maryland

Most of you have received post cards (if not, you will shortly) and replies are encouraged, please. In the meantime, the class list of addresses makes for interesting reading. It seems that the West Coast has laid claim to a goodly number of classmats. Betty Simpson Curl is in Corvallis, Oregon. Marsha Beebe Green resides in Seattle, Washington, California has the largest number with Ward and Betty Brandenburg Clasby in Whittier, Lionel Lee in Castro Valley, Gordon Raver in La Habra, and Betty Dawson Houchens in Granada. The state of Indiana includes among its population Otto and Jean Hoyt Shearer, of Fort Wayne, and Charlotte Reed Cushing, of Valparaiso. . . .

Roland Fleischer is Assistant Professor of
Art History at the University of Miami and, of course, lives in Miami, Florida. He expects to receive his Ph.D. from Johns Hopkins University this fall after which he plans to remain in college teaching. Roland extols the charms of the Sunshine State and raises tropical fish as proof of having gone native.

By the time the next issue of THE MAGAZINE reaches the press, it is sincerely hoped that there is some word from each of you. It is good to renew old acquaintances.

1953

Mrs. John M. Clayton (Nancy McMath) 1632 Walterswood Road Baltimore 12, Maryland

F. Glennon Ashburn is at Florida State University at Tallahassee working on his Ph.D. in criminology. He is teaching introductory Criminology and "Police Problems and Practices." He is also president of the Florida Correctional Association. His wife, Marie, is administrative assistant to the Director of Counseling at the University. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Green (Rachel Early, '51) with son, Ernest, now living in Virginia, where Ernie is a factory representative for Sargent and Co. Their address is 8516 Holly Hill Road, Richmond 29, Virginia. Charles B. Wallace, M.Ed., is Supervisory Principal of the New York Elementary Schools with 6 schools, 69 teachers, and 1,785 students. He lives in East Berlin, Pennsylvania. Clyde E. Grimes and wife and stepson are in Mainz, Germany. Clyde is stationed with the 5th Guided Missile Battalion. Thomas A. Page is a Q.C. Engineer for the Martin Co. at Vandenberg AFB, California. He is working for his M.B.A. at UCLA. He is C.O. of his Army Reserve Unit at Santa Maria, California, where he lives. In December, 1960, he and his wife, Billie, and daughter, Linda, visited Billie's parents in Austria, and her sister in England. They now have another daughter, Sandra Rose (13). Mr. and Mrs. Edgar D. Coffman (Joan Barkeles, '54) with son, Michael, now living in McLean, Virginia. Ed is general agent for The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company in Washington, D. C. Dr. and Mrs. John C. Wilheim (Janice Roberts, '59) are living in La Plata, where Kaiser is practicing dentistry. Janice taught elementary school while John attended University of Maryland. Capt. Ashby F. Collins is an Army ROTC instructor at Ohio State University. He and his wife, Doris, and daughters, Cheryl (5) and Beverly (4), live in Columbus, Ohio. Francis A. Wilson works for Baltimore Gas and Electric Co. in Bel Air. She lives in Street. Mr. and Mrs. Harold S. McTeer (Burd Schmidt, '56) live in Catonsville where Mac is superintendent of the General German Orphans Home, with 45 children in their care. They also have 5 of their own, Bonnie Lee, Jeannette Joan, 8; Harold, III, 4; James Allen, 2; and John Frank, 9 months. J. Everett Marstallar, M.Ed., is elementary supervisor of Dallastown Area School System, 6 schools and 2,100 students. He is also a member of the York County-City Elementary Principals Association steering committee to prepare a teacher's guide for "Teaching History of York County." Nancy Wagner Phillips lives in Bethesda with husband, Thomas C., and daughters, Carol Ann (3) and Sue-Ellen (1). They plan to move to Bowie this month. Her husband is sales engineer for Armeo Steel Co. E. Ann Greek Mills is in Columbus, Ohio, with husband, Earl, who has received his Ph.D. in physics from Ohio State U. They have a daughter, Julie, 3; Myron J. Brodie and wife, Charlotte, and Stephen (6) and Debbie (3) live in Kansas. He is executive director of a Jewish congregation serving 1,400 families in Kansas City. Michael F. Concerno, Jr. teaches instrumental music in the Harford County school system. He is assistant director of the Middle River Community Band and also plays in the Baltimore Colt Band. He and his wife, Jeannette, live in Baltimore. Janet Wagner Taylor is public relations representative for The Steiff Co., presenting lectures to women's clubs and schools. She is also fashion commentator for The Clothes horse, a dress shop in Baltimore. She and her husband, Richard, a chemist for Allied Research Corp., and daughter, Susan Ashley, 4, live in Baltimore County. Rev. Wesley L. Gabhard is in McPherson, Kansas, with his wife, 2 daughters, Cynthia Ann and Karen Marie. Lenora G. Hirschfeld, M.Ed., is Elementary Guidance Counselor for York City Schools. Stanley H. Myers, M.Ed., is Principal of Alexander D. Goode School at 251 N. Broad Street, York, Pennsylvania.

1954

Mrs. James M. Voss (Nancy Caskey) Route 1, Box 183 Denton, Maryland

Carcille Duckens and his wife, Betsy, are announcing the arrival of their fourth child, third son, Donald Steven, on May 29. Mer- rill Traller is practicing dentistry in Dover, Delaware. John Doernjes is employed by Westinghouse Corporation in the electronics division at Friendship. Joe has just com- pleted work at Johns Hopkins University for his doctorate in electrical engineering. He and his wife, Nancy, are proud of their second daughter, Susan, who was born December 29. Their daughter, Kathy, is now 4. Bob is the veterinarian for the State of Delaware. David K. Snavely, M.Ed., has died.

1955

Mrs. J. Walter Riglerink (Marilyn Goldring) 13504 Oriental Street Rockville, Maryland

Response to cards sent out so far has been good. Keep it up. Here's the latest word: William Ashburn, M.D., is a resident in radiology at the National Institutes of Health, Bethesda. Bill is in the U. S. Public Health, who has married. He and Sally have a son, Donald. Robert Hays, M.Ed., is curriculm coordinator at Dallastown, Pennsylvania, Area High School. He has six children, ages 1 to 10. R. Parker Morrill, M.Ed., and wife, Jeanne, have five children, ages 10, 8, 6, 4, and 2. Parker teaches sixth grade at Hampton School in Baltimore County. Genevieve Niswonder, M.Ed., is on sabbatical leave to attend the advanced Counseling and Guidance Institute at the City University of New York for the aca- demic year 1962-63. Dick Durst works for Howard Research Corp., Arlington, Virginia. He is on the board of directors and secretary-treasurer of the corporation. Dick and Joanne (Siehner, '59) have a 3-year-old son, Bradley. Lovell W. Schlichter's (M.Ed.) responsibilities are threefold at Chambersburg, Pennsylvania, Area Senior High School. He is boys' guidance coun- selor, basketball coach and athletic director. Son, Stephan, is a chemical engineer with Procter and Gamble. Chaplain H. Ray Davis graduated from airborne school, Ft. Benning, Georgia, in December, 1962. He is now 2nd Brigade Chaplain of "Old Ironsides." 1st A.D., Ft. Hood, Texas. Larry Collins married Miss Vivian June, in Paris, 1959. Larry was a lecturer in French at Queens College, City University of New York, from September, 1959, to June, 1962. He received his Ph.D. in French from Princeton University in May. In September, Larry becomes an assistant professor of French at Florida State University, Nash- ville, Tennessee. Art Gould married Anne M. Kell in 1959. He received his mas- ter's degree in business administration from Fairleigh Dickinson in 1961 and is now a research and chemicals buyer for Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp. The Goulds live at 320 River Bend Road, Berkeley Heights, New Jersey. Al Barnes is an employe of Hornblower & Weeks, members of the New York Stock Exchange. Al is married and has a son, David, 2%. They live at 428 Manor Avenue, Cranford, New Jersey. Robin Baird keeps busy. He works in the com- mercial and industrial real estate division at Commercial and Industrial Real Estate Field in Baltimore. In his spare time he attends night school at McCoy College and is treas- urer of the Industrial Real Estate Board. Alan and Virginia Quinn ('57) Hagembush moved to a new manse at 719 President Avenue, Trenton, N. Jersey, Young Hagenbuchs are: Deborah, 4%; Alan, Jr., 1%; Andrew, 2%; and John Robert, 1. Alan is busy, happy and sends regards to all. Gordon Crooks married Mary B. McKeone in October, 1962. Gordon is establishing his own business in Baltimore. Paul M. Ricker, M.Ed., has been principal of Dover, Pennsylvania, Area High School for three years. He writes that Dr. Holthaus was their commencement speaker this year. The Rickers have two children. The Roy Etsler family will be in Kaiserslautern, Germany, for three years. Roy is Supply Officer of the Ordnance Service Center. Write to: Capt. Roy T. Etsler-085550, Ordnance Service Center, Kaiserslautern, APO 227, New York, New York. Jim and Estella M. Sutherland, M.Ed., spent the past year in Puerto Rico where Estella was a librarian at Catholic University in Ponce. After three years of travel, they now call San Francisco home. Bernard Raynor, M.Ed., teaches his-
Joint School System. The school community offers southern hospitality to any alumni in the area. Charlie’s future plans include further study in clinical psychology. Rev. Richard F. Brennanman’s new address: Neurstrasse 38, Salzbur, Austria... P.S. everybody. Please write legibly on your cards since I’ve forgotten everything I ever learned in Hieroglyphics 101. Mary Bond, ’56, says that Walter Preston is a stipend for algebra teachers from the University of Virginia. He is there this summer after receiving his M.Ed. from WMC on June 3.

1956

Mary J. Bond
4015 Wilsby Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Springer, Jr. (Jeanette Chase), announce the birth of a daughter, Susan Elizabeth, on April 10, 1962. Edward Kane has brought us up to date on his family. Mike is 8, Tom 6, Terry 4, Mary Ann 3, and Barb 2. Ed is the Maryland Representative for Revere Camera Division of Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing. Pat Shelor writes that he is still living in Waldorf, Maryland, and working for the U. S. Government in Washington, D. C.

1957

The Library announces presentation of “The Sudan: A Market for U. S. Products” by Richard C. Graham. The pamphlet was written for the Department of Commerce. Mr. and Mrs. John K. Osborne (Judy Corby, ’57) announce the birth of John, III, on February 22. Martha R. Lewis will be head counselor for the women’s social program at Florida State University beginning this month.

1958

Mrs. Richard B. Palmer (Natalie Warfield)
515 Fountain Drive
Linthicum Heights, Maryland

Jim and Nancy Wilson Rich announce the birth of Robert Scott on April 17. They are living in Cleveland, Ohio, where Jim is working for I.B.M. Marie Quintana married Thomas Simeo on May 4. Capt. and Mrs. John Horst (Jean Lambertson) have returned from Okinawa and are presently living in Ft. Washington, Georgia. Lt. and Mrs. Robert Fathervill, ’55 (Louise Clark), are now living near Frankfurt, Germany, with their little girl. Mary Cay McCormick says as of January 28, when I heard from Arlene MacVieker Wright, ’61, Jack and Jane Roeder Anderson, ’58, were living in Fayetteville, North Carolina, where Jack is a city planner.

1959

Mrs. Warren J. Braunwarth (Virginia Pott)
239 Hughes Avenue
Glencore, New Jersey

Very few post cards have been returned—send yours today. Charles Lee is a program-mer with the Riggs National Bank in Washing-ton, D. C. Bill Wardlow is a manage-ment analyst at the Naval Supply Depot in Newport, Rhode Island. He is the father of three girls and a boy. A recent visitor to the Wardlow family was Tom (Dubbs) Daves... Clarence A. (Tom) and Lorena Stone (‘61) Kaylor announce John Stone’s arrival on April 6. James Lightner is back on the Hill as an instructor in mathe-matics. After teaching first term summer school he will begin work on his doctorate. Gregory Thomas joined Tom and Fran Miller on March 28. Roy and Louisa Kennedy are now living in California. He completed executive training with Household Finance Corp. in Chicago and is managing his first office in Concord. Also in California is Billie-Mae Cole Vlasses. She is supervisor of test administration at Los Angeles County Civil Service Commission. In September he moves to Colorado where his wife, George, will become assistant pro-fessor at the University of Colorado. William Corkie (M.Ed.) has accepted the position of elementary principal in the Caesar Rodney Special School District, Cam-den, Delaware. He began his duties on July 1. Editha Glass married Kenneth J. Harris on December 28. She is working on a Ph.D. in speech and hearing at Colum-bia and is speech correctionist for Wantagh Public Schools. Her husband teaches science. Kay Mitchell Kantorowitz and her hus-band are living in South Burlington, Vermont. Michael John is now fifteen months. He moves to United Telephone Company of Pennsylvania as a commercial representa-tive is Bill Achenbach. His children are Will, 23, and Adele, 14 months. The Achenbach family recently moved from Carlisle to Bedford, Pennsylvania. Don and Ellen Snyder (’60) Hide are living in Rich-mond, Virginia, where Don is an executive trainee in the Cokesbury Division of the Methodist Publishing House. Wes and Joyce Tharp Lucas are living in a small fishing village in North Carolina. Their second son, David, joined them on Feb-ruary 26. Billy is now 3. Don Haus was married on August 19, 1961. He is serving as 1st Lt. in the U.S.N.R.

1960

Mary Catherine McCormick
8003 14th Avenue
Hyattsville, Maryland

James and Ginny Mahan are residing in Bel Air. Jim has finished a two-year tour of duty with the Sigal Corps and is now working as a special agent in Harford County for NYLIC. Mary Harrison married David W. Wheeler, of Houlton, Maine, in May, 1962. At the University of Maine, where his wife is a student, Mary is working with the dean of graduate students and with the resident artist of the art department. Robert and Nancy Slack are living at 56 Nob Hill Drive in Framingham, Massachusetts, where Nancy is head nurse on the surgical floor of Framingham Union Hospital. Nancy is inter-ested in hearing from other WMC alumni in the Framingham area. Elma Koons married Richard Clayton Molloy on November 24, 1962. Hobart and Patricia Wolf became the parents of Katherine Re-beca (Kelly) on February 22, 1963. Pat, Hoby and Kelly live at their farm, Whis-pering Pines, outside Sykesville. Cleve-land (Pete) and Nancy Brown Bateman are in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Pete, having passed his general examinations, is work-ing on his doctoral dissertation at Harvard. Since the fall of 1962, Pete has also been teaching economics under a fellowship. Nancy works as a research as-sistant at the Harvard Economic Research project. Jim and Peggy Herring (’61) Golding announce the birth of a son, Stephen Ned, on April 29 in Denver, Colorado. Jim is a 1st Lt. in the Air Force and will don snow shoes in September for a tour of duty in Fairbanks, Alaska. Until then write to 32 Brownlea Road, Framingham, Massachusetts.

1961

V. Jane Emsberger
13 Cragmore Road
Wilmington, 9, Delaware

Married: Linda R. Thompson to Charles E.unkles; Joan S. Lauyer to Donald Spalding; Susan Jane Wheeler to Lt. Edmund Lee Goldsborough, III; Geneva Morris to Rolf N. Carlsten, Jr.

1962

Mrs. James R. Cole (Judith King)
173 David Avenue
Westminster, Maryland

Mary Sue Trotman is a professional worker for the Girl Scouts of Rochester and Gene-see Valley. Her address is 1640 St. Paul Street, Apt. 5, Rochester 21, New York. Arthur Alperstein served as secretary-treasurer of the freshman law class of the Uni-versity of Maryland School of Law during the past year. Lt. Robert L. Wolf has completed the ranger course at the Infantry School at Fort Benning, Georgia. Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Gillespie (Ann Meding) announce the birth of Kevin Allen in January. Edmund Euerman is engaged to Elizabeth (Trinka) McGibbey, 1735, Ned is in the Coast Guard stationed at Cape May, New Jersey, Manetta Willett is engaged to James F. Pusey. Linda Ann Limpert is engaged to Thomas M. Willey. Ruth Ann Mason is engaged to H. Henry Maertens. Rev. Warren Watts married Patricia Ann Cross on April 6 in Philadelphia. Fred Rheinhard married Barbara A. Slade on April 14. Peggy McIntyre married Broadus Bowman in February.
10 YEAR GROWTH OF ANNUAL ALUMNI FUND

President Ensor's Report page 4
1963 Alumni Fund Accounting page 5
BUSY FINGERS HELPED

As the pictures on this page show it took a lot of busy fingers to operate a Phonathon. A resume of the results in this pioneer program for the 1963 Alumni Fund can be found on page 6. But, it was felt alumni might like to see some of the operation.

A lot of people worked on the project, and they seemed to have fun doing it. The Baltimore Chapter did its phoning from the Baltimore Federal Savings and Loan building at Fayette and Calvert Streets. The bank let alumni use the building after business hours. Carroll County Chapter used the phones in the College administration building, Elderdice Hall.

Janet Wagner Taylor, '53, decided the phone call idea was a lot of fun. Behind her are June Beck Rhoads, '52, and W. Kelley Rice, Jr., '49.

A two-man team worked one phone in Elderdice Hall—Mary Lee Younger Schmall, '55, and Nancy McWilliams Griesmyer, '55, were part of the Carroll County team.

Taking it all very seriously Mike Rentko, '53, took time from coaching to help with the Phonathon.

And, Ernie makes a point. Obviously Ernie Burch, '50, convinced the alumnus on the other end of the line in this call.
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COVER STORY

A chart seemed the best way to illustrate for alumni the growth of the Annual Alumni Fund during the past ten years. The chart on the cover indicates a steady, healthy rate of progress. It was prepared by Philip E. Uhrig, Alumni Secretary. Among those responsible for this growth is 1963 Alumni Fund chairman, John F. Silber, Jr., '50, who is pictured above. John was on hand for the Phonathon to try his hand at calling alumni.
SUPPLEMENTARY INCOME DISCUSSED

by Lowell S. Ensor

In view of the fact that this issue of the MAGAZINE includes reports on some of the gifts the College has received from various sources this year, the Editor suggested that my column might appropriately discuss the total picture of supplementary income for the current operations of the College—the need for such income and where it comes from. The need for supplementary current funds arises from the fact that even the student who pays the full tuition charge ($1,000.00 in 1964-65) is paying only about 2/3 of what it actually costs the College to provide his education. This same situation is true of all nontax-supported colleges, although the fraction will vary somewhat from institution to institution. This additional 1/3 must be made up from other sources, as follows:

1. Endowment Income
Western Maryland’s Endowment Fund has a book value of almost $2,500,000.00 and a market value of approximately $2,800,000.00. It produced last year an income of about $92,000.00.

2. The Methodist Church
Within the last few years the church has taken more seriously the matter of financial support for the colleges related to it. Western Maryland’s appropriation has been increasing each year until 1962-63 it received from the Baltimore Conference $40,000.00 for current operations. In 1963-64 we anticipate $50,000.00 from the Baltimore Conference, and for the first time, $5,000.00 from the Peninsula Conference. This, of course, is in addition to the $350,000.00 the Baltimore Conference is contributing toward the new Library during the 1960-64 quadrennium.

3. The Alumni Fund
As will be seen in the more detailed report elsewhere in the MAGAZINE, the Alumni have made a new record in their annual giving. The 1962-63 total of $38,106.19 is almost equivalent to 4% income on a million dollar endowment.

4. Business and Industry
The larger part of our support from Business and Industry comes through the Association of Independent Colleges in Maryland—the organization of seven Maryland private colleges that together approach the major corporations operating in the State. Through the association we received approximately $20,800.00 and from other corporations contributing directly to Western Maryland, another $5,000.00. This support is received on the theory that independent corporations have a lot at stake in the maintenance of strong, nontax-supported educational institutions.

5. Western Maryland Associates
This is a relatively new program that has been started in an attempt to enlist the regular support of nonalumni who are interested in the College, and are willing to contribute $100.00 or more annually. Last year we received about $4,000.00 from this source.

6. Other
Miscellaneous contributions, of course, are received that do not come under any of the above headings. Very often they are prompted by some special cause or directed toward some particular purpose. This amounts to several thousand dollars.

By adding the above sources we reached last year the significant total of more than $205,000.00. Without this generosity the College could never have concluded its operations in the black and I would like to take this opportunity to express sincere appreciation, both officially and personally, to the Alumni, the Baltimore Conference of the Methodist Church, the business corporations and the many individual friends of the College whose interest and support have made this record of supplementary income possible.
The Alumni Fund Report

by Philip E. Uhrig

The 1963 Alumni Fund has been the most successful effort the Western Maryland annual giving program has enjoyed since its inception in the late forties. At this writing, which predates by about a month publication of the report, alumni of Western Maryland have contributed almost $40,000.00. This sum was set by the Alumni Fund Committee. Not a figure chosen at random, it represents the amount the College put into increased faculty salaries this year, excluding those of new faculty members. The Alumni Fund was planned to meet that figure. And, probably by the time this issue reaches you the $2,000.00 which is lacking now will have been received. There is a great deal of satisfaction in knowing that many former donors found the challenge stimulating enough to raise sights over former years. For example, 544 Western Marylanders responded, ten percent more alumni contributed more but also many former donors found the challenge so, that will be a first.

To date (August 19) 1,949 alumni contributed $38,106.19. More alumni than ever before contributed this year.

There is a great deal of satisfaction in recording results of the 1963 Fund. Not only more alumni contributed more but also many former donors found the challenge stimulating enough to raise sights over former years. For example, 544 Western Marylanders increased their 1963 contribution. This alone brought nearly $7,000.00 to the Fund. Those who contributed between $25.00 and $99.00 totaled 9; these, 144 were new. There were 73 who contributed $100.00 or more. In addition 165 alumni contributed for the first time. Only 25 per cent of those who came from last year's graduating class. Alumni spread throughout every class contributes, and met individual class goals is another healthy sign for the future of the Fund.

The number of classes which accepted and met individual class goals is another indication of progress. Twenty-six classes surpassed goals set by the Alumni Fund Committee. Fourteen of these met the contributor goals set for them. The fact that we fell short of the goal, 2,500 alumni contributors, does not minimize the effort of the more than nineteen hundred who helped make the 1963 Fund a success, but it does point up the potential. Thirty-five per cent of our graduates and former students responded, averaging almost twenty dollars per contribution. This is well above the national average which in the past year leveled at 21 per cent.

A little later in the report groups of front runners in several categories are listed as well as the record of individual classes.

(Continued on Page 6)
The most alarming aspect of the Annual Alumni Fund is a problem we have faced for several years and for which no solution has been discovered. This is referred to as the Lybunt Problem. It is common to annual giving programs in colleges and universities throughout the nation, but we are not happy to keep company with those who share it with us. Lybunt is a term coined to describe those alumni whose continuity of giving is inconsistent, Lybunt—last year but not this. Of course, there are a good many reasons why people cannot continue to contribute with giving programs in colleges and universities has been discovered. This is referred to for several years and for which no solution to keep company with those who share Alumni Fund is a problem but not in 1963) had given exactly the same
consistent, Lybunt-dast year but not this through the nation, but we are not happy with our dollar goal by $7,000.00. The hope is this group that the greatest growth potential lies. True, we did realize the greatest number of contributors this year than ever before, and many raised sights. But, if the Lybunts (those who contributed in 1962
and effort to make it a success. Directed by Alumni Fund Chairman John F. Silber, ’50, and the Alumni Fund Committee, the organization was in able hands. We are indebted to them and thank them for a fine performance of duty.
Before moving on to the record of individual classes, we would like to cite the work of a group of alumni in the Baltimore and Carroll County Alumni Chapters. In an effort to stimulate alumni interest in the Alumni Fund and to make it a more personal contact, forty-one alumni in these two chapter areas devoted six nights to making over 800 local phone calls to alumni. This was called a Phonathon, another first for Western Maryland.
Top five classes in number of contributors:
The Class of 1913 __. Contributor goal
The Class of 1917 __ Dollar and Contributor goal
The Class of 1919 __ Dollar goal
The Class of 1920 __ Contributor goal
The Class of 1921 __ Dollar goal
The Class of 1922 __ Dollar goal
The Class of 1923 __ Dollar goal
The Class of 1924 __ Dollar goal
The Class of 1925 __ Dollar goal
The Class of 1926 __ Dollar goal
The Class of 1927 __ Dollar goal
The Class of 1928 __ Dollar goal
The Class of 1929 __ Dollar goal
The Class of 1930 __ Dollar goal
The Class of 1931 __ Dollar goal
The Class of 1932 __ Dollar goal
The Class of 1933 __ Dollar goal
The Class of 1934 __ Dollar goal
The Class of 1935 __ Dollar goal
The Class of 1936 __ Dollar goal
The Class of 1937 __ Dollar goal
The Class of 1938 __ Dollar goal
The Class of 1939 __ Contributor goal
The Class of 1940 __ Dollar goal
The Class of 1941 __ Contributor goal
The Class of 1942 __ Contributor goal
The Class of 1943 __ Contributor goal
The Class of 1944 __ Contributor goal
The Class of 1945 __ Contributor goal
The Class of 1946 __ Contributor goal
The Class of 1947 __ Contributor goal
The Class of 1948 __ Contributor goal
The Class of 1949 __ Contributor goal
The Class of 1950 __ Dollar and Contributor goal
The Class of 1951 __ Contributor goal
The Class of 1952 __ Contributor goal
The Class of 1953 __ Dollar and Contributor goal
The Class of 1954 __ Dollar goal
The Class of 1955 __ Dollar goal
The Class of 1956 __ Dollar goal
The Class of 1957 __ Dollar goal
The Class of 1958 __ Dollar goal
The Class of 1959 __ Dollar goal

Contributors to the Fund
(Note: asterisk denotes deceased alumni.)
1855 John H. Cunningham
1893—$15.00 Elizabeth Anderson Bevard Virginia Reese Reese
1895 Lelia Reifer Kibbough
1896—$17.00 Sarah Myer Bennett Nellie Porter Brown
Ida May Dodd
1898—$35.00 Boby F. Day
Miriam Baynes Matthews
1899—$10.00 John B. T. Merrick
James H. Shughn
1900—$115.00 David Marine
Evelyn J. Rinker
Grace Gonsch Wheeler
1901—$234.44 J. Thomas Anderson
Carrie Gladhill Bayne
In memory of Edwin A. Cobey
Bessee Armacost Cover
Edna Atkins Elderdice
Irene Woodward Fogle
Virginia Weigand Focks
Minnie Pickett Harrell
T. K. Harrison
In memory of William B. Jones
Elva Bennett Koller
Cora Schaeffer Massey
In memory of Claybourne Phillips
Covington May Porter
James E. Sheeove, Jr.
Norma Watts Watts
Class Gift
1902—$110.00 Mary K. Blandford
Clara Morgan Straughn
Marietta Veasey Zog
1903 Ethel Trout Siemon
1904—$122.50 Charles M. Elderdice
Benjamin E. Fleagie
Eugenia C. Geiman
Carrie Gardiner Gott
Emma B. Stewart
Paul C. Whipp
1906—$270.00 George E. Bevans
Anna S. Blandford
William A. Sheppard
C. Alfred Shroeve
Ferry B. Slocomb
Mary Rebecca Thayer
C. Milton Wright
1907—$2,655.00 Hattie S. Bell
Daisy Clinton
Samuel E. Coe
Carrie Bailey Early
Carrie Schweigart Hull
E. Margaret Mills
Lewis E. Purdum
E. McGuire Reaves
William N. Sellman
Susanna Sparks Taylor
Carrie H. Thomas
1908—$1,523.50 Walter E. Short, Chairman
Bubb K. Ahern
Mary Porter Carter
Emma Norris Eldridge
Grace Young Farr
Rose E. Galbreath
Lillian Coughlin Hellen
H. Ward Lewis
Ellen Bowling MacMillen
Fannie Hill Merrick
Marjorie Vickers Morrow
Edith Nicodemus
Gertie Young Roberts
John R. Rodney
Elzie M. Saulsbury
Katherine Griffith Shedd
Walter E. Short
Nora A. Stoll
G. Frank Thomas
Roele Harris Watson
Charlotte Benhoff Wheatley
Barbara Rose Williams

1900—$325.00
Harry C. Byrd
Robert W. Coo
Margaret Kirk Fallin
Ober H. Herr
Virgie Williams Jefferson
L. Archie Jett
Roma Fliegel Kennedy
William H. Mikesh
Ethel A. Parsons
Nona Parks Whiteford
In memory of William A. Gibson

1910—$708.00
Chauncey C. Day
Georgia English
Robert J. Gill
Alice Miller Mather
Irene Kimler Miller
Francis P. Phelps

1912—$231.00
Mercedes Bowman Allen
Mariama Albaugh Billingslea
Ellen Jackson Coo
Grace Steele Dowd
Helen English Englar
Kent R. Greeno
Ruth Shoemaker Havens
Isabel Roop Hembrook
Lula Woodin Johnson
John W. Wright

1912—$310.00
Charles D. Litthicum—Chairman
Walp R. Devilles
Helen Kingrane Dub
Katherine Le F. Frizzell
Mildred J. Haddaway
Ada Hurlock Hitch
Charles D. Lithium
Alfred P. Litchfield
Eva Williams Pitcock
John R. Rafford, Jr.
Minnie M. Ward
Severa V. Whitman
In memory of Grace Wells Price

1914—$191.28
Howard F. Doub—Chairman
Harry S. Beall, Sr.
Franklin Bowers
L. Vernon Brumbaugh
William D. Cocio
Howard P. Doub
Pearl W. Fishel
Irene Gillespie
Myrtle Holloway Hardin
Martin Thames Hoken
Wilmer O. Lankford
Evelyn Walter Lankford
Florence H. Mac
Isabel Miller Morris
Marguerite Shank
Howell K. Smith
John E. Paschall
Elsie Cline Stokes
Homer L. Twigg
Hennett Roop Twigg

1914—$506.50
Samuel F. M. Atkins
Clyde L. Baugh
Beth Sidwell Jones
Mildred Barringer Pope
Carl L. Scheufer
Thomas C. Speake
Charles W. Wainwright
Lavinia Roop Wenger

1915—$485.00
Paul R. Hill—Chairman
Margaret Galley Bosworth
M. Esther Bragg
Kate Howard Cisler
Margaret Tall D'utter
Georgia Williams Fooks

Lettie Dow Cough
Rachel Jester Hilbey
Paul R. Holts
Albert Haden Safford
Sara Bennett Stanton

1916—$1,243.00
Elise Dyson Archbold
Clarkson R. Banes
Henry L. Darner
J. Isaac Green
Nathaniel M. Harrison, Jr.
George F. Kindley
Guy E. Lester
Irene Pitlosch Merritt
Paul S. Parthe
Leeds C. Radford
John W. Townsend
Virginia Rose Williams

1917—$150.00
Charles E. G. Moylan—Chairman
Amie Lee Allsmit
In memory of Melville Beck
*F. Murray Benson
Wakeman S. Bevard
Emily Dryden Boulden
James W. Engle
Marion Smith Engle
Caroline Beverd Gettings
Charles E. Moylan

1918—$704.00
Frederick H. Holloway—Chairman
McDonald Herr
Fred G. Holloway
Sophie Kirwan Jones
Joshua W. Miller, Jr.
Louise Tipton Muller
Rose Lankford Shivers
Sarah E. Smith
Martha O. Vincent
Paul F. Warner

1919—$213.00
William A. Albaugh
Lafayette Banes
Frank Smith Benson
Geneva Mitchell Dabholi
Esther Bill Jackson
Marjorie Gibbens Miles
Richard H. Boop
Samuel B. Schedler
Emily Richmond Schwaner
Nellie Adams Sullivan
In memory of Isabel Clark Manlove

1920—$640.00
Blanche Taylor Rogers—Chairman
Dorothy Fishel Barnett
Robert D. Coo
Helen Nock Darshon
Dorothy Mc-Hargh Eshman
Hazel E. Owing
Blanche Taylor Rogers
Milton N. Somer
Rachel Price Tamblyn
John A. Traut
W. Byers Under
Dorothy I. Veasey
Mayfield Walker
Fannie Schuster Wilson
In memory of Hubert F. Burdette

1921—$295.05
Fred W. Paschall—Chairman
Franklin B. Bailey
Vivian English Barnes
John M. Clayton, Jr.
Willard M. Copenhaver
Pauline Keefer Cromwell
Miriam Bryan Haddaway
O. B. Langerral
Isabel Moore Langral
Fred W. Paschall

1922—$756.00
Madeleine W. Geiman—Chairman
Hilda Long Addink
Amy Bennett Black
Mildred Taylor Colonna
Ethel Maeder Cooper
Gwendolyn McWilliams Dunn
Priscilla Famous
Margaret Rankin Farrar
Madeleine W. Geiman
M. Olivia Green
Edwin B. Helwig
David Hittenstein
D. Carlyle MacLa
Rose Walsh Maston
George A. Mevls, Jr.
Helen Roop Rinehart
Hugh B. Spier
Myrtle Lankford Todd

Hugh W. Ward
Mabel Ward Williams

1923—$1,435.00
Harrison M. Baldwin
Caroline Foutz Bensen
Edwin H. Collins
Stockton E. Day
Mae Rowe Gett
Earle T. Hawkins
Martha E. C. Manahan
Charlotte Gough Marbury
Jesse W. Moffett
Charles H. Reed
Russell W. Sapp
Louise Owens Sapp
Naomi Roys Will
F. Anna Wilson

1924—$862.00
Elzie Hoafa Bankert
Evelyn Byrd Barrow
Lillian Hollins Bender
Florence Simpson Calhoun
Weaver R. Clavert
Clarence L. Dawson
Elvira B. Dight
F. Paul Harris
Margaret Garner Hearn
Earnest P. King
Leonard D. Kinsey
Lyman L. Long
Raymond F. S. Mathews
Clifford H. Richmond
Mary Baker Scarborough
Nellie Parrs Schimpf
In memory of C. Gardner Warner

1924—$1,959.00
Charles E. Bush—Chairman
Lena Martin Ballard
Alva H. Bender
Charles E. Bush
Ellison R. Clayton
Mabel Smith Corson
J. Earl Cummings
Albert A. Darby
D. Willbur Devilbiss
C. Vivian Eastlone
Leila Hite Fraser
Eulah Johnson Giles
Elma Lanham Hatch
Helen Stone Holt
Paul E. Kehoe
John N. Link
Emily Allman Looes
Virginia Bell Loco
Gertrude Jones Mackoy
John D. Mackoy
Benjamin W. Price
Elizabeth Bever Rebke
J. Thomas Ritchie
Anna Reinecke Robertson
Thomas D. Shamman
Miriam Strange
David H. Taylor

1928—$1,764.50
William A. Weech—Chairman
Agents: Joseph F. Bons, William P. Grate, Jr., Louise Whaley Howard, Charles A. Stuart, Caroline Want Taylor
Llewellyn Ashburn
Serena Dryden Ashburn
Joseph P. Bons
Margaret A. Bowers
Maxwell E. Bubert
Miriam Dryden Carpenter
Lottridge Taylor Comman
Ira M. Dinkle
Elizabeth Somerville Dinkle
William P. Grate, Jr.
Rose Conway Green
Dorothe Robinson Greer
Llewellyn Otto Hanna
G. Alfred Helwig
Louise Whaley Howard
Arthur R. Hall
Irma G. Lawyer
Kathrine Foutz Lawyer
Elizabeth B. Lein
W. Marion Michael
Louise Foutz Monroe
Marion S. Moore
Chauncey C. Kuttal
William H. Price
Gerald E. Richter
Marjorie McWilliams Richter
Ruth Jones Shipley
C. Addison Stewart
Richard G. C. Stone
Caroline Want Taylor
W. Ballard Ward
Robert H. Wangly
William A. Weech

Virginia Bell Looes
Gertrude Jones Mackoy
John D. Mackoy
Benjamin W. Price
Elizabeth Bever Rebke
J. Thomas Ritchie
Anna Reinecke Robertson
Thomas D. Shamman
Miriam Strange
David H. Taylor
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1931–$1,125.00
James R. Mann—Chairman
Agents: R. Christine Hogan, Harry L. Lawrence, Joseph C. Neusommer, Ralph M. Reed
Eleanor C. Babylon
Catherine Lynch Bass
Paul L. Bates
Edwin E. Brown
Martha Faye-Ce Conrad
J. Wesley Day
James K. Day
Hannah R. Hecht
R. Christian Hogan
Anna Cleough Howard
Harry L. Lawrence
Vivian Riggin Long
W. Kenneth Lyons
George E. McGowan
Evelyn Ollison Mackenzie
James R. Mann
Catherine Hobby Neale
B. Max Ranse
Thelma E. Reid
Catherine Leidy Richardson
Ruth Roop Rinehart
Heineman Stockhouse
Mildred Raun Storm
Donald E. Woolley
1932–$461.00
A. Louise Schorer—Chairman
Agents: Roger H. Cissel, May Miller Gross, Ella Weir Queen, Margaret Myers Tucker, Joseph T. Segelev
Howard M. Amoss
Roger H. Cissel
A. Beatrice Crowther
J. Harrison Dixon
Elinor H. Ehough
Charles B. Etzler
May Miller Gross
Eugene E. Lamb
Muriel Bishop Livington
Mary Orr Herring Manspeaker
Maxine B. Murphy
Ludwig M. Fencura
Ella Weir Queen
Thelma Snader Replogle
Robert L. Rodgers
A. Louise Schaeffer
Joseph T. Snyder
Virginia M. Stoner
Stuart D. P. Sunday
Marie A. Tarnoff
Margaret Myers Tucker
Katherine Leidy Unger
Evelyn Kauffman Wall
Neil O. Woolley
1933–$1,006.50
Margaret Ehrh Mann—Chairman
Agents: Loyal L. Elderslie, Susannah Cockey Kiefer, Theodore E. Landis, Dorothy Billingslea Linsey, David Trudell
William E. Prince—Chairman
Agents: lilac B. Jones, Emily Dashiel Leckey, Thelma Chell McNeirn, Donald H. Tschudy, Mary Benson Wallburn, Mary Brown Bryson
Walter S. Albright, Jr.
Mary Lewis Bailey
Maurice Willis Ellis
John R. Blissman
I. Carlton Brinfield
Dennis J. Brown
Bradly O. Bryson
Mary Brown Bryson
Mona Crossman
Doris Bert Eiler
Jeanne W. Goger
Louise Orem Hart
Charles J. Hymler
Louis N. Kaplan
Emily Dashiel Leckey
Webster L. Lucas
F. Kaye Sebestyen
Charles V. Moore
Harry T. Murphy
Eugene W. Smith
William E. Prince
Mary Brown Bryson
Maudine Barnes Stegman
Mansell D. Stevens
Dorothy A. Thompson
Donald H. Tschudy
Mary Benson Wallburn
Clifton W. Warner
Jane Twigg Willis
Preston G. Wyman
Francis Glynn Wyand
1936–$562.00
Donald H. Prince—Chairman
Agents: Martha Miller Alken, Annabelle Eby Cummings, John K. Elserod, Zaida McKenzie McDaniel, Margaret Lanadale Fue, Elizabeth Wolford
Romine, Doris Smiles Stonebreaker, S. Harold White
Martha Miller Alken
Anna M. Baker
Edward L. Beauchamp
Martha W. Washburn Bertolf
William W. Bratton
Louise Biree Broadwater
E. Robert Broocks
Josephine Dawson Clark
Joshua H. Cockey
Sarah Burtrst Conner
S. Edward Corbin
Elizabeth Irwin Crone
Annabelle Eby Cummings
Allen F. Dudley
John K. Elserod
Thomas E. Fowl
Ruth A. Falkenstein
Sterling F. Fowlie
Elizabeth P. Hagen
Helena E. Hartley
Henry R. Himler
Heidelene Hoffman
Jean Baer Hovey
Muriel Waltz Kabler
Zaida Williams McDonald
Allie Boyce McGrath
John W. Maupower
George C. Miller
Cora Virginia Perry
Virginia Roberts Peters
Donald H. Prince
Margarite Saunders Pue
Charles E. Read
Marguerite Ringer Richards
Maurice W. Roberts
Rosalie Silverstein Sauber
Marguerite Scuda
Ethel Gorsuch Schneider
Paul B. Shipley
Raymond T. Shively
Marvel Jackson Simpson
Verne R. Simons
Doris Smedes Stonebraker
S. Harrod White
Elinor Tollerwen Wilke

In memory of Helen Jacobson Kamens

1937—$340.50
Ethel King—Chairman
Agents: Margaret Young Happe, Edith Hanson Himler, Parvis Robinson Lesh, Walter L. Taylor, J., Berarda Harrison Zimmerman
Paul S. Brengle
Isabelle McMullin Drugsang
Mellba Meader Fair
Margaret Young Happel
Edith Hanson Himler
Robert A. Kiefer
Jane Murphy Lednum
Parvis Robinson Lesh
Sophia Melchior Libman
Robert F. McKenzie
Mary Louise Rockwell Mason
Mary Emily Matthews
Robert K. Myers, Jr.
Thomas W. Peery
Nancy T. Quillen
Ethel Cooper Read
Ethel Lauterbach Sellarman
Margaret Burna Sellman
Virginia Hancro Shipey
Rebecca Grover Smith
Julia Winfield Walker
Annie Sanbury Warman
Sun Smith Wingate
Elaine Fennell Wood
Paul F. Woolen
Mary V. Worman

1938—$463.00
Ethel Chipman Payne—Chairman
Agents: Anne A. Chew, Robert A. Elderdice, Alice Schmidt Kehr, Mildred A. Wheatley, Charlotte Coppinger Young
Claude M. Adams
Sarah J. Atkins
Helen T. Armstrong
Janet MacVesey Baker
*Ethelberta Cossell Balderson
Sherwood H. Balderson
Martha Wimer Benton
Dorothy Nordwall Brinicle
Elizabeth Ehr Budel
Elizabeth Lintz Burkhardt
Alle Mary Butts
Anne A. Chew
Marlowe M. Cline
Charlotte H. Cook
Marie Park Cook
Mary Cooper Croft
Dorothos Frichard Dawson
Carolyn Smith Dudley
Charles B. Ehhardt
Robert A. Elderdice
John R. Elliott, Jr.
Jane Long Fulk
Alfred Golden Fuld
Clayton N. Gompf
Arline Appich Korn
Alice Johnson Schneider Larson
John L. Wavin
James A. Lesh
Temple Morris Madjeski
William F. Malone
Dally Lister Moore
Doris O'Donnell Myers
Louise Nikola Oehmkej
Ethel Chipman Payne
Henry B. Reekord
Frank E. Sadowski
Louise Shaffer Scharf

Wesley S. Simmons
Anne Brinsfield Simmons
Leonard K. Simpson
William A. Skem
Eleanor Taylor Smith
Charles G. S. Spang
E. Pershing Volkart
Ellen Hathorne Walker
Ann Kempsey Walls
Bridget A. Wheatley
Malcolm F. Wright
Charlotte Coppinger Young

1939—$333.50
Virginia Karow Fowble—Chairman
Agents: J. Shepherd Boues, Jr., Elizabeth Crisp Reecher, Catherine Rudolph Reedy, Carolyn Pickett Ridgely, Lawrence E. Brow, Charles L. Wallace
Bridget A. Wheatley
Malcolm F. Wright
Charlotte Coppinger Young

1940—$476.50
L. Scott Brooks—Chairman
Agents: Clarence E. Beard, Elizabeth Craig Beck, Regina J. Fitzgerald, Catherine Jockey Reckord, James L. Shrever

1941—$707.50
Elizabeth Brown Stropp—Chairman

1942—$475.50
Clara Arthur Huffington—Chairman

Margaret Reynolds Adolph
Richard J. Baker
Jean Lamoreau Baker
F. Eugene Bell
Melbourne P. Binns
Robert E. Bricker
Emily Linton Carnocho
Elizabeth Schaeffer Cissel
Barbara Zimmerman Cressman
Earl Clement Darsch
Doris L. Davenport
A. Jerome Dienoer
Bayne R. Dudell
Zacharch C. Eluah
James Yeouchch Elsheln
Elmer E. Evans
Doris Garrett Feaster
Margaret Flegle Friesel
Don E. Griffin
Lucia Barnes Hall
Mary V. Hoffman
Mary Long Horner
Clara Arthur Huffington
Lee M. Kindler
Mary Tyron Koethe
Dorothy Schwartz Leftwich
June E. Leibrig
George B. Marshall, Jr.
Carolyn Shidler Rentner
Dorothy Attix Meyer
Henry S. Miller
Elise Wright Morris
Charlotte Hauver Mullendore
Paul R. Myer
Mabel Greenwood Myers
Grace Kelbaugh Pryor
Mary Crosswhite Ringwald
Katherine Wheatley Roomer
Roger L. Saltzgaver
Robert E. Shockley
Edward B. Thomas
Louise Young Thomas
Miriam Shroyer Wallace
Edna Trieter Walters
Anna Robey Weis
Barbara White Wills
Patricia White Wrotten
Shelia M. Young
1943—1946.50
Mary Jackson Hall—Chairman
Agents: Joshua D. Enor, Lee D. Lodge, Shirley Bradley McAlpin, Mary Sohly Parks, Earl J. Schubert, C. Freiser Scott, Benjamin Smith, Judith Horsley Collin
D. Robert Beigun
Francis J. Blair
Mary Steele Cameron
Judith Horsley Collin
Margorie Rue Cropper
Virginia Black DeLong
Alice Rehur Downey
Joshua D. Enor
Mary Hawkins Galbreath
Martin K. Gorton
Phyllis Cade Gruber
Elizabeth Elsbeth Gurney
Mary Jackson Hall
Martin W. Hodgson Heneman
Milton J. Huber
Albert W. J. Jones
Dorris Jones Kindler
Elaine Barnes Lawrence
Dorothy Sarah Lebar
Warren A. Ledford
Dorothy Cox Liebho
Yvonne Earle Link
Doni Lane Linton
Lee D. Loomis
Pearl Bodmer Lodge
Sally Cole McCammon
Shirley Bradley McAlpin
Clarence E. McWilliams
Robert J. M. McShane
Frances Ogden Moore
Murleen May Nelson
Mary Schuh Parks
Verna Cronin Preston
John C. Rawlins
Joseph Y. Rowe
Anne Watkins Sanders
C. Fassler Scott
Matthilde Grow Sheffiel
Maudie Wilson Shirley
Virginia Eagle Shockey
G. Benjamin Smith
Frank P. Sørensen
Eleanor Healy Taylor
Jean Bentley Thompson
Margaret McVeik
George M. Weber
Lester K. Welch
Willis D. Witter, Jr.
John F. Yost
1944—1946.50
Betty Cowperwait Adams
Veefer Llenes Agnol
E. Josephine Bradford
Mary Shuckhart Bricker
John G. Butter
Virginia Scharf Campbell
Margaret Smith Cassell
Andrew B. Chl
Olive A. Cook
Margaret L. Daughton
Joseph G. Geary
Paul W. Henry
Anne Covington Kidd
Anne Meek Klingman
John P. McAllaghy, Jr.
Jean Eckhardt McWilliams
Bertha Hall Maloney
Adie Maburger
Doris Himler Markley
Anne Moore Miller
Grace Dryden Venable
Evelyn Royer Zumbro
1945—1949.50
Catherine Waring Barnes
Cecelia Buckner Bouna
Marian Elizabeth Brown
Harry F. Buckingham, Jr.
William Bell Butter
Janet Baugh Cowington
Carroll A. Doggett, Jr.
Katherine Kaiser Frattum
Anna Avers Hatchings
Charlotte Wilkins Hausler
Ruth Miles Huber
Ann Leete Hudson
H. Walter Lokman
Evelyn W. Mott
Madeline E. Myers
Sara Niece
Helen Fechter Pullon
Mary Spaulding Pfefferkon
May Honeimann Presto
Jean Andrews Richards
Jane Miller Robinson
Donna DeVall Sellman
Wesley Sheffield
William E. Smith
Anne Winters Tait
Gale Lodge Thistle
Deloria Hartke Thomas
Ruth Hauflman Thomas
Mary Oher Todd
Hope Steward Ward
Margaret Carter Welkos
1946—1948.50
Frances Wahnmann Zaff—Chairman
Agents: Doris Kemp Boone, Theodore Jones Collini,
son, Sarah Moffett Dayer, Alice Miller Garrett,
Elena Piell Manneburger, Carolyn Wilson Willson
Eleanor Englar Baker
Margaret Elkins Bartholomew Moleworth Bartlett
Edith Haller Beglin
Doris Kemp Boone
M. Jane Burton
Theodore Jones Collison
Sarah Moffett Dayer
Betty Baker Englar
Margaret Phillips Evans
Helen Ridgley Galilher
Clare Miller Garrett
Shirley E. Gaver
Audrey Donaldson Geary
Emma Young Gehl
Jane Dudderar Gersh
Ruth Shackstaff Greer
William J. Holloway
Mary E. Kemp
Catherine Selmanmann Kidder
Patricia Barrett Klove
Vernelle Davis Long
Ellen Piehl Manneburger
Jean Andrews Markowitz
Shirley Noll Mickle
Henrietta Jones Moore
Barbara Brower Mueller
Irene VanVossen Myers
Loey Stinner Natcher
Edward A. Newell
Barbara Randall Pease
Lucyene Hamburger Hefferkorn
Wilbur D. Preston
Marjorie Little Spangler
Dorothy Rolles Swanson
Agnes Carnebach Wallace
Margaret Lloyd West
Catherine Callahan West
Margaret L. Williams
Carolyn Wilson Willson
Frances Wahnmann Zaff
1947—1949.50
Charles H. Hall—Chairman
Agents: Nan Austin Doggett, Marion Stoffregen Fox, Jeanette Millhollan Hogston, Lee Beglin Scott
Eugene R. Adams
Emajane Halin Baker
Louise Brown Barnes
Ralph G. Barratt
Blaise G. Broadwater
Evelyn Clark Burdette
Kenneth E. Burdette
Charles H. Butler
Jean Murray Clarke
Allison Comley
Nan Austin Doggett
Anne Little Dole
Agnes Lindsley Durhorup
Simon E. Ehrlich
Marion Stoffregen Fox
Ann E. Fullerton
Sharoll sne Snyder Garver
Robert Grumichine
William P. Hall
Mary White Hennings
Frank E. Jauston
Mary Miller Lecichter
Donald C. Le CAL
June Gelhaus Lichtenberg
William Pennington
F. Bailey Phelps
Fooda Boyd Randall
Alack A. Apick
Lee Beglin Scott
Harry A. Seipp
A. Jean Shanaman
Margery Zink Shriver
L. Robert Snyder
Donald M. Sullivan
Thelma Evon Taylor, Jr.
Janice Divers Twitchell
Kenneth W. Wilson
George W. Wilson
Nelson J. Wolsheimer
1948—1950.00
Robert Y. Dadel—Chairman
Agents: C. Donald Brohman, Leroy G. Carter, Jr.,
Mary O'Kelly Child, Jeanne Patterson Enor, Mary Todd Fazekas, William J. Haubn
Dorothy Scott Atkinson
Rudney E. Austin
Dorothy Jacobson Austin
Betty June Stonecipher Beaver
J. Catharine Bishby
Clarabelle L. Blyne
C. Donald Brohman
Mary D. Brown
Ruth Anderson Burgess
George L. Carr
Dorothy Cathell Cartens
Mary O'Kelly Child
John H. Clarks, Jr.
Sarah Gordy Clarke
W. Edward Cushen
Helen Lingenfelter Cushen
James C. Doherby
Robert Y. Dubiel
James R. Dudley
Fred P. Eckhardt
Camphila Marshall Engh
Jeanne Patterson Enor
Mary Todd Fazekas
William A. Finch
Welden Wynn Goudry
Jocqueline Kingly Griffiths
Fern Ray Grumichine
Martha Witter Hawkins
William L. Hawkins, Jr.
Phyllis Henneman Honner
Dorothy Sardini Hutton
Patricia Chatterton Knopp
Stanley B. R. Kolakowski
Edgar L. Landauer
Hope Kellam Landauer
Anna Marie Lawson
Sarah Smith Leifer
Elizabeth Armstrong Maas
Athea Birkholz Mankner
Mary Corbett Mason
Betty Little Money
Christine Boyer
Lois Kelbaugh Sagon
Philip E. Schaefer
Russell A. Selman
A. Mildred Shipley
Phyllis Boscock Smith
Madeline Buhman Smith
Jeffrey B. Smith
James D. Smith
Charlotte Hallo Smyth
Mary L. Sparks
Mary Woodfield Terehishki
Robert W. Winge
Virginia Dodd Wells
Louise Scott Wicklund
Lyle Johnson Wiser
Philip G. Wrotten
Elaine Shipton Woren
Nancy Hasker Zabel
1949—1956.50
Richard H. Brown—Chairman
Agents: Hugh Burgess, Henry J. Muller, W. Kellen
Rice, Jr., John T. Spicknall, Jr., Frank W. Stephen-
son, Jr., Norman Stern, Simon Tullis, G. Fletcher
Ward, Jr., Douglas Weaver
Stanley L. Abrams
Iris E. Amos
W. Thomas Barnes
William H. Bayliff
Margaret W. Bibin
John D. Blades
Doris Vansant Blades
Doris L. Boller
Richard H. Brown
Richard C. Bucher
Jeanne Brown Bucher
Hugh Burgess
Lionel Burgess, Jr.
William H. Carroll, Jr.
James W. Carr
Phyllis Weaver Dahl
Audrey L. Dixon
Helen Miles Dubiel
Donald O. Egner
Marshall G. Ehrlich
Doris Ritter Ensimminger
Eugene Feldman
Ezra Glubb Philin

WESLEYAN ALUMNI PROGRAM

American Home Products Company, New York, New York
Corn Products Company, New York, New York
Esso Education Foundation, New York, New York
Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Michigan
Hercaus Powder Company, Washington, Delaware
International Business Machines Corporation, New York, New York
Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
The Merck Company Foundation, Rahway, New Jersey
Pennell Chemicals Corporation, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Smith Kline and French Foundation, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Bussiness and Industry

The following members of the business community made their investment directly to Western Maryland College:

- American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C.
- Baker, Watts and Company, Baltimore
- Cambridge Bank and Trust Company, Inc., Baltimore
- Esso Education Foundation, New York, New York
- The Jacob and Annita Frande Foundation, Inc., Baltimore
- Gulf Oil Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
- S. H. Harvard Co., Inc., Hyattsville
- Charles H. Hood Dairy Foundation, Boston, Massachusetts
- Household Finance Corporation, Chicago, Illinois
- Maryland State Teachers Association, Baltimore
- Merchandise-Safe Deposit and Trust Company, Baltimore
- George A. and Mary E. Ourslr Foundation, Inc., Baltimore
- Real Estate Board of Greater Baltimore, Baltimore
- Sauerwein, Benson and Boyd, Baltimore
- Western Maryland Coca-Cola Bottling Company, Westminster
- The Women's Society of Christian Service, Star Methodist Church, Baltimore

WESTERN MARYLAND COLLEGE ASSOCIATES

Samuel T. Abrams, Baltimore
Herbert V. Andrews, Westminster
Charles H. Armact, Westminster
Cora T. Baggs, Westminster
William M. Baggs, Westminster
Scott S. Bair, Westminster
John A. Bankert, Westminster
Louis J. Berman, Baltimore
Graville E. Bills, New Windsor
Augustus K. Bowles, III, Bethesda
Daniel J. Bryan, Baltimore
John B. Byers, Westminster
Robert S. Cpas, Baltimore
Carroll L. Crawford, Westminster
N. J. Davidson, Baltimore
W. Allen Deckert, Baltimore
Charles W. Feldman, Baltimore
Thomas W. Ford, Sr., Baltimore
Elmer E. Frock, Westminster
Ralph G. Hoffman, Westminster
Russ B. Hocker, New York, New York
Samuel J. Jenness, Westminster
Melvin D. Kappelman, Baltimore
Howard L. Knight, Westminster
Alexander I. Kemp, Baltimore
Frank H. Libman, Westminster
Richard Lovelace, Westminster
William A. Milby, Randallstown
John E. Myers, Jr., Westminster
William H. Myers, Westminster
J. Frank Pusey, Delmar, Delaware
Edward G. Ring, Baltimore
Norre D. Ring, Falls Church, Virginia
Philip S. Royer, Westminster
Frederick N. Ruston, Baltimore
Robert A. Scott, Westminster
Donald B. Sheedy, Westminster
J. Thomas Sinnott, Westminster
Clarence D. Smith, Towson
L. D. Snyder, Latteston, Pennsylvania
Wilbur VanSant, Baltimore
C. Harry Wahnmann, Baltimore
J. Pearle Wanta, Jr., Westminster
Evelyn S. Wilmer, Westminster
Fritzen E. Woods, Baltimore
William B. Yingling, Westminster

The Association's impact per member college was $18,000, among the higher impacts in the country. In this the Association leads a number of the giants (Pennsylvania, for instance) and numerous medium and smaller ones. Dollar impact per student in the member colleges was $31.25, one of the country's top averages. For example, this average exceeds that of the Ohio Foundation, the national leader which raised $1,250,000 last year.

The Association's 1962-63 contribution income, in its annual reporting support, non-capital program, represent the yield @ 4 per cent on $3,150,000 in endowment. Per member college, the income represents the yield @ 4 per cent on $450,000 in endowment, an average figure in excess of the current
The presidents of the seven member colleges agree to devote at least one day each month to calling on business and industrial leaders. They travel throughout the east coast making more than 600 calls a year and sometimes find themselves conducting interviews in warehouses instead of the dignified, quiet board room generally thought of. These seven colleges, through their presidents, are selling an idea—not asking for charity. They suggest that investing in private higher education is one way to insure the continued flow of liberal arts graduates to business and industry.

To quote the Association's director, "In every respect, our member presidents continue to lead the nation in their visiting programs with the corporate executives on a systematic basis throughout the Eastern and Midwestern portions of the country. In 1962-63 they continued their hold on the Number One position in the number, effectiveness and coverage of their visits. In this activity, the Maryland average is double the national average, and comfortably exceeds that of any of the other 39 Association."

I. CORPORATE CONTRIBUTIONS

First-Time Support

Allied Research Products, Inc.
American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
American Trust and Savings Bank
American Zinc Company
Atlantic Cement Company, Inc.
The Baltimore Life and Casualty Insurance Company
The Baltimore Spice Company
The Berea Companies
Canton Company of Baltimore
The H. Chambers Company
Columbia Gas of Maryland
Consolidated Foods Corporation
C. R. Daniels, Inc.
John Duer and Sons, Inc.
The Gainey Foundation;
Foster's, Inc.
Gray Concrete Pipe Company, Inc.
William Elson and Company
Hercules Development Company, Inc.
Independent College Funds of America, Inc.
Connecticut Mutual Life Ins. Co.
McKesson & Robbins, Inc.
Pet Milk Corporation
Prentice-Hall, Inc.
International Business Machines Corporation
International Pot & Tin Company
Irving Kohn Foundation
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company
Maryland Ribbon Company
John McMahon, Inc.
Montgomery County Bankers' Assn.
Metropolitan National Bank
The Citizens National Bank
Montgomery Ward & Company
The Helen K. and Nicholas C. Mueller Foundation, Inc.
Modern Linotypers, Inc.
National Food Manufacturing Company, Inc.
The Nestle Company, Inc.
Page Communications Engineers, Inc.
Pequin's, Inc.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
R. A. Hulme Company
Safety Stores, Inc.
SKF Industries, Inc.
The Wahlbach Corporation
The Western Publishing Company Foundation

American Smelting and Refining Co.
The American Sugar Refining Co.
The American Tobacco Company
Atlanta Federal Savings and Loan Association
The Arundel Foundation
Arthur Building & Loan Assn. (1)
Augusta Building & Loan Assn. (2)
Austin Biscuit Company
Baker, Watts & Company
Baltimore Biscuit Company
Baltimore Federal Savings & Loan Association
The Baltimore Life Insurance Co. (24)
Baltimore Paints & Chemical Corp.
The Barton, Duer & Koch Paper Co.
The Barton-Gillette Company
The Bassman Foundation, Inc.
Beachley Foundation, Inc.
Beneficial Finance Co. of Baltimore
The L. A. Benson Co., Inc.
The Black & Decker Manufacturing Company
Blumenstock's Drug and Toy Company
Borden's Ice Cream Company
Burg-Gottmann's
Alex, Brown & Sons
The Brunswick Foundation, Inc.
Burt's Baskets Company
Calvin B. Taylor Banking Company
The Campbell Foundation, Inc.
The Camp Manufacturing Company
Cannon Development Company
Carling Brewing Company
Carol Porty Farms, Inc.
The Carroll Glass Company
The Carrollton Bank of Baltimore
The Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Company of Maryland
S. M. Christiansen, Inc.
Churchill, Ltd.
Citizens Building & Loan Assn.
The Clarby Foundation; Manekin and Company
Clevelanders Farms Dairy
Commercial Life Corporation
Concordia Foundation
Consolidated Engineering Co., Inc.
Continental Can Company
Crown Central Petroleum Corp.
Commits-Hartman Foundation, Inc.
The H. B. Davis Company
Division Chemical Co.
Dunbar Chemical Co.
Dunala Dairies, Inc.
Dunton National Bank
The Charles R. Dull Co.
Diamond Alkali Company Foundation
The Allen Dickey Foundation, Inc.
The Reynolds D. Donnelley Co.
Dorr-Dexter Fertilizer Company
Dorr-Dexter Fertilizer Company (2)
Duralay Foods, Inc.
The H. A. Dunning Foundation, Inc.
The Eastern Shore Public Service Company of Maryland
Elliott Machine Corporation
The Equitable Trust Company
Everts', Inc.
E. Eyving & Sons Company
Fabricators Association
Fidelity and Deposit Company of Maryland Foundation
Filbert Foundation, Inc.
First National Bank
Leland L. Fisher, Inc.
P. Flanagan & Sons, Inc.
The Food Fair Stores Foundation (1)
The Food Fair Stores Foundation (2)
Ford Motor Company Fund
Franklin Electric Company
Full Foundation, Inc.
The Full Foundation, Inc.
General Elevator Company
The General Foods Fund, Inc.
General Motor Corporation
General Refractories Company
The Albert F. Goetz Foundation, Inc.
Government Employees Insurance Co.
Green Spring Foundation, Inc.
The Graham and Ida Godeley Foundation, Inc.
Contee Sand and Gravel, Inc.
J. J. Holmes & Company, Inc.
Hamburger-Bayley Foundation
Hoffman Company
Hummer & Company
Independent College Funds of America (22 research awards)
Addressograph-Multigraph Corp.
American Loan & Trust Company
Amston Foundation
Arthur C. Goodwin
Ashland Foundation
Ashland Foundation
Ashland Foundation
Atlantic Industrial Foundation
Babeck and Wilcox Company
Baldwin Locomotive
Bristol-Myers Company
Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Company
Connecticut Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Gravbav Electric Company (1)
Gravbav Electric Company (2)
John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company
John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company (2)
Krenov-Kochard Advertising Agency
Lane Bryant Malvin Foundation, Inc.
New England Mutual Life Insurance Company (1)
New England Mutual Life Insurance Company (2)
Philip Morris, Inc.
Schenley Industries
Standard Motor Products
Standard and Poor's
Sterling Drug Company
Zurich Insurance Company
International Harvester Foundation
The Kellogg Springdale Tire Co.
Kemp-Boone Company, Inc.
The M. C. Kemp Manufacturing Co.
George W. King Printing Company
Henry A. Knute
The E. H. Koster Bakery Company
Kosher Company
S. S. Kresse Company
The Kroehneme, Inc.
James I. Foundation
Lambert-Hudnut Manufacturing Laboratories, Inc.
Evanston Drug Company Division
Benjamin & Minnie Lansberg Memorial Foundation, Inc.
The Lapides Foundation
Lasting Products Foundation, Inc.
J. H. Lawrence Foundation
The John C. Legg and Company Foundation,
Leon Levie, Inc.
The Liberty Trust Company
The P. Lottman Foundation
Loyola Federal Savings and Loan Association
Los Angeles
The John D. Lucas Printing Co.
Lyon, Conklin & Company, Inc.
Mangels, Hendrickson Company
The Manhattan Store, Inc.
The Martin Foundation
The Glenn L. Martin Foundation
Maryland Fiber Corporation
Maryland Housing Supply Co., Inc.
Maryland National Bank
Maryland Shipbuilding & Drydock Co.
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company
McCarthy-Hicks Foundation, Inc.
McComb and Company Foundation
McLeann Contracting Company
Mercantile-Safe Deposit and Trust Company
The Merck Foundation
The Joseph Meyerhoff Fund, Inc.
Robert and Harry Meyerhoff Foundation, Inc.
Robert and Harry Meyerhoff Foundation, Inc. (2)
Monarch Rubber Company
Montgomery County Bankers' Assn.
American National Bank of Silver Spring
Bank of America
Bank of Darien
First National Bank of Sandy Spring
National Bank of Maryland
Potomac National Bank
Savings Institution of Sandy Spring
State National Bank of Bethesda
Suburban Trust Company
Monumental Life Insurance Company
The Win. T. Morris Foundation, Inc.
American Chain and Cable Corp., Maryland Bolt & Nut Company
Motor Freight Express, Inc.
Murray-Baumgartner Surgical Instrument Company, Inc.
NAC Charge Plan & Northern Acceptance Corporation
The National Biscuit Company Foundation
The National Brewing Company
National Dairy Products Corporation
National Plastic Products Company, Inc.
National Wire Products Corp.
New York Life Insurance Company
The Nicolauers National Bank
The Norcross Foundation, Inc.
Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation
George A. and Mary E. Ousler Foundation, Inc.
The H. L. Ousler Company
Parke-Davis and Company
Parke-Davis Company
Peoples Drug Stores, Inc.
Peoples Life Insurance Co.
The Pepo-Congressional Company of Salisbury
Perpetual Building Association
PHI Foundation
The Pittsburgh Plate Glass Foundation
ON THE HILL

Trustee Changes

Brigadier General Robert J. Gill, '10, was elected chairman of Board of Trustees at a special meeting in July. At the same meeting Wilson K. Barnes, '28, was elected to the Board. He replaces the late F. Murray Benson, '17. Gen. Gill takes Mr. Benson's place as chairman.

Mr. Gill, whose specialty is corporation law, was executive officer to Chief of Counsel for the United States in prosecution of the international trial at Nuremberg, Germany, following World War II. He graduated summa cum laude from Western Maryland and received his bachelor of laws degree from the University of Virginia. The chairman, in whose honor Gill Gymnasium was named, lives in Baltimore.

The new trustee, Mr. Barnes, a partner in the Baltimore law firm of Anderson, Barnes, Coe and King, is Associate Judge of the Supreme Bench of Baltimore City. He is secretary of the Supreme Bench of the United States in the District of Columbia and received his bachelor of laws degree from the University of Maryland. The chairman, in whose honor Gill Gymnasium was named, lives in Baltimore.

New Faculty

There will be 15 new faces on the Hill when College opens this month. Several of the new personnel are additions although there are a few replacements.

At graduation on June 3, Dr. Ensor announced the retirement of Miss Marie Parker, associate professor of physical education, and Miss Daisy W. Smith, professor of home economics. In previous issues of the MAGAZINE, alumni were informed of the appointment of the new dean of the chapel, Ira G. Zepp, Jr., '52, and the dean of men, James E. Robinson.

In addition to Mr. Zepp, three other alumni will be returning. Capt. James B. Moore, '53, will be assistant professor of military science with the ROTC unit. William L. Tribby, '56, returns to the faculty as assistant professor of dramatic arts and English. Bill spent the past two years in graduate study at the University of Iowa working toward his Ph.D. degree. C. Wray Mowbray, '58, has been named assistant to the admissions counselor.

The new faculty will also include: Mrs. Georgina Sabat Guernica, assistant professor of modern languages; Donald E. Jones, assistant professor of chemistry; Raymond C. Phillips, Jr., assistant professor of English; Virgil Sherwood, assistant professor of economics; Cornelius P. Darcy, instructor in history; Thomas B. Cobb, instructor in physics; Joan R. Weyers, instructor in physical education; Ibrahim Mohamed Zaki Oweis, instructor in economics; Jacques T. Derasse, special instructor in modern languages. While Richard Clower is on sabbatical leave the basketball team will be coached by James R. Bragonier.

Members of the faculty for FOCUS—October 26—include, left to right, seated:
Dr. Arleen Heggeimer, Mrs. Lillian H. Barker, Dr. R. D. Summers, Dr. Reuben S. Holthauser, Dr. Jean Kerschner, Mrs. Edith F. Ridginton, standing:
Dr. Joseph W. Hendren, Mr. Frank Hurt, Dr. Joseph R. Baier, Dr. John D. Makosky, Dr. James P. Earp, Lt. Col. Frank E. Anderson, Mr. Gerald E. Cole, Dr. William M. David.
No Change

New buildings go up and old ones come down; offices move from one side of the Hill to the other; styles and faces are different. But, one thing about opening day at college stays the same. Parents and their freshman sons and daughters stand in lines, look bewildered and cope with traffic and suitcases.

Most constant symbol of opening day is still: fathers who wait—patiently and with good humor.
RELIGION ON CAMPUS
Analysis by a Student
Robert E. Manthey, ’63

A Parent’s Viewpoint
John B. Warman, ’37

The Cross and the Mortarboard
Ira C. Zepp, Jr., ’52

ON THE HILL

BUILDINGS PLANNED

FAMILY DAY ON THE FORRESTAL
Kay Mehl Miller, ’56

SPORTS
Eugene Willis, Jr., ’64

NEWS FROM ALUMNI

Copyright 1963 by Western Maryland College

The cover this month features a big red apple. It could have been a red brick schoolhouse, a pile of books or some other symbol of a new educational year. This will be a big year for Western Maryland—but a bigger one for the students. As Dr. Ensor said at Convocation, it is the only freshman, sophomore, junior or senior year each one will ever have.
Religion on Campus

This fall Western Maryland College welcomes its first Dean of the Chapel to the Hill, the Rev. Ira G. Zepp, Jr., '52. A number of alumni have already commented on this new step; the gist of their reaction is approval and a belief that the move will prove unusually beneficial to the student body.

In the light of current interest THE MAGAZINE is printing a discussion of religion on campus. A recent student, the parent of a student (who is also an alumnus), and the new dean were invited to write articles dealing with the subject. They had no chance to discuss the topic before writing but readers will note some jointly held ideas—even the same words turn up.

The consensus of the writers is that there is a place on campus for religion. Perhaps a review of approach is suggested, but all three agree that education and religion should co-exist, to the great benefit of both.

ROBERT E. MANTHEY graduated summa cum laude with departmental honors in sociology in 1963. He is now attending the Duke University School of Theology. Mr. Mанthey was president of the Student Christian Association and the Men's Leadership Society, now ODK. He received the Bates Prize for best record as a college man at graduation.

IRA G. ZEPP, JR., is the new Dean of the Chapel. He graduated in 1952 from Western Maryland and received the Bates Prize for best record as a college man. He graduated magna cum laude from Drew Theological Seminary and studied at the universities of Edinburgh and Gottingen in Europe and Harvard University.

JOHN B. WARMAN is superintendent in the Pittsburgh District of The Methodist Church. He graduated from Andover Newton Theological School and received a Master of Education at the University of Pittsburgh. Western Maryland awarded him an honorary doctor of divinity degree in 1962. Dr. Warman's son graduated in 1963.
ANALYSIS BY A STUDENT

by Robert E. Manthey, '63

Of all the various campus activities, those in the realm of religion are most neglected by students. There is little concern, if not complete disrespect, on the part of a majority of the students with regard to anything dealing with religion. Though Baker Memorial Chapel is the structural center of the campus, religious concerns are located on the periphery of students' thoughts.

It is not my purpose to wage an attack on anyone in this article—neither students, faculty, nor administration. I only hope to present some of the problems of which I have become aware in my four years on the Hill. Unfortunately, I do not have the answers. What disturbs me is that these same problems have been raised by students who have gone before me, but yet little seems to have been done to correct them. Are we simply "voices crying in the wilderness"?

There is a student-led organization for every faith—Protestant, Jewish, and Roman Catholic—as well as groups corresponding to the various traditions within Protestantism. Thus, every student on campus could affiliate himself with other students of his own religious background. Only a very few do. In fact, several denominational groups have been discontinued this past year because of a lack of student interest and participation.

The problem becomes even more acute when one realizes that the total number of students on campus claiming membership in just one of these denominations is approximately 80. Repeated encouragement and announcements could arouse only five of these 80 to come to an evening meeting. What is the cause? There has been ample notification of the meetings, and denominational groups are regularly scheduled on every other Wednesday night. Different types of programs are tried, and speakers are secured from off-campus. In most groups there have been faculty sponsors or local ministers who have shown considerable interest. So, it seems to me that the answer lies with the students themselves and general campus attitudes.

There is a negative feeling toward anything having to do with religion. Why go to a denominational group meeting when you can play bridge in the Grill or do 50 other things.

Being able to draw its attendance from all students, the Student Christian Association has fared a little better with regard to participation. Also, having a larger budget than the other groups, outstanding speakers can be engaged. However, this does not insure a large student turnout. A former governor of Maryland, who is a dedicated Christian layman, was able to stimulate only about 60 people to hear him speak. The most successful program of the year drew approximately 120 people to hear an English professor from a near-by college lecture on the religious implications of a controversial book. So, the SCA does not escape these same negative feelings which other groups have received.

I try not to be one who always measures success in terms of numbers. I feel that if only one person is helped by a program, it is then worthwhile. Yet, the people who really need these programs are not the ones who come. It seems almost impossible to arouse their interest.

The area of personal commitment seems to be wholly neglected on the campus and this criticism includes the various religious organizations already mentioned. The emphasis seems to be more toward examining various phases of religion and its practical application to life. Seldom are questions of any significance raised in order to stimulate one to think, nor does there seem to be an attempt to strengthen the personal conviction and commitment of an individual. I can think of only one person who came to the Hill undecided about his vocation who then made up his mind to enter the ministry. On the other hand I can list about half a dozen who came as pre-ministers but soon changed their minds. Perhaps it is unfair to say that the College had anything to do with their change in goal but prevalent conditions certainly did not help. I feel that more opportunities for small group study in the area of religious commitment would be beneficial.

Finally, I would like to make a few observations with regard to the Sunday evening compulsory chapel service. Personally, I have no objections to compulsory chapel. I would probably go whether it was compulsory or not. There are many, however, who are embittered toward all religion because of being made to go to chapel. They go, textbook in hand, expecting to gain nothing, and with this attitude, their expectations are met. One of my main objections to chapel is the time when it is held. I would prefer chapel another time, perhaps one morning during the week. I have heard, indirectly, on numerous occasions that the reason for Sunday evening chapel is to get students back on campus. It seems absolutely ridiculous to me to use a service of worship for such a purpose. No wonder students are turned against chapel and all religious activities when it is used against them in this manner.

(Continued on Page 6)
Student,

(Continued from Page 5)

It is not my belief that the College is wholly at fault. What our students have learned in their homes before college determines greatly how they will react to religious opportunities on campus. The College cannot be expected to change in four years what it has taken 18 years to learn. However, I feel that some definite steps have been taken this past year to improve campus religious life. The appointment of a full-time chaplain should help to create a more favorable atmosphere on campus. Also, the establishment of a Canterbury House by the Episcopal Church, with a priest to direct it, has greatly improved the ministry to Episcopal students.

There is still much to be done if the College is to attain two of its objectives stated in the catalogue: "To encourage in its students: 1. Allegiance to a Supreme Being. 2. Recognition of the reality of moral and spiritual values."

The choir recesses following Sunday evening service in Baker Memorial Chapel.
As a parent, I am interested in religion on campus because the school cannot provide an adequate educational experience apart from a wholesome religious climate. Religion and education are inescapably intertwined; each is leavened in the other’s lump. This is so because each involves a response of the whole person to the same phenomena and realities.

Nels Ferre defines religion in this way: “Religion is man’s response as a whole to what he considers most important and most real. . . religion is the decision as to what for the chooser is the most important and the most real.”

The Harvard Report of 1945 on General Education in a Free Society found the aim of education to be the fostering in men and women of four abilities: “to think effectively, to communicate thought, to make relevant judgments, to discriminate among values.” This is to spell out what Plato earlier said, “Education is learning to like the right things.”

If these definitions are valid, then education and religion interact with each other so that a wholesome religious climate is a prerequisite of an adequate education and vice versa. Consequently, as a parent I am somewhat interested in having my son or daughter on a campus where religion is given conscious attention. I think it important that opportunity for worship be provided; that courses in religion be included in the curriculum; and that religion be given intelligent attention in other courses where it is germane. Yet I must confess that I am much more concerned with the realities than with the appearances of religion on the campus—more interested in how they live it than in how they verbalize it.

Let me state plainly what I think we, as parents, have a right to expect and, beyond that, what we can hope for. I would expect that faculty, administration, and students be committed to the service of truth, compassion, and reverence—whatever faith they might otherwise claim for themselves. This commitment would be evidenced by certain responses.

Thus we can ask four things of every professor:
1. That he will strive to be as competent in his field as his abilities and circumstances permit; and that he will admit honestly his shortcomings in so far as he can recognize them. Among other things, this means that his lectures will be constantly in a state of revision, changed by his own growth and by their new orientation in time.
2. That he will be more than a scholar—that he will be a teacher concerned with the growth and welfare of his pupils.
3. That he have a conscience, a sense of obligation, a love of goodness and truth.
4. That he have an awareness of mystery, a consciousness that truth is so great as always to overflow our formulations of it.

Then we can ask four things of administration:
1. That it have convictions and the courage of them. Thus if it believes that God has made of one blood all races of men, it will not shape its admission policies by the prejudices of men.
2. That it be more interested in students than in programs. Gerald Ensley says, “The late Bishop Francis J. McConnell used to tell of two distinguished headmasters who appeared on the same program of an educational association. The first averred with pride that his school had dismissed 400 boys for failure to make their grades. The second replied by stating that his institution had received some of the boys the first school had sent home. By patient study of individual cases, the majority of the rejectees had been reclaimed, and some of them had later graduated from the finest colleges with credit. The first educator insisted on the intellectual standards of education. The second, without relaxing the concern for truth, had matched it with a regard for the student’s personal well-being.”
3. That it be more interested in the faculty than in buildings. One of the facts of life known to every college president is that it is easier to raise money for buildings than for salaries, and sometimes a highly vocal professor can make the latter more difficult still. How very important, then, for the professor whose views are unpopular to know that his right to voice them will be guarded jealously by the administration that employs him—even though gifts both for new buildings and for salaries are thereby endangered.
4. That it, too, have a sense of obligation; an awareness that beyond all relativities there is right to be served and wrong to be resisted.

Of the student we can rightly ask three things:
1. That he work hard at his studies. Woodrow Wilson defined character as the by-product of work well done. Pious prattle and religious posturings are no substitute for devotion to truth. Devotion to truth and habits of laziness and superficiality are utterly incompatible. (Those who remember me as a student will realize that I have learned this the hard way.)

(Continued on Page 8)
Parent

(Continued from Page 7)

2. That he be sensitive to the needs of others—even though those others are members of the faculty or administration. A prime concern, both of education and religion, is the forming of linkages to life through building bridges of interest between the individual and the world.

3. That he be obedient to the best that he knows. No student should suppose that matriculation in a college grants a moratorium on morals. The years on campus are a part of life and not an excursion from it; the student cannot suspend his ideals and standards in limbo while wild oats are sown and expect to find them unimpaired when graduation comes. Moral muscles are developed by use and only so do boys become men of courage and conviction.

In my opinion, these are the things that, religiously speaking, we parents have a right to ask of the campus. Beyond these things we who are Christians have a right to hope that the religion manifested will be Christian. If education is “learning to like the right things,” then a Christian education would be, in the words of Bishop Lloyd Wicke, “learning to love what Christ loved and learning to discover and share the imperatives by which Christ lived and by which he died.”

References:
3 F. Gerald Ensley, The Marks of a Christian Education; Methodist Publishing House; 1958; p. 64.
4 Woodrow A. Geier, editor, A Perspective on Methodist Higher Education; Commission on Education, The Methodist Church; 1960; p. 52.

THE CROSS AND THE MORTARBOARD

by Ira G. Zepp, Jr., '52

It takes only a modicum of perception and honesty to see and to admit that religion is having a “rough go” in this “post-Christian” world and in these “post-Protestant” United States. If a serious discussion of religion and higher education goes beyond the whispering stage, it is in blushingly apologetic tones.

The inherent tension that exists in such discussion is illustrated on one side by an alleged event in the life of the philosopher Voltaire. It is reported that one day he was walking down a street and met a procession being led by a choir boy carrying a cross. Voltaire took off his hat in dutiful reverence. A bystander, surprised to see such obeisance from the proud Voltaire, asked him what he had in mind. He replied, “You see, it is like this. We greet each other, but we are not on speaking terms.” The same tension is depicted on the other side by the pointed, if biased, question of the second century theologian Tertullian. “What has Athens to do with Jerusalem?” This question conjures up several polarities, which have for modern man become virtual antinomies: objectivity vs. commitment, philosophy vs. theology, science vs. religion, intellect vs. emotion, reason vs. revelation, and academy vs. church.

The possibility of resolving these antinomies lies in the answer we give to the question, what has the cross (Jerusalem) to do with the mortarboard (Athens)? Let it be said without embarrassment that the Church preserved for a thousand years the intellectual heritage of Western civilization. Notwithstanding the obvious ecclesiastical obscurantism evidenced in dealing with Galileo and Servetus, the Christian faith has not essentially been afraid of knowledge nor has it hid from examining critics. In support of this, it is to be remembered that the most famous universities of Europe and all the American universities founded before the Revolution, were done so by religious institutions.

Thus, the Judeo-Christian tradition is inextricably bound up with Western culture and has indelibly influenced the latter. And, this is not all. The religious revivals of the modern world began in the universities: Luther at Wittenberg with the Protestant Reformation, Wesley at Oxford with the Methodists, the famous “hay-stack prayer meeting” at Williams which produced the modern missionary movement. It may again be in the providence of God to initiate renewal in the Church by way of the university. Many latter day sophists have belied their liberal training by failing to see the relationship between Athens and Jerusalem.

But, is there still a legitimate place for the Church college? The Church retains an interest in education, not for selfish ends, but because it retains an adherence to the First Commandment. God is the God of the liberal arts and sciences as well as of the Church. The undergraduate is to be reminded that idolatry can refer
to philosophical rationalism, scientific materialism, or pietistic moralism and that there is a God other than the campus deities of brains, popularity, and genitalia.

A Christian college is not a place where there is a daily sacrificial action—where piety is a substitute for competence. But, as W. D. Doescher has said, “There is nothing more ominous than a spiritual moron strutting around brandishing an atomic bomb.” Western Maryland College is not automatically a Christian college because the catalogue says so, because it is “Methodist-related,” because it has Christian faculty members, nor because it has required religion courses and Chapel attendance—not to mention a Dean of the Chapel! It is a Christian college insofar as it offers meaning, reconciliation, and healing as live options for an almost absurdly fragmented and estranged world, of which university education is a part. A Christian college is a place where “moral and spiritual values” is not construed as a medieval cliché, but as guidance for making mature ethical decisions. A college is Christian when the Lordship of Christ is thought and lived out in the classroom and dormitory; when intellectual defense of the faith for the “mind” is coupled by an inward realization of the Spirit’s power in the “heart,” thus liberating the whole man for service in God’s world.

This reference to the whole man is exceedingly important. The student is a whole person—not just a brain. He has fears, anxieties, and guilt. He is often lonely, ambitious, and insecure. These problems will not be solved by meeting the requirements of any given course, but unless they are solved, the student may be condemned to “getting by” and not getting much of an education. Many a student, finding authentic being and personal power in a new-found relationship of acceptance with his peers and God, has been freed to learn more effectively.

The need for “wholeness” to pervade the educative process is seen in a comment I once heard about a French graduate student. It was said of him, “He knows everything, but that is all.” He had no perspective on his knowledge; no ability to unify his erudition and to relate it significantly to a vocation in the world; no meaning for his life. In the midst of the massive accumulation of scientific knowledge today, the Christian is bound to ask the ultimate questions of meaning and destiny. If God is God, then he is at the center of education and not relegated to the status of a side show usually referred to as religious activities. Only when God is at the center can he effect the unifying and integrating force so needed in our educational process.

Who is to keep sanity in science? To whom is the research chemist responsible, to truth in general or to Him who is Truth? Can the sociologist and the psychologist be allowed to forget that people are not statistics, but that they bear the image of their Creator and that the human relationship can be a means of grace? May not the philosopher and theologian be reminded that life is most meaningful when it is related not to an idea or to a dogma, but to the living God? Samuel Miller, Dean of Harvard Divinity School, said this recently, “Religion is actually nothing if it is not the faith and explicit witness to a coherence at the core of all reality, a unity only obscured but never overwhelmed in the diversity and contradiction of human experience. If religion cannot disclose the fact that somehow all things hang together, it has little to say to men bearing the burden of brokenness in contemporary culture.”

To hear that we live in a “revolutionary age” and in a “rapidly changing society” has become platitudinous. However, I would like to conclude this article with a parable by a man named Edward Shaw. It illustrates in a more personal and existential way the indispensable place of religion on a college campus and contains a truth that has not become so platitudinous and which may help toward resolution of the above mentioned antinomies even in this “post-Christian” era.

A certain student went up from his home town to the campus and was waylaid.

He was waylaid by a vision into the yawning abyss of the known and the unknown, into which his confident childhood certainties tumbled.

He was waylaid by loneliness in the midst of a society broken by specialization, grade competition, faculty factions, and student snobbery.

He was waylaid by the din of gospels being preached, followers being summoned, and causes being proclaimed.

He was waylaid by the anxiety of forming relationships on his own, apart from Mom and Dad, and the sometimes joyous, sometimes dreadful, discovery of himself in these relationships.

He was waylaid as he tried to find and fulfill his vocation in a world in which the future is becoming increasingly insecure.

Who will prove neighbor unto this student if not the Christian community which brings him the healing word that the knowledge seeker is sustained in his doubts and uncertainties, that the solitary individual is invited into a community in which belonging is not based on achievement but on forgiveness, that his security is not in his own hands but in the hands of Another who manifested his care for him in Jesus Christ, and that he is called as a student to render himself gratefully to this One who has cared for him and to his neighbor.

The Union of the Cross and the Mortarboard (the emblem of our Student Christian Association) remains a valid symbol of Christian education.
Members of the buildings and grounds committee study the architect's proposals. Left to right are: F. Kale Mathias, G. Russell Benson, Newell T. Cox, architect Edward G. Rigg (standing), Dr. Ensor, chairman D. Carlyle MacLea, Henry L. Darner.

On the Hill

Current Students

A total of 758 students registered for the fall term on the Hill. There are 395 women and 363 men.

By classes the student body breaks down this way: freshmen—244; sophomores—201; juniors—184; and seniors—129.

Two-thirds of the entering freshman class ranked in the top 15 per cent of the high school class according to the Admissions Office. This represented an increase of 9 per cent over last year. Major cause is the percentage increase for women who rank in the top 5 per cent of the class—from 23 per cent to 38 per cent. Forty-three per cent of the entering class scored above the 95th percentile on the National Merit scores.

The Admissions Office report indicates interest in various fields of study. In the order of preference, top ten selections by men were: biology, history, economics, physics, mathematics, English, languages, philosophy and religion, chemistry, and political science. For the women, top ten selections were: English, mathematics, languages, biology, music, history, sociology, psychology, chemistry and art.

Former Faculty

Miss Daisy W. Smith, professor emeritus, has been presented a life membership in The Maryland Home Economics Association. Miss Smith, who has returned to Nova Scotia, was honored for her long service and leadership in the state association.

Dr. Milton J. Huber, assistant professor of sociology from 1949-1952, is now associate professor at the University of Wisconsin to help develop its newly-created Center for Consumer Affairs. The first of its kind in the nation, the University Center hopes to become a national base for study and experimental programming in family consumer problems resulting from our increased urbanization.

Dr. Marvin G. Pursinger, who was a member of the faculty for one summer recently, is now head of the department of history and political science at Dakota Wesleyan University.

Lt. Col. Dayton E. Bennett, former PMS&T, died May 9 at the Fort Ord Army Hospital after a long illness. Col. Bennett was professor of military science and tactics at the College from 1956 to 1958.

Buildings Planned

The buildings and grounds committee of the Board of Trustees met recently to discuss the building phase of Western Maryland's coming expansion program. The committee met just before THE MAGAZINE went to press and final plans are not available.

The following buildings are under current study, however:

- an addition to Lewis Hall (including a small assembly room)
- a new dining hall (including a swimming pool)
- a new men's dormitory
- a new women's dormitory
- renovation of the current dining hall facilities into classrooms

To build these facilities will require $3,645,000. Some of this money is already available to the College. The rest will have to be obtained through a capital campaign. The Board of Trustees was scheduled to meet just after deadline to formalize some plans for this program.

Current Faculty

Dr. Jan M. Michal, associate professor of economics, has had several reviews published recently. They included discussions of Waterston, Planning in Yugoslavia, and Neal-Hoffman, Yugoslavia—The New Communism printed in Economic Journal, June, 1963, which is published by the Royal Economic Society, London. Also reviewed were J. W. Montias, Central Planning in Poland printed in Kyklos, Basel, Switzerland, Fall, 1963, and Alton, et al., Czechoslovak National Income and Product printed in The Slavic Review.
Family Day on the Forrestal

by Kay Mehl Miller, '56

The sun was shining, the seas calm, as the 78,000-ton supercarrier U.S.S. Forrestal, pushed by what seemed ridiculously small Navy tugs, eased out of Pier 12, Naval Station, Norfolk, Virginia.

Standing on the angled flight deck of the giant ship, it was impossible not to feel a bit satisfied with life as a Naval Aviator's wife. Beginning in January, 1962, Forrestal had claimed 285 days of our married life, but this day, April 22, 1963, was payment in full, as far as I was concerned.

It was Family Day and I was among 1,200 invited dependents, relatives and friends of the men of the ship and Carrier Air Group Eight aboard, for a 20-mile cruise off the Virginia shore.

We left promptly at 7:30 a.m. After a "Welcome Aboard" from Captain Lawrence R. Geis, ship's skipper, and Rear Admiral John J. Hyland, Jr., Commander Carrier Division Four, we settled down to personal exploration.

I had been aboard Forrestal before, when she was docked in June, 1962, at a pier in New York City. I knew that she is 25 stories high and 1,039 feet in length. If she were stood on end, she would reach to the 80th floor of the Empire State Building. She was silent then, her flight deck arrogantly hanging over the Henry Hudson Parkway.

Now, steaming past the Chesapeake Bay Bridge-Tunnel (under construction) into the Atlantic Ocean, the potential power of a ship that can change its position as much as 600 miles in a single day was felt.

Bad and I climbed the steep ladders to the bridge, high on the island of the ship. Here I learned, the bigger the ship, the smaller the helmsman's wheel. Forrestal's was no bigger than a wheel commonly used on a child's car seat.

Forrestal is so immense, yet so neatly compact, that a person is continually surprised at all she contains. Beneath the flight deck is the only other really large area on the ship—the hangar deck. As its name implies, it is the storage area for the Air Group's planes. The planes are transported from flight to hangar deck, and vice versa, by four huge elevators, which, when raised, are part of the flight deck. Each elevator has a 70,000-pound capacity.

Under, around, and between these two decks are what can best be described as a honeycomb of spaces. Long, narrow passageways give the illusion that the ship is...
nothing but corridors and hatches, but open one of the multiplicity of doors and the beehive is revealed.

One such door we opened was marked Combat Information Center. Inside, the room glowed red with the light best used for reading radar. Here, in cool, semidarkness where officers and men who knew the position of every ship and plane within range of our radar.

Other doors opened into living spaces, a small chapel, wardrooms where the officers are, the galley, enlisted spaces, and ready rooms where the pilots, in flight gear, sat planning missions. Because of the overwhelming size of the ship, I missed the 84-bed hospital with operating room, the laundry, the radio-TV station, hobby shop, printer's plant, photo lab, and cobbler's shop. We did visit three of the four general stores aboard.

Deep in the heart of the ship is Central Control where dials, gauges, maps and men guard the lifeblood of the carrier—steam. Steam is the power that turns four five-bladed propellers and produces over 200,000 horsepower of energy. Steam launches airplanes. Steam provides heat and generates electricity that cooks food, gives light, and runs the air conditioning. There are even some who vow that it is live steam that comes from the hot water taps in the showers. Indeed, steam, in a sense, is in the body of each man aboard ship, for it is through a process of condensation that 200,000 gallons of fresh water are converted, daily, from salt water.

From the heart to the belly of the ship, we descended and I stood before a roaring boiler whose white-hot fire converted water to steam. My thoughts, influenced by a recent reading of Richard McKenna's *The Sand Pebbles*, were old. In my mind's eye, I saw dirty, sweating men shoveling coal in an ever-hungry furnace. Now the monster is oil fed automatically and the men kept reasonably cool by blasts of air conditioning.

This was half of the Forrestal. The other half, and the purpose for which she was created, came alive, as we watched air operations from the island overlooking the flight deck.

A jet at full power is held motionless by the steel holdback cable of a catapult, until, with a salute from the pilot and a signal from the catapult officer on the deck, the plane is hurled off the carrier. Though one is reminded of a rubber band shooting a wad of paper into the air, the steam catapult actually works on a principle similar to a shot from a gun.

Planes come aboard at speeds up to 130 knots (150 mph). Tail hooks dangling, they catch a steel arresting cable which rolls out, then tightens, to stop the screeching mechanical bird in less than 300 feet.

Each type plane has its own special mission and I was impressed by the Phantom II, the Navy's newest operational carrier jet. The Phantom, long, low and sleek, seemed to glide noiselessly around the deck, positioning herself for the launch. When she was catapulted, it seemed like a graceful leap and one could almost pity the hapless victim she could, in one swift stroke, annihilate. The Phantom is a fighter and, with air-to-air missiles and radar for range, can strike an enemy plane without being seen.

I was honestly frightened by the air show later. High flying A-4C Skyhawks suddenly dove toward us and then looped over, flying away on their backs after dropping a load of bombs which exploded aft of the ship.

There was nothing to see, operationally, of my husband's plane, the E-1B Tracer. The plane, made squat by the huge radome which hangs over her like an umbrella, is the eyes of the fleet. It is the Tracer's mission to detect enemy aircraft and provide an early warning for the ships.

We took one last walk around the hangar deck, as we steamed toward port. Here, among waiting groups of men and women, were a sailor and his wife, sitting on his luggage. The wife was fast asleep, her head on her husband's shoulder. It was mute testimony to an exhaustingly satisfying day.

Kay is shown here on one of the two mammoth chains which control the 30-ton anchors of the ship.

An E-1B Tracer is about to be launched by a steam catapult from the flight deck of the Forrestal.

KAY MEHL MILLER graduated in 1956. She was editor of "The Gold Bug" while on the Hill. Kay married Bryce N. Miller (Bud) in 1957. Bud is a career Naval officer, an aviator. They are presently stationed with Carrier Division Seven at Alameda, California. The Millers have two children, Michael, 4, and Steven, 3.
The 1963 football squad was photographed before the season started. Left to right: 1st row—Ed Scheinfeldt (manager), Bob Waldorf (coach), Danny Pearson, John Trainor, John Giesen, Willford Wrightson, Jesse Brewer, Dave Blizzard, John Norris, Bob Shaw, Torry Confer, Tom Bowman, Jim Stephens, Sterling Haines, Stan Sunderland, Jim Cupp, Art Renkwitz, George Harmeyer, Dennis Amico, Bob Vickery (student trainer), Ron Jones (backfield coach), Sam Case (assistant); 2nd row—Fern Hitchcock (trainer and JV coach), Bill Falkler, Jerry Winegrad, Ron Boone, Joe Giardina, Ben Laurence, Bill Huettel, Dennis Noble, George Schuebler, Ed Kasesmeyer, Jon Holthaus, Gerry Roney, Charles Sohn, Paul McClintock, Roger Shipley, Gil Smink, Bruce Knowles, Grayson Winterling, Mike Beach, Russell Cook, Bob Basye, Gary Kulick, Rick White, Ron Lerch; 3rd row—Vincent Diaz, Danny Meyers, Tom Stanton, Art Lange, John Sybert, Ed Earp, Bill Kohan, Dave Fisher, Steve Blum, John Markovich, John Johnson, Sam Phillips, Francis Thompson, Mike Idone, Dennis Wool, Charles Preston, Leslie Carter, Lyman Kelly, Gerry Strasbaugh.

**Sports** by Eugene Willis, Jr., '64

**TEAM REBUILDS**

On October 8 Western Maryland opens its 1963 soccer season against arch rival Mt. St. Mary's. Coached by Denny Harmon, the team will face a rebuilding year, trying to compensate for the loss of such stars as Laszlo Zsebedics, Wayne Whitmore, Bill Chambers, and Les Alperstein. Although the nucleus for a fine team remains, added help must come from the freshmen.

Returning this year will be captain Joe Wenderoth who was an All Mason-Dixon choice at halfback last year. Wenderoth, a tremendous team player, is expected to lead the team with his fighting determination and spirit. Senior Howard Mooney, the most improved player last year, will lead the defense from his fullback position. Jack Harmon will be back to tend the goal for the fourth year. Seniors Fred Wooden and Bill Penn are expected to perform at wing. Junior Don Schmidt, a solid performer at his inside right position, and junior Neil Hoffman, a steady fullback, will also be back from last year's squad. Also returning will be last season's high scorer, sophomore Scott Joyner, who will once again be at center forward.

Coach Harmon is optimistic, however, because of the large number of freshmen who are out for the team. A successful season will depend greatly on the ability of the twelve new players to provide bench strength. The toughest games will be as usual with Drexel, Catholic University, and Franklin and Marshall. With a few breaks in key games, Western Maryland could surprise a lot of people.

On September 3, 60 football candidates, including 20 freshmen, reported to Western Maryland for the preseason training camp. With 11 lettermen returning from last year's Mason-Dixon championship and Middle Atlantic co-championship team, coach Bob Waldorf is looking forward to another fine season.

The 1963 football squad is cocaptained by quarterback Torry Confer and center Tom Bowman. Confer, an exceptionally fine runner, is expected to be the key to the Terrors' offense. He is a good passer, being especially dangerous on the roll-out, either to the right or left. Bowman, an honor student in economics, was All Mason-Dixon last year and is expected to have another tremendous year.

The first team will have Sterling Haines and Gary Kulick at end. Haines, a transfer student from DePaul ineligible last year, is counted on to handle the Terrors' punting chores. Kulick, second team All State as a freshman last year, was moved from tackle to compensate for an injury to junior Frank Kidd. Kidd is expected to play again after the first part of the season. At tackle will be two juniors, Art Renkwitz and John Geisey. Renkwitz, a starter last year, has put on 15 pounds to bring his weight up to 230. Geisey, a much improved player, has displayed aggressive and heads-up play to win the starting assignment. At guard are two veterans, senior Jon Holthaus and George Hannoeber, both especially tough on defense, will be at end. Sophomore Bill Falkler and senior Stan Sunderland provide strength at tackle. Juniors Danny Pearson and Ron Lerch, another pair of good blockers, are at guard. Center is handled by senior Dave Blizzard.

At quarterback will be Dennis Amico, a capable ball handler and passer. At halfback will be Rex Walker and Bob Shaw, two hard runners who fight for every yard. Fullback is handled by another sophomore, Paul McClintock. Willford Wrightson performs as the team's place kicker and could be used at halfback when called upon. Among the group of freshmen, the best seems to be John Markovich, a fullback with four years of football experience in the Coast Guard. He could make his presence felt before the season is over.

Coach Waldorf and assistant coaches Ronnie Jones, Fern Hitchcock, and Sam Case are looking forward to a successful season. Western Maryland has a number of tough opponents; among them are Penn Military, Randolph-Macon, and Drexel. The outlook looks good and optimism is running high, so Western Maryland may once again have a championship team.

Waldorf Looks for Good Season
1902  
Charles H. Kolb, retired language professor at Baltimore City College, died July 26 in Baltimore. . . .

1905  
A military funeral was held for D. John Markey who died July 20 at his summer home in Talbot County. He was a veteran of three wars—the war with Spain, and the First and Second World Wars. . . .

1906  
Mrs. Otto Diefenbach (Madeleine Gilbert)  
1300 Gateshead Road  
Baltimore 4, Maryland  
Madeleine Gilbert Diefenbach is living in Hampton, north of Towson, at 1300 Gateshead Road. Very busy with church and community work. There are three children—11 grandchildren and three great-grandchildren. She and her husband spent their summers at the cottage on the Magotty River.  
503 Eyvesham Avenue  
Baltimore 12, Maryland  
July 7, 1963  
Dear classmates of 1906:  
Have practiced dentistry since 1909. Now I work only six days a week. My wife, Ida H. Sheppard, has been married 47 years. They have two sons and six grandsons and two granddaughters. Hope to see all of you in 1966 on college Hill. Keep well.  
Cordially,  
C. Alfred Shreve  
Mr. and Mrs. Shreve celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary in November, 1962. Their children had a reception for them at the Johns Hopkins Club.

Harry C. Dashiel and his wife, Dolly White, are living in Princeton Anne.

Rev. George E. Bevans, after 54 years in active ministry, has resigned from a regular pastorate and is now minister emeritus in the First Presbyterian Church in Quiney, Massachusetts; also minister emeritus in the Fourth Presbyterian Church in Boston, serving them when he can be of help.

For five years he broadcast the Sunday morning service In Fairmount, West Virginia, when station WMMN was started. Later when station WJDA was started in Quincy he preached the first sermon from there, and broadcast for seven years from that station.

He and his wife, Ila Miller Bevans, have been married 47 years. They have two sons who are active church officers, one daughter, a graduate of Smith College, and 13 grandchildren. They spent their summers at their home in Orleans, Cape Cod.

Word has come to us that William (Bill) A. Sheppard is not so well. We are sorry to hear of this but Bill has to take good care of himself. Get in shape for a return visit to W.M.C. in 1966.

1909  
The wife of David Dean Smith, Mildred Husted Smith, died May 31 in Florida. She was the mother of Mrs. Mildred Smith O'Connor, '43. . . . Robert W. Coe has retired from the station.

1913  
Miss Irene W. Gillespie  
12 E. Mt. Vernon Place  
Baltimore 4, Maryland  
One Sunday evening early in June, 1913, while the College Choir sang "God Be With You Till We Meet Again," the Senior Class filed out of little Baker Chapel for the last time. Dr. Lewis met us at the door and with a warm handshake wished us well. There were tears shed as we mounted the Hill to the dormitory, but this June many of us returned for a joyous fiftieth reunion.

Our Class President, William B. Cecill, and his wife (Ruth Stewart Cecill, 1911), came from Fort Worth, Texas; Jereis Hill and Mrs. Hill from Indiana, Pennsylvania; Howell Smith from White Bear Lake, Minnesota; Howard Doud and his wife (Helen), Ringrose Doud, 1912), from Detroit, Michigan; Wilmer and Evelyn Walters Lankford (both 1913) from Milford, Delaware; John and Elsie Cline Stokes (both 1913) from Rocky River, Ohio. Also with us were Harry Beall and Mrs. Beall from Rockville, Maryland; Dave from Federalburg, and Homer and Henrietta Roop Twigg (both 1913) from Hampstead. From Baltimore came John Barker and his wife (Mary Bowen Barker, 1915), Vernon Brumbaugh and Mrs. Brumbaugh, Leon Cooper, Frank Boucier and Irene Gillespie.

A delicious luncheon was served at Historical House in Westminster. Short talks were given by each of the alumni and reminiscences of college life exchanged. Letters and messages were read from some of those who were unable to attend; Martha Thomas Hosken, Elizabeth Perkins Sloan, Roger Xavier Day, James Fisher, Anna Gehl Twigg, Rita Anderson Foley, and Isabel Miller Morris.

We were not unmindful of those who are no longer with us but recalled happy associations with Jessie Shaw, Edith Brown, William Hussey, Henry Triesler, Mary Billingslea Brooks, Eleanor and James Gather, Francis Beese, Smith Billingslea, Marie Noble Shroyer, Lester Hall and Stewart Peckels.

We were happy to have as our guest Isabel Roop Hendrickson, sister of Henrietta Twigg. Isabel graduated in 1911. Also with us were Anne Lankford and Linda Lee Lynch, granddaughters of the Wilmar Lankfords, one of whom will enter Western Maryland this fall. We have a special welcome for these young people for, aside from being good business for the college, they represent the future for which we all live.

At the Alumni Banquet on Saturday night Howard Doud was presented with an engraved silver tray by the Alumni Association in recognition of his outstanding loyalty to his Alma Mater. Howard graduated from Johns Hopkins Medical School after leaving the Hill. Specializing in Radiology he has become nationally known in his chosen field. He was connected with the Ford Hospital in Detroit, Michigan, for forty years as head of the Department of Radiology. He is the author of over one hundred fifty articles dealing with his specialty. Now retired from active duty at the hospital, he still serves in a consulting capacity and has continued his duties as editor of "Radiology," the official organ of the Radiological Society of America.

Mary Cunningham was unable to attend the luncheon but came to the banquet with her father, John Cunningham, the oldest living alumnus, who received a standing ovation.

Howsell Smith, called Rosebud in college, though he was never a "fragile little rose," was called on to give the roll call of the boys as it was in school days. He remembered every one of them.

Fellow Alumni, don't dread your fiftieth anniversary. IT'S GREAT.

"Let us grow lovely, growing old—  
So many fine things to do;  
Laces and ivory, and gold  
And silks need not be new."

"And there is healing in old trees,  
Old streets a glamour hold;  
Why may not we, as well as they  
Grow lovely, growing old?"

1914  
Louis Wright Morris died at his home in Decatur, Georgia, on September 7. A real estate executive, he was president of the L. W. Morris Co. . . .

1915  
Mrs. Robert B. Dexter (Margaret Tull)  
211 Kemble Road  
Baltimore 18, Maryland  
Margaret Galley Bosworth and her hus-
They have a son and daughter and seven band, R. C. Bosworth, are enjoying life at 659 N.E. 71st Street, Miami, Florida. They play golf twice a week and she is active in the women's work of the Miami Shores Presbyterian Church and the Woman's Club. Their daughter, Peggy, has five children.

Lettie Dent Cough served as superintendent of St. Mary's County schools for many years with distinction, for which she received from Western Maryland College an Alumni Citation at the Mid-Century Convocation in 1950. She is now retired and living with her husband, Arthur, in her old home in Oakley. Lettie keeps busy for she is on the Board of Directors of St. Mary's Hospital now deep in a building program, Director of St. Mary's County Historical Society, Trustee of the County Library and Trustee of St. Mary's Seminary Junior College.

Joseph (Cy) R. Young retired in 1956 from A. O. Smith Corporation as sales representative. He and his wife are living at 102 Highland Avenue, Yonkers, New York. They have a son and daughter and seven grandchildren. Ocean City, Maryland, has attractions for them in the summer.

Mrs. Charles E. Moylan (Mildred Wheeler)
401 Bretton Place
Baltimore 18, Maryland

John M. Clayton, Jr., with his firm of Stein Brothers and Boyce was one of the first to occupy the new office building, One Charles Center, the first of the office buildings in Baltimore's renovation and modernization program. During the summer he shared honors with David Taylor, '25, as one of the top competitors in the "Invitational" at the Hillendale Golf and Country Club. John and Olga, who are both active in church and community affairs, now have five engaging little grandchildren.

Mrs. Charles E. Moylan (Mildred Wheeler)

Mrs. Clara B. Reinecke Baker died at her home near Philadelphia.

Mrs. William P. Grace (Bess Hayman)
59 South Aberdeen Street
Arlington 4, Virginia

Louise (Weese) Hughleth Johnson worked six years as Acct. Executive for John C. Legg & Co. in Baltimore. She now lives eight miles from Cambridge on the river.

Emily Pickett Brown is busy counseling in Mt. Airy Senior High School.

Bertha (Bert) Waddell Beall is chairman of Sarah Constant Shrine Committee, civic and legislative chairman in Ocean View Garden Club, member Board of Directors YWCA Norfolk, Virginia.

Marion (Mannie) Curling is past state president of Delta Kappa Gamma, she is chairman of the publications and publicity committee for the society's northeast regional conference scheduled to convene at Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia, in August.

S. Lee Starrt is assistant secretary and co-chairman Advisory Board American National Building Association Baltimore, secretary Boy Scout Committee West Baltimore Methodist Church. His daughter is a student nurse at Church Home and Hospital; his son attends Catonsville High School.

Walter R. Smith retired from administration in public schools and is now teaching science at Greene Vale School near Glen Cove, New York.

Minnie Warren retired from teaching and is now writing a book, "Writers of the Eastern Shore." She has built a new home.

Anne Lauder Logsdon travels 11 months of the year with her husband who is a Bible teacher. Her home address is Largo, Florida.

Blanche Ford Bowlbey is chairman of the music department, Baltimore Junior College. She was scheduled for two weeks at Eastman School of Music, New York, in July and choral workshop at University of Tennessee in August.

Capt. William P. Grace, III, son of Col. and Mrs. William P. Grace, Jr. ('26) (Bess Hayman), was featured on the cover of Saturday Evening POST (March 23) and in the article, "I'm Hit, I'm Hit."

Joy Reinmuth teaches Latin in Parkville, suburb of Baltimore. She and Elizabeth (Liz) Bemiller plan to drive to Nova Scotia in August.

Dr. George Baker of Mayo Clinic has three children and two grandchildren.

Virginia (Ginnie) Wilson Shockley, Rosalie Smith Bennett, Mildred (Mille) Elgin Huston live in Salisbury. They promise to contribute to this column later.

Hortense Pettit lives in Glenville, Virginia. She works for J. W. Taylor Co.

Margaret (Moxie) Snader writes that she is making fine progress every day after serious illness. She lives in New Windsor.

Velma Richmond Albright has completed a term on the School Board in Allequippa, Pennsylvania.

Sadie (Tut) Rosenstock Weinstock and Virginia (Ginnie) Wilson Shockley served as class agents this year.

The twenty-eighters celebrated their 35th reunion on Saturday, June 1! A reception was held in the lovely Faculty Lounge located in the Student Union or Winslow Building. Rose Todd, Margaret Myerly and your class secretary, Ann, were hostesses.

Later, the Clarence Bennets (Rats and Dot) entertained at a wonderful party at Lee's Motel.

The dining hall rang "loud and clear" with over 30 class members who took advantage of the opportunity to dine and reminisce together. Even though few knew the yell we made ourselves heard!

You absences from near and far were greatly missed. Let me have news—photos—anything about you, yours—what—have you plan to be with the Bennetts and yours truly this fall when the Washington Alumni Chapter meets at the Columbus Country Club. We '28-ers convene at Rats' and Dot's first! More on that later.


Raymond Stouffer has been retired as "Math" teacher. He and his wife reside in Hagerstown where they maintain a lovely flower garden. "Ray" sends "best of health to all '28!"

Evelyn Pusey Ruark is teaching English in Princess Ann.

Thanks, Alice Small Marts, "Smallie," for your note. Alice is supervisor of
Music in Scottdale, Pennsylvania. Also, directs two church choirs and is Choir Director and organist in the Connellsville Methodist Church.

Dorothy (Dot) Melkott McElrath is living in Seaford, Delaware, where she is interested in church and community work.

Come on, you twenty-eighters let's hear from you, please. Your Secretary—Ann—is desperate for news!

1932
Roger H. Cissel
701 Walnut Avenue
Baltimore 29, Maryland

Col. J. Harrison Dixton (Mary Ellen Senat, '33) is commanding the U. S. Army Officer Evaluation Center at Fort McClellan, Alabama.

Dr. Howard M. Aman was appointed District Superintendent of the Easton District of the Peninsula Conference of the Methodist Church.

Lt. Colonel George Henry Caple (U. S. A. Ret.) is now Supervisor of Transportation, Department of Education, Caroline County. He reports that he, his Austrian wife, and their two sons, 5 and 4, are now confirmed Eastern Shoremen.

D. Cameron Marchison and Marietta Mills, '33, visited Maryland recently. Cam's presentation to the Supreme Court in Washington was one of the highlights of their trip.

Edgar B. Palmer is still enjoying a busy life in Thurmont.

Joseph T. Snyder is associated with the Supervisor of Assessment in Hagerstown.

1923
Mrs. William E. Engle (Helen Doenges)
703 Radiance Drive
Cambridge, Maryland

Graduation and weddings of the second generation kept some of our number from '23 reunion. George (Bunk) and Jane Wine Hunter write that son George III graduated from Bates June 2. They also have a younger son starting college this fall. Jane and Bunk are now in the grandparent category.

Dorothy Billingsley Linsey and husband (a supervisor in Baltimore Post Office) were in New York attending son's wedding. The son is now a doctoral candidate at Cornell graduate school.

Cambridge County Club poolside served as a reunion spot for Cleona Brinsfield Reed and Helen Doenges Engle, former Hill roommates. Cleona and son Larry were visiting her parents in Vienna, Maryland. This same spot served as a “getting to know you” hour for 14-year-old Ginny Herbst, daughter of Russ and Andy, and Carol Ann Engle, 16-year-old daughter of Helen Doenges Engle.

Emile Brown Morgan and husband enjoyed a 4-week European trip this past summer. Sue Cockey Kiefer and husband Dick, '34, went west to California with a purpose. Daughter Linda presented them with their first grandchild, Susannah Sheriden Abel. While there Sue and Dick visited and played golf with Bobbe Daskam Keyser and husband Charlie in San Diego. Bobbe works in library at Scripps Institute of Oceanography associated with University of California, La Jolla, California.

Susan Strong has been transferred from Ohio to Letterkenny Army Depot, Chambersburg, Pennsylvania.

Ted Landis, pastor of a large church in Roanoke, Virginia, is also serving on the Board of Directors of Perrum Junior College and on the Board of Governors of Wesley Seminary. Ted will serve as delegate to both the General and Jurisdictional Conference in '64.

S. Mason Sprague writes he is principal of Bloxom Elementary School, Bloxom, Virginia, and that he is a grandfather of 2 grandsons.

Miriam Fogle West is beginning her eleventh year of teaching in Carroll County, currently teaching in 6th grade at Elmer Wolfe School, Union Bridge. Miriam's husband Howard is the busy manager of Westminster Chamber of Commerce.

Coach Hal Kopp of Boston University has patented a defensive reaction football training simulating. Son Karl, Ph.D., teaches mathematics at University of Maine. Wife June Cooling Kopp teaches ancient history in Natick, Massachusetts.

1934
Mrs. Lillian Frey Dexter received a certificate of advanced study in education from the Johns Hopkins University in June.

1935
Welch Hall Boger has been appointed director of fund-raising of The National Association for Mental Health, Inc. He had been assistant director of fund-raising for the National Foundation.

1937
Lt. Col. Paul O. Ritchie has completed the reserve associate command and general staff course at the U. S. Army Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. John Sims designed a series of hats worn by Miss Maryland (Beverly Ann Smith, '66) at various events during the spring. Commander Elizabeth S. Harrison is officer-in-charge, U. S. Navy Training Publications Center, Washington, D. C.

Mrs. Siemonn sang with the Met until 1921 and then made world concert tours until 1930 when she went into semi-retirement. She sang at the inaugural concert of the Baltimore Symphony in 1916 and again in 1930 when her husband, the late George Siemonn, became conductor.

A close friend of Picasso and Leger, she collected impressionist art and works of later artists. Seven items from her collection were given to the Baltimore Museum of Art.

OPERA STAR DIES

Mrs. Mabel Garrison Siemonn, 1903, died in August at her New York Home.

Mrs. Siemonn was "the leading lyric soprano" of the Metropolitan Opera during the so-called Golden Age of the teens and twenties, to quote a citation given her. Mabel Garrison, as she was known in her professional life, graduated from Western Maryland in 1903 and received an honorary doctor of fine arts degree from the College in 1953.

The singer made her debut at the Metropolitan in 1914. During her career, which lasted until 1921, she sang the lead roles in "Lucia di Lammermoor," "Pearl of Brazil" and "Tales of Hoffman." She was a contemporary of Geraldine Ferrar, Lucrezia Borl, Antonio Scotti, Enrico Caruso and others. It was her American birth and training which made her particularly outstanding in a field which was dominated by European singers.

Mrs. Siemonn sang with the Met until 1921 and then made world concert tours until 1930 when she went into semi-retirement. She sang at the inaugural concert of the Baltimore Symphony in 1916 and again in 1930 when her husband, the late George Siemonn, became conductor.

A close friend of Picasso and Leger, she collected impressionist art and works of later artists. Seven items from her collection were given to the Baltimore Museum of Art.

1938
Mrs. Charles A. Young (Charlotte Coppage)
Bergen Manor
Gwynns Falls Park
Baltimore 16, Maryland

Ethelberta Gosnell Balderson died on May 29, 1963, after an illness of several months. While on the Hill, Bert was president of the W.S.G. and treasurer of her class. Bert was married to Sherwood (Jerry) Balderson, '38, and left two children (Ann B. Collier and a son, John).

The class celebrated the Silver Anniversary of its graduation with a reunion luncheon on Alumni Day, June 1. There were 38 in attendance at the luncheon and words cannot describe the enthusiasm and fun that took place at the affair. Everyone had a wonderful time. In the evening, the class went as a group to the alumni banquet and had 28 persons in attendance. For the occasion, a class cheer had been composed. Led by Martha Wilmer Benton, the following official cheer was rendered:

Kick the post
Here comes the Class of '38
Rah! Rah! Sit boom bah.

Tony Ortenzi is stationed in the Pentagon as Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics. He has two daughters, Regina 14 and Lisa 12.

Martha Wilmer Benton is a Recreational Therapist at Spring Grove State Hospital.

Martha Erb Badell is Director of the Madison Public Library, Madison, New Jersey. Recruitment Chairman of the New Jersey Library Association and president of the Rutgers Graduate School of Library Service Alumni Association. Betty is a busy librarian.

Helen Armstrong is Assistant Coordinator
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of Work with Children at the Free Library in Philadelphia. She is a graduate of the Library School at the University of North Carolina.

Ann Kenney Walls is head of the Social Studies Department at the high school in Lewes, Delaware. She and her husband also own The Walls’ Cottage Apartments at Rehoboth, Delaware.

Robert Elderdice is teaching at Salisbury State College. After the war, Bob did graduate work at Brown University and the University of Maryland. He also taught at Frostburg State Teachers College from 1951-1955. The Elderdices have a son 15 and a daughter 12.

Eleanor Taylor Smith is teaching at the Dover, Delaware, High School.

Louise Niccoli Obermuller is teaching at the Waterloo Junior High School in Maryland. Nickie has a son who is married and in the Air Force, another son who is a 9th grader and a “little girl (6 years old) who will enter first grade this fall.”

Charles Ehrhardt is the minister for the First Presbyterian Church in Phoenix, Arizona.

Marian Millender Malone was awarded a Master of Social Work degree at the University of Maryland in June. Marian ranked in the upper one-third of her class and was one of two students to be graded “high pass” on her oral comprehensive.

Col. Harry Balish, who commands the Sandia Base in Arizona, was host to the foreign students who were in Albuquerque one of two students to be graded “high pass” in the upper one-third of her class and was one of two students to be graded “high pass” on her oral comprehensive.

Dr. Donald B. Bond is doing some work in San Francisco but expects to work next year at Johns Hopkins on a special project.

1303 Southview Road Baltimore 18, Maryland September 1, 1963

Dear Charlotte,

As the doors open on the Hill this fall many of us in the Class of 1938 can feel proud that we have given assistance to our college and wish the students a successful year.

It is a proud feeling to know that your classmates not only met their goal but surpassed it in the recent Annual Fund Drive, Hurrah for us!!

May I take this opportunity to show my appreciation and say thanks to the class agents who spent long hours making contacts with fellow classmates and thanks to those classmates who made this achievement possible.

Western Maryland College can be proud of the Class of 1938.

(Mrs.) Eloise Chipman Payne
Class Chairman 1938

---

1939

Sidney H. Washelstein received his M.Ed. in June from The American University. . .

Nellie June Williams graduated from Emory University’s Candler School of Theology in June and has been accepted as a minister in the West Virginia Methodist Conference. She became a familiar sight on the Georgia campus pedaling her bike to class with a black poodle in the front basket. Miss Williams previously taught speech therapy for 20 years. She began her theological studies at Duke University. Miss Williams has a master’s degree in speech therapy from Columbia University’s Teachers College.

---

Scholarship Named

The Mrs. H. Ross Coppage Scholarship was among those awarded this year by the Maryland Congress Scholarship Fund.

Each year certain of the scholarships are named for people who have served and are serving the Maryland Congress of Parents and Teachers in a special way.

The recipient of this award was Alice Cherbonnier of Newcomb who entered Western Maryland as a freshman in September. Mrs. Coppage is the mother of two other Western Marylanders—Charlotte Coppage Young, ’38, and Gladys Coppage Hendrickson, ’39—and grand-mother of Rob Ross Hendrickson, ’66.

1940

Frank W. Mather, Jr., is a vice principal at Westminster Senior High School. He has been teaching for 18 years. . .

Dr. John L. Carnochan, Jr., has been appointed assistant superintendent of schools in Frederick County. He had been assistant to the State Superintendent of Schools. . .

Mary Brown McGloin’s husband is squadron commander at Key West, Florida.

1941

Charles M. Earl is now programming and operations officer in the economic analysis division of the FAO. He was home on leave with his family this summer visiting in Carroll County. The Earls are stationed in Rome, Italy.

1942

Frank A. Tarbutton Country Club Estates Chestertown, Maryland

Miriam Bond Gilbert, 329 Gorman Avenue, Laurel: She is employed as coordinator of preparatory instruction at Ft. George G. Meade. The duties there involve supervision and instruction of two groups of enlisted personnel who have not completed 8th grade, and a larger group who have not completed high school. She is also teaching English to non-native soldiers. She is doing graduate work in linguistics at Georgetown University, Washington, D. C.

Paul S. Griffith, 1736 Preston Road, Hagerstown: He is employed in Washington County as a teacher of math and science in Hagerstown. He has been organist for the past twenty years in Christ Reformed Church in Georgetown. He is working for his master’s degree in education through Frostburg State Teachers College.

Elizabeth Schaeffer Cissel, 122 Hutton Street, Gaithersburg: She received her master’s degree from University of Maryland in 1961 and is a resource teacher in Montgomery County. Her daughter, Carolyn Cissel Irvin (married Donald L. Irvin, June, 1962), completed her work at Western Maryland in February and graduated in June, 1963.

Katherine Wheatley Roemer, 7 Summit Circle, Normandy Heights, Ellicott City: Her 18-year-old daughter, Carole, completed her first year of Western Maryland College in June. She has two other daughters, ages 13 and 14.

Mrs. Dorothy Attix Meyer, 522 Clayton Road, Smyrna, Delaware: “At present, absolutely nothing unusual is happening to me. I am homemaking like mad for my husband and two sons, ages 14 and 12, and one para-keet, age unknown. My teaching career ended five years ago and now I do even something. I really don’t have any help to your alumni news, but at least you can check one off as one more heard from.”

1943

Mrs. Robert I. Thompson (Jean Bentley) 22 Woodside Road Chagrin Falls, Ohio

The Class of ’43 started its 20th reunion celebration at a luncheon at the Grand View Inn in Reisterstown. The luncheon was capably organized by Mary Louise Schott Parks (Snookey) with assistance from John Williams, Lee Lodge. After a fine lunch each class member brought up to-date with a short resume of his “doings.” The following attended the luncheon—Bob and Perk Beggin, Beaver, Pennsylvania; Josh and Pat Ensor, Olney; Lee and Pearl Bodmer, Hyattsville; Mac and Jeanne Mac-Williams, Reisterstown; Ken and Franny Moore, Riverdale Farms, New Jersey; Rock and June Rawlins, Sea- ford, Delaware; Frasier and Lee Scott, Bethesda; Johnny and Jane Williams, Towson; Don and Marie Steele Cameron, Bryan, Ohio; Janith Horsey Collin, Storrs, Connecticut; Marjorie Rue Cropper and her husband, Wilmington, Delaware; Alice Rohrer Donney, Williamsport; Mary Jackson Hall, Rockville; (Bill was at a convention in Atlantic City); Dotty Cox Leibno, Pikesville; Marberry and Doris Lane Linton, Washington, D. C.; John and Shirley Bradley McLaughlin, Rockville; Snookey and Bill Parks, Lutherville; Verna Cooper Presto, Aberdeen; Al and Peri Wilson Rupperberger, Baltimore; Margaret Reeves Saunders and her husband, Elizabeth City, North Carolina; Betty Neidert Smith and her husband, Severna Park; Eleanor Healy Taylor and her husband, Glyndon; Betty Crawford Ramsey and her husband, Lancaster, Pennsylvania; Bob and Jean Bentley Thompson, Chagrin Falls, Ohio; Bud and Dieffie Smith, Willis Witter and his wife, 
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both couples of Baltimore.

When we reassembled for the Alumni Dinner we discovered that some of our members had left the Hill but that some others had joined us—Sam and Vera Harris, Myrtle Beach, North Carolina, arrived with Joe Roue, Woodberry Forest, Virginia; Alvin Levin, Baltimore (who painted the portrait of Dick Harlow which was presented at the dinner). Our reunion was a huge success—but let’s make it even bigger and better in ’86.

Virginia Black DeLong writes from Snyder, New York, that she and her husband Richard DeLong (a research chemist at National Aniline Section of Allied Chemical in Buffalo) have two children—Marianne 11 and Dickie 8. Shirley Bradley McGlaughlin and John have five sons. John is still working on satellites at Johns Hopkins Physics Lab. Joy Lodge (daughter of Lee and Pearl Lodge) enters Maryland University this fall. Yvonne Earle Link (Mrs. J. Howard) has the distinction of being our first (known) grandmother—meanwhile she is enrolled in the graduate school of University of Delaware working for accreditation as elementary school librarian. Yvonne has been Peninsula Conference Woman’s Society of Christian Service Sec. of youth work for 4 years. J. Howard is pastor of Asbury Methodist Church in Smyrna. He is also currently Chaplain for Delaware State legislature in the house as well as Chaplain of the State Welfare Home. Besides their married daughter Kathi, the Links have a son—John Jeffrey, 13. Phyllis Cade Gruber was elected vice president of the Wicomico County Alumni Chapter. Phyll will be teaching Biology, as well as coaching basketball and softball, in Salisbury this year.

Dr. John I. Mann, a physician and surgeon in Carnegie, Pennsylvania, has been appointed a charter member of the Alumni Advisory Council on Admissions of New York University. In this capacity he will assist and advise NYU’s office of admissions and help to further the institution’s admissions policies.

Wilbur D. Preston, Jr., is a partner in the Baltimore law firm of Due, Whiteford, Taylor and Prestin. They are at 301 North Charles Street. . . . Mindelle Seltzer Gober died of cancer on April 16 at Sinai Hospital in Baltimore. She was vice president of the class and had been class chairman for the Annual Alumni Fund for six years and had served on the Board of Governors of the Alumni Association. The class is holding a memorial fund to honor Mindelle. Other friends of hers are invited to contribute to the fund. When the drive is completed Dr. Ensor has agreed to select the memorial. Contributions may be sent to The Mindelle Seltzer Memorial Fund in care of the Alumni Office.

1947

Mrs. Thomas G. Shipley (Marjorie Cassen)
9214 Smith Avenue
Baltimore 34, Maryland

Margaret Statler Blayney and her eight-year-old daughter are in Oxford, England. She has an A.A.U.W. Fellowship and is finishing her Ph.D. in medieval literature at Oxford University. She is also preparing her manuscript for publication.

F. Bailey Phelps is pastor of the Forest Memorial Methodist Church, Forestville. Recently his congregation built a new sanctuary costing $225,000. He has two boys: Franklin, Jr., ’38, and Paul, 11.

Lee Wallenstein Hooper, ex-’47, has moved to 2444 Forfarshire Drive, Winter Park, Florida, where her husband, Herb, has been transferred by the Martin Co. Her children are Michael, 15, and David, 10.

June Gelh01IS Lichtenberger and her husband, Ed, visited Betty Burgee Bishop in Baltimore last July. June lives in Scottsdale, Arizona, where Ed is a high school teacher. They have traveled through all 48 continental states since their marriage in 1951.

1948

Mrs. John H. Parson (Mary Todd)
6115 Temple Street
Bethesda 34, Maryland

Dr. George W. Plais, associate professor of anatomy at University of Maryland Dental School, is the recipient of a research grant of $8,895 from the U. S. Public Health Service for a three-year study of the sea lamprey at Hammond Bay Biological Station of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service located on Lake Huron near Rogers City, Michigan. George also received a $3,250 grant for one-year research of the processes of cellular division in the sea lamprey. His publication “Embryological Stages in the Sea Lamprey and Effects of Temperature on Development” was declared by the Publication Board of the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries of the Fish and Wildlife Service to be the outstanding scientific paper for 1951. An award of $300 was made to George for this research.

Katherine (Kitty) Brown Ross has been appointed to the Recreation Commission in Irondequoit, a suburb of Rochester, New York. Kitty has the distinction of being the first woman and the first Democrat ever to serve in this capacity, possibly the first woman to serve in any official position on a town board in Irondequoit. Kitty and her husband Donald have two children: Margaret and Susan.

Eleanor Schlichte and Philip Wrotten are living in Dallas, Texas, where Phil has been promoted to senior research technologist at the Socony Mobil Research Laboratory. Nancy Hawkins Zabel teaches music two days a week at Sykesville Elementary School, directs five choirs and plays the organ at Oakland Church. Her husband Walter is Methodist minister serving the Patapsco-Freedom charge and is chaplain of prisoners at the Department of Correction work camp in Sykesville.

Wayne Cowan is managing editor of the journal “Christianity and Crisis.” He received his master’s from Columbia University in 1958 and has edited two books “What the Christian Hopes for in Society” and “Facing Protestant-Roman Catholic Tension.” . . . Janice Ganz Greenwood accompanied her husband on a four-week business trip to Europe during the summer. Sam is sales manager for the Samuel M. Langston Co., which manufactures corrugated container machinery.

Dr. Annabel Glockler Liebelt and husband Robert announce the birth of their fourth child and third daughter in May. Ann does part-time research at Baylor University where Bob is a professor of anatomy. . . . Gladys Sause McLeod and husband James have built a new home on their farm on the Chesapeake Bay near Stevensville. They have a girl, Kim, and a boy, Branson.

Dorothy Wilder Webb is teaching seventh grade mathematics in Fairfax County, Virginia. She and Lee have three boys. Lee is factory manager for Wilkins Coffee Co. . . . Bill and Esther (Bonnie) Cuthb, ’49, Finck have moved to La Habra, California, where Bill is director of production for the Purex Co.

About our 15th class reunion in June . . . There were 17 of us present, quite a few less than five years ago. It was a beautiful day on the Hill, and we enjoyed exploring the new buildings as well as the usual reminiscing.

Would love to hear from some more of you . . . .

1949

Mrs. Ronald F. Heemann (Jean Sause)
916 Breezeway Circle
Towson 4, Maryland

Born on June 5, David Curtis, II—to David and Annette McManan Wood.

Hugh Burgess was graduated from University of Baltimore with an LL.B. Hugh and Doris Roger Burgess tell us that daughter Sandra finished 11th in The State Spelling Bee.

Dorothy Johnson is a medical missionary in West Pakistan returning to the field after one year leave.

Mary S. Weagly, retired Carroll County schoolteacher, died on May 11.

Roy Wampler received a master’s degree from University of Maryland and accepted a position as mathematician at National Bureau of Standards in Washington.

Announcement has been made of the appointment of Claude Libis as director of the Board of Child Care.

Jack and Doris Vansant Blades have left for the University of Grenoble, France. Jack has a company and government award at the physics research center for 14 months.

Norma Keigler Raffel is now at the University of New Zealand where her husband is teaching for three years.
Jacqueline Morris is home economist with Milwaukee Co. Extension Service.

John and Mildred Miller Carr were guests at Martin Co. honor banquet. John was cited as author and inventor making a notable contribution to the company.

1950

Mrs. Robert T. Sommers (Helen Ray) 2514 Knighthill Lane Bowie, Maryland 20715

Delmar H. (Del) Warehime is manager of the Westminster Hardware Company retail outlet. Del, a Captain in the Maryland National Guard, lives in Frazelburg with his wife (Isabelle Harman, '42) and three sons, Delmar, II, 15, Ronald, 16, and Stephen, 10.

Ken and Joanne Koehler Hoover have returned to the Baltimore area with their children Kip, 7, and Becky, 6. Ken is with Firestone.

Miriam Simmons is superintendent of the Hanover County Department of Welfare in Hanover, Virginia.

Edith Sanner Parlette teaches in Baltimore while her husband works for Thompson's Dairy in Washington, D. C. They have three boys, 8, 5 and 2.

Dick and Dottie McClayton Flavin are living in Lutherville with their children, Patty and Tommy. Dick has his own insurance agency in Baltimore.

Ernest A. Burch, Jr., was elected president of the Maryland Chapter of the American Physical Therapy Association in June. Ernie's term is for two years.

1951

Mrs. Lawrence T. Bailey (Dottie Phillips) One Wingate Garth Timonium, Maryland

John Babb is baseball coach at Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania, High School where he has taught for eight years. He is married with two children—Barbara (12) and Bobby (8).

John Lawrence Shannon, fifth son of Rev. and Mrs. James L. Shannon was christened by Bishop John W. Lord at the dedication of Wesley Grove Church. They also have a daughter, Kathy.

Jo Kohner Zakin writes from Amarillo, Texas, that she has two daughters Jean (7½) and Barbara (5½).

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Luperini announce the birth of Marcus Raffaele on June 17 in Baltimore. Joe is connected with the State's curricular time a bit scarce. However, she is responsible for all religious activities on the campus.

Doctor John C. Loper has been appointed assistant professor of microbiology at the University of Cincinnati's College of Medicine. John received his M.S. from Emory University and his Ph.D. in biochemical genetics from Johns Hopkins University.

David (Pat) Huddle received his law degree from George Washington University in 1955 and has been engaged in the practice of civil law with the firm of King and Nordinger in Washington, D. C. (Time out for service in the Navy.) Pat writes that he occasionally sees Essel Thomas who is a news correspondent with offices in the National Press Building in Washington. Essel lives in Beltsville.

Yours truly had the pleasure of spending a day with Nancy Walker Wolfeworth and Dorothy Lien England during the summer. Much of the time was occupied by the children, but we managed to laugh a lot and catch up on each other's activities. Nancy and Jack Wolfeworth live in Frederick where Jack teaches physical education and coaches football. Their twin girls, Jean and Janet, enter the second grade this fall. Three-year-old John is Jack in miniature. Dottie's husband, Forrest, works with the Hahnenkamp County Department in Indianapolis, Indiana. She and her husband with Sally, 6, Beth, 4, and Randy, 2, now live in Middletown, New Jersey. Her husband Allen works for Bell Labs in Holmdel, New Jersey.

1952

Mrs. James P. Hackman (Mary Hawkins) 1922 Stanhope Road Baltimore 22, Maryland

There has been some correspondence from our far-off classmates mentioned in the last issue of The MAGAZINE. Betty Simpson of Corvallis, Oregon, writes enthusiastic pages on the career of her biological oceanographer husband Herbert. Her own varied activities include everything from teaching (with then baby Mike in a basket under her desk) to skiing and skin diving. With two children now, Michael Charles 2½ and Sophie Louise 11 months, Betty finds extra-curricular time a bit scarce. However, she is soloist for the local Methodist church; and in April, 1962, she was inducted into Phi Mu Epsilon (honor society for women in mathematics). She and Herb love Oregon and expect to be in their own home this fall.

Reverend Ira Zepp merits our congratulations upon receiving the appointment as dean of the chapel on the Hill. Ira, with the faculty rank of assistant professor, will be responsible for all religious activities on the campus.

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence T. Bailey (Dottie Phillips) and their two children have recently moved to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, where Larry is Industrial Relations Assistant for Koppers Co.

Mr. and Mrs. E. Joseph Deering (Faye Corkran, '54) with Dennis, 7, Debra, 5, and Donna, 3, live in Haddonfield, New Jersey. Joe has his own physical therapy office there and also works at Hahnemann Medical College and Hospital, Haddonfield. Mr. and Mrs. Roger Eyler (Sara Ann Wilson, '53) live in Fredericksburg with their four children. Roger is with Operations Research Inc. in Silver Spring. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Faby (Nancy Holloway) have two children, Ricky, 5, and Susan Anne, 1. Ray is a practicing attorney with Rollins, Smallkin, Weston, and Andrew of Baltimore. Mr. and Mrs. Paul R. Farnham (Frances Paul, '54) are in Minneapolis, Minnesota, where Paul is working for his Ph.D. in geology at the University of Minnesota. Fran teaches home ec. and art in the Fridley Junior High School in Minneapolis. Their address is 2913 E. 22nd Street, Minneapolis 6. Mr. G. Vernon Foyl has taught mathematics in both Baltimore City and County Schools. He is now chairman of the math department at the New Overlea Senior High School. He and his wife live in Baltimore with Marsha, 8, Douglas, 6, and Christopher, 2. Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Langrell (Audrey Phillips) live in Westminster with David, 7, and Jimmy, 3. Bob is public relations director of Maryland Motor Truck Association. Mrs. Lucille Hall Malone (Audrey Phillips) in Reisterstown with husband, Gordon, and David, 5, Susan, 2, and Karen, 9 mos. She taught after graduation until her marriage. Mrs. Ellen Rudolph Marsh received her M.A. in Art History from Oberlin College in 1955, has since taught junior high school and was a librarian for the NEA for 4 years. Now she has Jennifer and Thomas to care for in Hyattsville. Her husband, Allan, teaches at the West Rockville Junior High School. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Shanklin (Barbara Davidson) are in Hagerstown with Scott Arthur, 6, Stephanie Ann, 4, and Mary Dorcas, 1. Art works for Wyeth Laboratories as sales representative. Bobbie is a member of the local chapter of the A.A.U.W. Miss Dorothy Stackhouse has her M. Ed. from University of Maryland. She has spent 2 years as a general resource teacher in Montgomery County for grades kindergarten through 6th; at present is teaching at Aylawn Elementary School. Mrs. Ruth Lee Roberts writes that she worked for 3 years in the Child Welfare Department of Indiana. She and her husband with Sally, 6, Beth, 4, and Randy, 2, now live in Middletown, New Jersey. Her husband Allen works for Bell Labs in Holmdel, New Jersey.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Saltmarsh live in Eildersburg with Sharon, 7, Carolyn, 5, and Sandra, 2. Art is self-employed selling petroleum lubricants in Westminster, Maryland. He is also a director of the Pikesville Lions Club. After graduation Betty taught 1st grade for 2½ years. Mrs. Virginia Bond Norwood taught at Mt. Ayr High School for 4 years. She
Howard Doub, see '13

she returned to teaching Junior High English in Washington, D.C., for a year. Now is in Bethesda teaching 11th grade English. Mrs. Nancy Hyde Welch’s husband is a project engineer for Michle, Goss, Dexter, Inc. (designs printing presses). They lived in Ulm, Germany, for 1½ years in 1955. They have 3 children Karl, 9, Mary Ann, 4, and Roy, 1. Now live in Lisle, Illinois. Miss Sarah Williams has taught at the Winfield Elementary School for 21 years. For 5 years was on the Executive Council of the Department of Executive Teachers. For 7 years was secretary and director of the CTTA Federal Credit Union in Carroll County. Now she is 2nd vice president of American Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma Society. She lives in Westminster. Capt. Ashby Collins is now in South Viet Nam. Robert Grissmer attended the Newspaper in the Classroom Workshop at Syracuse University under the sponsorship of The Sunpapers this summer. James B. Moore (Ann Trice) and family are welcomed back to the Hill. Jim is now part of the ROTC department.

1954

Mrs. James M. Voss (Nancy Caskey) Route 1, Box 183 Denton, Maryland

William B. Harvey writes that both he and his wife are going to teach in a Methodist Secondary School at Muhligwishi, near Jadotville, Southern Congo. Announcement has been made by Charles H. Wheatley and Carelle M. Downes of a law firm partnership with offices in Towson and Baltimore. Robert O., ’52, and Dorothy Krug Bond announce the birth of Nancy Lee on May 21. Chris is now 2½. Dr. Donald B. Lurie has recently opened an office in Westminster for the practice of oral surgery. He will also be consultant to dentists in the area, and for the Carroll County General Hospital. Don and his wife, Marion, have one daughter, 3. Mr. and Mrs. Stanley E. Tisdale (Gwendolyn Blohm) are proudly announcing the arrival of Kevin Andrew on May 23. Keith is now 4.

1955

Mrs. J. Walter Rigterink (Marilyn Goldring) 13504 Oriental Street Rockville, Maryland

Hello again. I’d enjoy hearing from you when my card comes, fill it out and send it back. Don’t “file” it. Barry D. Murphy practices law in Fairfax County, Virginia. The Murphys live at Box 159-B, Route 1, Oakton, Virginia, and have two daughters, Lynn, 8, and Dawn, 5. Martha Bannar Cawinder is a dental hygienist in Glassboro, New Jersey. Her husband Frank is assistant director of admissions at Glassboro State College. The Rev. Robert L. Leather soon becomes rector of St. Wilfred’s Episcopal Church, Camden, New Jersey. Bob was ordained in 1959 and until recently was curate of Grace Church, Haddonfield, New Jersey. From Maplewood, New Jersey, comes news of a daughter born to Tom and Carol Coleman Carter. Susan Kimberly arrived on March 11, 1963. Sally is 2½. The Carters live at 50 Kensington Terrace. Larry L. Lockhart is engaged to Gail H. Coleman of Baltimore. Larry’s new law office is at 6325 Windsor Mill Road, Baltimore.

A bit of news from Harold E. (Pete) Posey, pastor of Duke Street Methodist Church, York, Pennsylvania. The church is in the process of being relocated and renamed Wesley Memorial Methodist Church. Pete holds services in the new parsonage and the old church. Little Poseys are Chris, 3½, and Patricia 1. Gloria Bunting Blades and family enjoyed a riverside vacation in June. Duvall A. Jones will do graduate work at the University of Florida in Gainesville. He has been teaching at Ferrum Junior College, Ferrum, Virginia. All is well with Jean Nicodemus Huss and family in Reisterstown. Ed now works for Westminster. Roberta (Bobbie) Ramsburg Henick sends regards from 1620-E Valley Avenue, Birmingham 9, Alabama. Her husband is a special agent for the FBI. Lisa Susan is 2. Bobbie would love to hear from any classmates in the Birmingham area. Martha Nicholas Bortnik’s husband Ernest is minister at Corkran Memorial Methodist Church in Temple Hills. Lorraine is 6 and Ernest is 3.

Many of our classmates are in the teaching profession. Here’s news of some of them: Boland K. Hays received his Master of Education degree in 1962 from Western Maryland and is now teaching sixth grade in Westowne Elementary School, Baltimore County. His new address is: 931 Fordwood Court, Baltimore 28. Sydela Taylor Dishman teaches at Wicomico Junior High School and works in a graduate program in Salisbury. Debbie is 6 and Hunter is 5. Mildred Eckhardt Bohannah is head of the high school English department in Bethany, Connecticut.

George Gipes has been producing, directing and writing documentary films for WMAR-TV, Channel 2 in Baltimore. George says the work is fascinating and challenging. The Gipes have a year-old son, Larry.

Cpt. and Mrs. Edward L. Fogler, Jr. (Nancy Ann Bayless, ’54), announce the birth of a son, Clay Putnam, on June 16 in Munich, Germany. Lou was assigned to the 62nd Artillery in Germany in May. He is adjutant of Headquarters Battery of the artillery’s 6th Missile Battalion. Write to: HQ, 6th Msl. Bn., 62nd Arty., APO 108. New York, New York. John and Anne-Marie Summers Egan played a duet piano recital in July. Both teach at St. Joseph’s College in Rensselaer, Indiana. They have three children, 4, 2½, and 1. Dr. Craig N. Schmoll opened his chiropractic offices at 62 West Main Street, Westminster, in June. Craig and Mary Lee (Younger) live in Westminster and are always happy to see any classmates who might visit the Hill. They have one son, Craig, Jr.

Mrs. Floe Hartman Walker, M.Ed., recently received a John Hay Fellowship, the Nobel Prize of the teaching profession, and is now studying at Columbia University. Her entry of a community program and its application to various facets of the teaching profession won a George Washington Honor Medal in a national contest of the Freedom Foundation at Valley Forge, Pennsylvania, for the Chambersburg Chamber of Commerce’s Ambassador’s Forum Series on February 23, 1963. Barry and Joan Walters Winship will be in Germany with the Army until the middle of 1966. Capt. Winkelman’s address is: 1st Bn., 7th Inf., APO 162, New York, New York.

1956

Mary J. Bond 4015 Wilsby Avenue Baltimore 18, Maryland

L. William Clem has received his Ph.D. from the University of Miami where he has been studying for the last four years.

Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Frech (Dorothy Bach) announce the birth of Donald Mark on June 26, 1963. Debbie is 4 and Denise is 2.

Charles William Cook writes that he will be stationed in Europe until the summer of 1965.

Captain and Mrs. Robert Green (Marilyn Hazelip, ’59) announce the birth of Robert Franklin on March 26, 1963. They have a daughter Valerie Lynn 2½. Bob was promoted to captain in October, 1961, and received a commendation medal October, 1962.

Raymond Vernon Merkle (Skip) was recently elected treasurer of the Randallstown Junior Chamber of Commerce.

Margaret Janney (Peg) is at the Allenberry Playhouse, Boiling Springs, Pennsylvania, again this summer.
Kathryn Meh Miller writes that she and husband Bud are moving to California. It will be their fifth Navy move in five years. Mr. and Mrs. Edward A. Frederick (Nancy Ripple) announce the birth of Cynthia Carolyn on February 15, 1963. They live in Wrennah, New Jersey, where Ed is a Pontiac dealer. William J. Shello has passed the New York State Bar Examination. Bill is living in Lindenhurst, New York.

Captain Walter M. Sanders writes that he is serving in the Army in South Viet Nam. He is working with the Vietnamese Rangers and their area of operation is on the southern edge of the Viet Cong stronghold of zone "D" near the Cambodian border. Walt recently ran into Ed Smith, '55, in Saigon. His new address is: Capt. Walter M. Sanders, ADV TM 40 APO 40, San Francisco, California.

Wayne and Marilyn Eccleston Boor announce the birth of a daughter, Lynny Rae, on July 28, 1963. They are residing in Tahoma Park. Wayne is Athletic Director and Head of the Physical Education Department at Wheaton High School in Wheaton, Maryland. Jack and Marian Scheder Goettee write they are busy in the dental office. Also doing some remodeling projects, Joan Durno is Assistant Home Service Director of the Washington Gas Light Co. Also trying her hand at amateur theatrics, Dot Clark became Assistant Professor II of Education and Resident Superintendent of a dorm at Glassboro State College in New Jersey. Paul and Mary-West Pitts Ensor are in Nevada where Paul is stationed at Nellis Air Force Base near Las Vegas. Their daughter, Carol Jean, is one. Stan and Kitty Canany ex-53Entwistle are living in Edgewater with daughter Lori born January 6, 1963. Stan says she still has red hair. Arnold (Skip) Amass is managing Read's Drug Store in Reisterstown Shopping Center. Formerly worked in Read's in Westminster Shopping Center. While there he organized and set up the Pharmacy Services at Carroll County General Hospital. Skip and wife Pat Richter Amass have a son, Jack.

Welch Boyer, see '35

writes that he is now living in Atlanta, Georgia.

Patricia Krell married Edward J. Yates in September, 1962. Both Patty and her husband received their Master of Social Work degree from Howard University in June, 1963. Mary Louise Wallace (Don), '59 writes that they have an addition to the family. Jeffrey Todd was born on May 31, 1963. David Scott is now 38 years. They are living in Virginia Beach, Virginia.

Violet Foner Carrick will be a guidance counselor at Frederick Sasser Junior High School in Prince Georges County beginning this fall. Raymond Crawford, Jr., married Patricia O. Andre in April. Mr. and Mrs. Peter Urquhart (Mary Lou Dorsey) announce the birth of a son James Robert.

Barbara Lawrence wrote a very interesting letter from Germany where she is doing some remodeling projects. Mary Tomlinson Bauer announces the birth of Karl Albert on March 29, 1963. Prior to Karl's arrival, Mary worked as a caseworker for five years for the New York State Board of Child Welfare. Tony Sarbanes married Billye Lee Parks in June. Tony will be teaching and coaching at Wicomico Senior High School in Salisbury where they are living. Gilbert and Arla Sanderson Conn are living in Silver Spring where he works at the Applied Physics Laboratory. Their daughter, Lisa Virginia, joined them December 21, 1962.

Rev. and Mrs. David J. Harper (Marge Bell, '58) announce the birth of Andrew John, born December 28, 1962. Bo5 Christian has recently been appointed pastor of the Sandyston and Wallpack Center Methodist Churches in New Jersey. He received his M.A. degree from the University of Connecticut in 1961 and just completed the B.D. degree at the Theological School of Drew University. In 1961 he married Kathryn Fritchey. Lt. and Mrs. Charles M. Cock (Juana Sellman, '59) announce the birth of Charles Jonathan in the Canal Zone on May 8, 1963. Sam L. Bare

sight never to be forgotten.

Mrs. Warren J. Brauhnwarth (Virginia Pott) 179 Division Avenue Summit, New Jersey

A lot more responses this time; thanks for your news. Please note my change of address so future items don't go astray! Rev. Edward Thigpen was married on June 22 to Miss Betsy Bowman. Rev. Allen Spicer, Jr., was ordained as an Episcopal priest on April 9. He will be married to Gwendolyn Narbeth, '64, next year. Thomas E. Davies, Jr., is named Director of Advertising and Promotion for WBAL radio. He is responsible for promotion, publicity, advertising, sales promotion and public relations for both WBAL AM and FM. Luther Martin received the Master of Sacred Theology degree from Drew University in June. The Martins (Ann Perigo, '61) are living in Claremont, California, where Luther is working on a Ph.D. degree and Ann is teaching first grade. Another California family is that of Lt. and Mrs. Alvin G. Haworth (Betty Edington). Al is doing postgraduate work at Monterey while Betty minds Janice, 4, and Jimmy, 1. Ron Litto received his D.D.S. degree from Temple University School of Dentistry in June. This month he enters the service as a Captain in the Dental Corps at Ft. Sill, Oklahoma. George Thomas is serving in the Medical Service Corps in Germany. He received the Ph.D. degree in Biochemistry from University of Maryland in June. Graduating from University of Maryland's Medical School was Manfred K. Jores. He married Erika B. von Brett on June 15; they live in San Francisco where Manfred is serving Army Internship at Letterman General Hospital. The class of '59 is doing well in the Baby Department, too. Recent births include a daughter, Jacqueline Kay, to Tom and Beverly (Bosworth) Little on June 6; a second son, Gregory Scott, to Carroll and Joan (Schaefer) Weyrich on December 19; a second daughter, Susan Powell, to Mal and Kitty (Bond) Allen on June 22; a son to Louise and Willard Strack (M.Ed.) on June 18; a second son, James Michael, to Jim and Chris (Davis) Ayars on July 3; and a son, Wayne Bradford, to William and Ellie (Taylor) Warthen on April 1. Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Callender announce the birth of a son, Timothy Andrew, on May 12. Steven has been assigned to the Apollo Support Department as a technical writer and is living in Huntsville, Alabama. Allen Worts is working in packaging sales with DuPont Company. He and his wife, Patty (Garcia) have a daughter, Carol Lee, born April 7. Allen, Jr., is now 5. Karen Helbig Whiteside writes that she is still teaching music in Baltimore County while husband Jack is at University of Baltimore Law School.
1960
Miss Mary Catherine McCormick
8003 14th Avenue
Hyattsville, Maryland

1/Lt. John W. and Barbara Horst ('61) Fringer and daughter, Julie, sailed from New York in May for a 3-year tour of duty in Munich, Germany. Jack is serving as shop officer for Company E, 724th Maintenance Bn., 24th Infantry Division. Since arriving in Germany, they have traveled some in Bavaria, and hope to see some WM grads stationed in Germany on their next leave.

John and Phyllis Cassetta Karrer are now living in Green Lane, Pennsylvania, while John is pastor of Friedens United Church of Christ in Summeytown, Pennsylvania. John received his B.D. from Lancaster Theological Seminary June 4 and was ordained and installed June 23. John Christopher was a year old in August.

John O. Plageman is serving in Bavaria, and Mary is currently teaching at Rogers Glotfelty, now living in Green Lane, Pennsylvania, stationed in Germany on their next leave.

Bob Cole school in Tappahannock, Virginia. Mary Lou is teaching at St. Margaret's, an Episcopal girls' school in Baltimore. Dorothy Bender is also teaching at St. Margaret's and has completed her master's from the University of Denver, is working toward a Ph.D. in American studies from the same institution.

Laurence Chase joined the Army in 1962 and is stationed in the Philippines as a cryptographer with the Army Security Agency.

Joy Keller married Joseph Henry Kaplan March 30. They are residing in Baltimore.

Roderick Ryan entered Officers training as an aircraft maintenance officer.

Elma Koons Molloy is teaching sophomore and junior English at High Point Senior High School in Beltsville. Elma and her husband, Dick, live in Hyattsville.

Mary Lou Eaton is teaching religion and is counseling at St. Margaret's, an Episcopal girls' school in Tappahannock, Virginia. Mary Lou also spent this past summer counseling at St. Margaret's.

Charles Pugh married Carolyn Gaskell Allison August 11, in Baker Chapel at WMC. Charlie and his wife are teaching in the Baltimore County school system.

Powell R. (Bob) and Melanie (Lani) Stange ('62) Anderson are due to return to the U. S. in November.

Jill Brown Hurtbrink is working part time for the adoption division of the Archdiocese of Baltimore Catholic Charities.

Dorothy Gofelsey, who has been tutoring Cuban children, is currently teaching at Heights Elementary School in Prince Georges County.

Joe and Dolly Bender and Bob Cole are all stationed in Germany.

1961
V. Jane Ernsberger
13 Cragmere Road
Wilmington 9, Delaware

Lt. Ray Buckingham is a platoon leader in the 8th Infantry Division's 8th Medical Battalion in Mainz, Germany. Carolyn V. (Connie) Carter left in May for Tunis, Tunisia, as a nurse in the Peace Corps.

Herbert and Betty Curl and children, see '52

Vogt in June. Don is working on his Ph.D. at Cornell and last summer was a Park Ranger in the Smoky Mountains.

Henry So worked last summer for the Board of Evangelism of the Methodist Church at Central Park Church, St. Paul, Minnesota.

Kimberly Ann joined Myra Hess Hiller and her husband in October, 1962. Myra is teaching in Prince Georges County.

Helen Murray married James F. Waesche in July. Helen is Department Chairman of Music at Golden Ring Junior High School, Baltimore County.

1962
Mrs. James R. Cole (Judy King)
173 David Avenue
Westminster, Maryland

Kenneth L. Reifsnider has completed his engineering years at Johns Hopkins University; he is the second student to finish in the three-year WMC-two-year JHU engineering program. Ken plans to continue advanced study at Johns Hopkins on a three-year National Defense fellowship.

Lt. John DeMey has completed Airborne and Ranger training at Fort Benning, Georgia. He is in charge of training and special operations.

Jon Myers has been elected vice president of Londontown Manufacturing Co., makers of rainwear.

Summer, 1963, found several grads in school: Dee Bell-NSF to Earlham College in Illinois; Pat Piro—language institute at Rutgers University in New Jersey; Laura J. House Shaff—Colorado State University; Jackie Simms—University of North Carolina; Pat Krebs—WMC; Charley Reisenweber—Corcoran Gallery School, working toward a Master of Fine Arts from George Washington University; Carolyn Powell Walking—Morgan State. In March, Mike Mahon joined IBM as a systems engineer.

A marketing representative, his assignment is the NASA account at Goddard Space Flight Center.

Carol Kammerer married John B. Rector in February. Paul and Bobbi Hastings Jung announce the birth of Dana Lynne July 8. June Audrey Aren't joined Holiday Magazine as assistant to the Publicity Manager.

Jean and Dick Carter announce the birth of Richard Matthews, Jr., July 8. Heather Jean is 2½.

Susan Garretson married D. C. Daniel on June 8.

Don Linney married Alicia T. brick and her husband in October, 1962.
Pittsburgh. Helen is teaching 9th grade English at Fox Chapel High School in Allegheny, Pennsylvania.

Helen Holmes, '64, and Roy Terry were married June 9 at the Andrews AFB Chapel. Roy is teaching physical education at Baltimore City College until he enters the service in February.

Janet Walker and James Gray are engaged. Janet is attending Kathryn Gibbs Secretarial School in New York and Jim is studying for his master's at the University of North Carolina.

Allen Jones and Ray Wockley sailed aboard the S.S. United States in September and are traveling through Europe until February. Plans for their tour include visits to at least 12 countries.

Betty Jean Jacobus and John (Jack) Blackburn were married on August 17 at the Elderslie Methodist Church in Baltimore. B.J. commutes between Lansdowne and Towson Senior High School where she is a 10th grade art teacher, and Jack is a claims adjuster for Liberty Mutual Insurance. The couple lives at 7086 McClean Boulevard, Baltimore 34.

David (Dave) Selkowitz has been appointed The New York Times College and School Service representative for Manhattan, New York.

Della Boyd and Glenn Hanna were married on August 15. Their address in Towson is the Hampton Apartments 20B Vambourne Road, Baltimore 4. Glenn is teaching history at Mergenthaler Vocational-Technical High School and Monk teaches 10th and 11th grade math at Perry Hall Senior High.

Judith (Judy) Reinhart and Greg Caswell were married in St. Patrick's Church in Cumberland on August 24. Judy is home economist for the Washington Gas Light Company and Greg is employed by Kemper Insurance in Washington, D. C. They live at 4505 36th Street South, Arlington, Virginia.


NOTICE

With this issue of THE MAGAZINE a new schedule for the class secretary columns begins. Your class news will be printed in the following issues: December—reunion classes only (that means classes ending in four and nine); February—non-reunion classes; April—reunion classes; July—non-reunion classes; September—no class news; October—all classes. Classes without secretaries will find their news printed as information and room indicate.

This is the Western Maryland College chair which is now available at the College Bookstore. Alumni who are interested in this item for Christmas, wedding, or graduation gifts should contact:

The College Bookstore
Western Maryland College
Westminster, Maryland